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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Tensile strength of concrete is the most neglected property of concrete, which is always 

obtained through indirect methods. Interestingly no other property has to face this 

dilemma because proper and direct tests are available for their measurement. On the other 

hand every fracture in concrete is tension fracture. In one way or the other, whenever 

tensile capacity of concrete is reached, cracks start growing and propagating within the 

mass of concrete, hence it can be safely stated that, “every crack is a tension crack”.  

Though some direct tests are available in the literature, but they are not easy to perform. 

The first aim of this study is to devise a new direct test for tensile strength of concrete. 

For true tensile strength, instead of relying upon conventional in-direct methods, a new 

easy to perform direct tension method is devised and tensile strength is measured using 

this new technique. For this purpose a new dumbbell shaped mold is fabricated which has 

special characteristic of being used twice, i.e. for casting of specimen and then again for 

load application. This new test is found successful for measuring direct tensile strength of 

concrete. 

Concrete having strength more than 90 MPa (13,000 psi) is termed as UHSC (ultra high 

strength concrete). The second aim of this study is to produce ultra high strength concrete 

using constituents available in Pakistan. Three different types of aggregates are tried in 

order to achieve this goal and finally heavy mineral aggregates containing about 30 to 40 

% of chromium metal are found suitable for production of required strength. 

It is generally believed that tensile strength of concrete is about 10% of its compressive 

strength and cylinder strength is about 80% of its cube strength. Based on experimental 

results different co-relations for concrete strengths are postulated between compressive-

tensile strengths, direct-indirect tensile strengths and cube-cylinder compressive 

strengths. These relations show that conventional 10% concept regarding tensile strength 

and 80% regarding cylinder-cube strengths is not true for ultra high strength concrete. For 

ultra high strength concrete its tensile strength varies from 7.4% to 7.85% of its cylinder 

strength, whereas its cylinder strength is 85% of its cube strength. 
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The field of development of hydration stresses within concrete during the period of its 

strength development is under-investigated, which has been carefully diagnosed in this 

study and a model for finding actual compressive strength of concrete is also proposed. 

Now it is the turn of future researchers to focus their attention on this topic and find true 

compressive strength of concrete. 

Dense packing is one of the many factors influencing concrete strength. Some complex 

packing density models are available which become more and more complex as the 

number of concrete constituents is increased. Lengthy models are generalized in the form 

of geometric series in this study and a simple model is suggested which can be used for 

any number of concrete ingredients. 

Size effect is considered as basic property of all structures, but at the same time reverse 

size effect is also reported by various researchers as well as by the author. Different 

causes of size effect are explored and it is believed that size effect is basically the result 

of strong stress/ strain gradients and care must be exercised before incorporating it into 

the concrete codes. 

Direct tension test developed in this study proved very successful and is capable of 

furnishing true uniaxial tensile strength of concrete. Griping and eccentricity problems 

are not faced during testing and above all test is easy to perform. Through continuing 

research molds can be further improved to make them more useful for academic 

understanding of concrete properties. Moreover, it is also proved that ultra high strength 

concrete can be produced in Pakistan using locally available materials.  
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CHAPTER 1                           

1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 GENERAL 

For determination of the most elusive strength parameter of concrete, i.e. the tensile 

strength, indirect methods are used and are being standardized up till now. Though these 

methods widely accepted and are in use since long; do not furnish true tensile strength of 

concrete. Some direct methods have also been developed in recent past, but could not 

gain popularity and fail to replace the existing indirect methods because direct methods 

are generally difficult to implement. The objective of this study is to propose a new direct 

tension test for obtaining the tensile strength of concrete. 

1.2 NEED FOR NEW TEST 

While designing a structure, concrete strength is one of the main concerns for engineers. 

Primary focus is however upon the compressive strength whereas tensile strength of 

concrete is ignored in reinforced concrete (as steel bars are supposed to take care of 

tension in structural members). With the advancement of concrete technology, knowledge 

of concrete properties has been improved during last decades. However, engineers are 

still lacking in the basic understanding of concrete properties. One of the properties which 

are not truly exploited is its tensile strength, which is evaluated through indirect tests. 

Zheng (2001) observed, “Two indirect tension tests, namely the splitting tension test and 

flexural test, are widely used in the measurement of the tensile strength of the concrete. In 

fact these tests have been published in every major technical standard. In both of these 

indirect tests, the tensile strength for concrete is evaluated by assuming that the concrete 

is linearly elastic until failure. This is not true since in reality the stress strain curve of 

concrete becomes non-linear close to failure. It is believed that neither of these tests 

yields the true tensile strength of concrete”. 

In almost every written document regarding concrete, authors always explicitly mention 

about the untrue and indirect nature of the tensile strength of concrete. Nilson and Winter 

(1986) stated that, There are considerable experimental difficulties in determining the true 
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tensile strength of concrete. In direct tension tests, minor misalignments and stress 

concentrations in the gripping devices are apt to mar the results. For many years, tension 

strength has been measured in terms of the modulus of rupture for the computed flexural 

tensile stress at which test beam of plain concrete fractures. Because this nominal stress is 

computed on the assumption that concrete is an elastic material, and because this bending 

stress is localized at the outer most surface, it is larger than the strength for concrete in 

uniform axial tension. It is thus a measure of, but not identical with the real axial tension 

strength. To access the later, a correcting coefficient is used. 

Neville (1986) states, “A direct application of a pure tension force free from eccentricity 

is difficult, and is further complicated by secondary stresses induced by the grips or by 

embedded studs. There exists therefore no standard test using direct tension. However, 

some success has been achieved with the use of epoxy bonded end pieces and with lazy-

tong grips”. Wang and Salmon (1985) mention in their book, “One may note that neither 

the split cylinder nor the modulus of rupture tensile strength is correctly a measure of the 

strength under uniform axial tension. However, uniform axial tension is difficult to 

measure accurately”. 

1.3 MISUNDERSTANDINGS REGARDING DIRECT TENSION TEST 

Direct tension test is not widely used because of many misunderstandings prevailing in 

the conception and performance of the test. According to Hiroshi et al (2005), “The best 

way to investigate the tension softening process is by applying a uniaxial tension force 

directly on a concrete specimen, because it can measure both tensile strength and the 

tension softening curve from an identical specimen. However, no standard tests have been 

adopted to provide a direct measurement of the tension softening curves of concrete, 

though many inadequate test procedures were proposed until recently. There are four 

misunderstandings in investigating the tension softening process”. Those four 

misunderstandings highlighted by Hiroshi et al (2005) are as under; 

1.3.1 NOTCHES 

Notches are provided to guide the crack and also to obtain the fracture at pre-determined 

locations. Pre-determined location of fracture is necessary for setting of instrumentation. 

If fracture location is not known in advance it shall be very difficult to measure some 
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fracture parameters, especially crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) and crack mouth 

opening displacement (CMOD), which are helpful in plotting the softening curves for 

concrete. Contrary to the above mentioned advantage, notches introduce stress 

concentrations in the concrete specimens and fracture process starts well below the true 

tensile loads, as fracture processing initiated at the stress concentration points, whereas 

bulk of the specimen remains under-stress, hence actual tensile strength calculation is not 

possible (Hiroshi et al 2005). Employing finite element model they had shown that due to 

presence of notch the whole concrete ligament is not under uniform loading. Figure 1.1 is 

reproduced here from their paper showing load variation with advancement of 

hypothetical cracking. It should also be noted that the notch located the rupture in an area 

that is not necessarily the weakest of the specimen with an effect opposite to that 

mentioned above. 

(a) (b)  

Figure 1.1 Analytical model of notched test-piece (courtesy Hiroshi et al 2005). 

The above Figure contains two images. One is representing the finite element meshing 

and other shows stress distribution inside the concrete specimen. 100x100x400 mm 

specimen with 5 mm deep notch is used for modeling. One quarter of the specimen and 

node numbering is shown in Figure 1.1(a). The crack path has thirty six nodes. Node 1 is 

at the bottom of the notch and node 19 is at the mid of the specimen. In Figure 1.1(b) 

actual stress to tensile strength ratio is plotted vs ligament length. Different stress 

distribution curves are shown in Figure 1.1(b). Numbers shown on the curves represent 
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the node corresponding to hypothetical crack advancement. Curve labeled as 1 show that 

when crack is at node 1 only the tip of fracture process zone has attained the stress equal 

to tensile strength, whereas whole of the remaining ligament is under stressed. From the 

curve it is evident that when fracture processing is at node # 1 the bulk of specimen is 

carrying about 35% of the Ptrue load (Ptrue represents the load when stress in the sample is 

equal to its tensile strength). Curve labeled as 4 shows that when fracture processing is 

advanced up to node # 4, the stress in the 10 mm portion in between node 1 and 4 is equal 

to tensile strength, whereas remaining ligament is at the level of 79% of Ptrue. Curve 

labeled as 19 shows that when hypothetical cracking is advanced up to the center of the 

specimen the whole sample is subjected to almost 99% of Ptrue. The curve 19 in Figure 

1.1(b) clearly shows that when whole section softens simultaneously stress concentration 

disappears. The simultaneous softening of whole cross-section is only possible in uni-

axial tension test sample without notch; hence for obtaining true tensile response, samples 

without notches must have to be tested in uni-axial tension. 

1.3.2 SECONDARY FLEXURE 

In direct tension test flexure or bending of the test specimen is harmful for tensile testing. 

There are two types of flexure which can occur during testing, i.e. primary and secondary 

flexure. Primary flexure is due to eccentricity of loading, which may be caused by 

improper griping, problem caused by uneven surface during sample preparation or 

misalignment of pulling arrangements. This type of eccentricity can be termed as 

apparent eccentricity which can be quantified and measured using accurate measuring 

instruments. Other type of eccentricity can be termed as hidden or invisible eccentricity, 

which cannot be quantified or measured. Concrete is heterogeneous material containing 

matrix and aggregates. Aggregates arrest the crack and act as crack obstacles, which 

produce stress concentrations. These stress concentrations develop a kind of uneven load 

distribution within the concrete and produce flexure in the samples. Such type of bending 

is called secondary flexure, which cannot be properly quantified. Primary or apparent 

eccentricity can be eliminated by taking proper care from sample preparation to load 

application, but elimination of secondary eccentricity is very difficult. It is believed that if 

some re-adjustment mechanism is introduced in the tension test; it will help to eliminate 

such kind of eccentricities. 
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1.3.3  INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Boundary condition refers to the gripping or attachment of sample to the loading 

machine. One way of eliminating secondary flexure is rigid boundary concept. According 

to this, the attachments of the sample to the machine shall be so rigid that it shall not 

allow any sort of rotation. Prevention of any kind of rotation may stop secondary flexing 

of the sample. Whatever rigid platens and gripping devices be provided, the rigidity of 

concrete sample is far less than that of gripping devices, hence secondary flexing is 

introduced in any case. One solution to improve the rigidity of the specimen is to make 

length shorter and shorter. But this approach is not enough as specimen must have 

adequate length to facilitate instrumentation. Another method to minimize secondary 

flexing adopted by Hiroshi et al (2005) is shown in Figure 1.2. In this technique four steel 

rods along with adjusting gears are employed. The deformations shown by all four 

extensometers are constantly monitored and properly analyzed; whenever any gauge 

show unbalanced reading it is immediately adjusted to counter the secondary flexure. 

These costly arrangements cannot be employed in the present limited resource study. 

Hence very simple ball joint arrangement is adopted. 

 

Figure 1.2 Readjustment mechanism used for direct tension test (Hiroshi et al 2005) 

1.3.4 INFLUENCE OF TEST-PIECE FORM 

The best question is whether prismatic or cylindrical specimens are more suitable. During 

compression test for prismatic specimens load is applied perpendicular to casting 
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direction whereas in case of cylindrical specimens load is applied parallel to casting 

direction of concrete. The schematic view is shown in Figure 1.3. 

 
Figure 1.3 Schematic loading directions relevant to casting directions. 

For cylinders each casting layers occupies full x-section and receives full load, whereas 

for cubes and prisms casting layers receive partial load. This may also be the contributing 

factor towards the strength variation in the two samples. However, this fact is not well 

investigated for tensile loading, whether loading direction has any significant effect on 

the tensile strength of concrete or not. Keeping in view that the casting layers occupy full 

x-section cylindrical cross-section is adopted for present study. One question may arise 

here that unlike compression one can assume that the interfaces between the different 

layers may increase the tensile strength dispersion. This is true, but is more close to 

reality as the weakest link of the whole chain will take the entire load and shall furnish 

the true tensile strength. 

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

This study has two main objectives. First objective is to devise a new and easy to perform 

direct tension test. Second objective is to produce ultra high strength concrete by 

employing local materials (as far as possible). Attempt is made to produce ultra high 

strength concrete without inclusion of steel or carbon fibers, without using artificial 

aggregates and also without employing engineered cementitious materials. Therefore this 

concrete can be termed as ultra high strength concrete without fibers (Polypropylene, 

glass, carbon and steel fibers etc. modify properties of plain concrete, especially its tensile 

strength). 
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1.4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TEST TECHNIQUE 

Lots of difficulties are experienced by different researchers during application of direct 

tension load. Difficulties and inabilities due to which the measurement of direct tensile 

strength is hampered are looked into and are tried to be eliminated in the subject test. The 

above mentioned four misunderstandings or shortcomings are tried to be eliminated from 

the present study by adopting following measures: 

i. Stress concentrations are reduced by using un-notched specimens. 

ii. Secondary flexure is tired to be eliminated by using ball joint arrangements. 

iii. Influence of boundary conditions are tried to be reduced by eliminating 

gripping/gluing. Instead, a gentle lifting technique is adopted which lifts the 

bottom side of conical portion of the specimen by reusing the casting molds. 

Readjustment of specimen is also allowed by ball joint arrangement. 

iv. Influence of load line orientation is eliminated by using cylindrical specimen, 

so that each casting layer should receive full loading.   

1.4.2  PRODUCTION OF ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE 

The production of ultra high strength concrete is relatively new in Pakistan, and 

constituents like silica fumes and super plasticizer are costly as compared to other 

concrete ingredients, it is decided to keep concrete simple without inclusion of fibers etc. 

It is also decided to use mix design from some previous work which should deliver 

strength in the vicinity of 90 MPa. Hence, mix proportions (which delivered strength up 

to 93 MPa) used by Bhanja and Sengupta (2005) are used. Water binder ratio is gradually 

lowered until zero slump is obtained. Further reduction of w/b ratio may pose compaction 

problems so at this stage, experimentation is discontinued and fresh experimentation 

started with different aggregates. With the employment of third aggregates success was 

achieved in production of ultra high strength concrete. Some of the factors believed to 

affect the strength development/enhancement of concrete are listed below. 

 Reducing the cement particle size (It will reduce the un-hydrated portion left 

within the cement grains. More hydration, more strength)  

 Reducing w/b ratio (It will reduce porosity)  

 Increasing binder content (Hydration as well as filling effect will improve) 
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 Incorporating pozzolanic or secondary cementitious materials (It will consume 

weak Ca (OH)2 content) 

 Improving packing density of concrete constituents (It will reduce flaws and 

cavities)  

 Using good quality aggregates having higher ACV (It will improve fracture 

characteristics of concrete)  

1.5 SCOPE OF RESEARCH  

Study of tensile strength of concrete comprises of two aspects, i.e. study regarding 

measurement of tensile strength and study of factors effecting tensile strength. In the 

present study main emphasis is on the strength measurement. A state of the art review of 

existing tests is presented in the following chapters where a detailed mathematical 

analysis based on the stress distribution profiles is performed. It was analytically proved 

that up to how much extent these tests furnish strength over and above the true tensile 

strength of concrete. On the basis of this analysis it was proved that a new easy to 

perform direct test is necessary for measuring the true tensile strength of concrete. 

Conventionally 150 mm dia samples are used for compression testing of concrete. ASTM 

C 31/C 31M – 06 and ACI vide ACI-318-08 in 2008 allowed the use of 100 mm dia 

samples. Keeping in view the material costs and also the tentative weight of 150 mm dia 

dumbbell (nearly 40 kg) it was decided to use smaller samples. The conventional height 

to diameter ratio of two is maintained for cylindrical portion of dumbbell specimens. To 

investigate the size effect three sizes of neck diameters are used for fabrication of mold. 

The same size of cylinders is also used for compression as well as splitting specimens. In 

addition to size effect w/b ratio effect is also studied during the experimentation. Any 

other aspects which may be related to the present study are left to future researchers for 

further investigation. 

1.6 NEW CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS KNOWLEDGE 

Knowledge is like an ocean and any contribution to it is like a very small drop of water. It 

is not claimed that much is contributed, but some very very small drops mentioned below 

can be traced in the following chapters. 
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1 Developed a new direct tension test for concrete, which is named as, “UET Lahore 

tension test” (UETLT). 

2 Different concrete strength relations are postulated and compared with existing 

relations and found close to them, hence some relations are re-validated. 

3 Produced UHSC from locally available materials without inclusion of fibers etc. 

4 Modified Al-Harathi (2001) aggregate impact value Equation. Now it is applicable 

to Pakistani aggregates. 

5 Generalized and simplified Huan He (2010) packing density Equations, which are 

simple and can be used for any number of ingredients. Moreover, instead of spheres 

these Equations can now be used for particle shapes other than spheres. 

6 A state of the art analysis of existing tensile strength tests is presented based on the 

stress profiles and proved their inability to determine the true tensile strength of 

concrete.  

1.7 THESIS OVERVIEW 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly describes the need for development of new testing technique which 

can serve to measure direct or true tensile strength of concrete.  

Chapter 2 Literature Review 

It includes the detailed analysis of all important tests being used for measuring tensile 

strength of concrete. Indirect and direct tests are dealt separately. Every test includes its 

description, testing procedure and a detailed discussion with questioning the adequacy or 

in-adequacy of the test. Invention of new tests and new uses of older tests is also 

discussed. 

Chapter 3 Constituent Materials 

This portion is dedicated to the properties of materials used. A comprehensive detailed 

account from the contemporary literature is presented regarding materials, their behavior 

and performance and the influence on the strength development trends of concrete. 

Concrete classification varies from region to region. In Pakistan, production of ultra high 
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strength concrete is at the primitive stage, hence no classification of concrete is carried 

out. A logical concrete classification is also proposed for adoption in Pakistan. 

Chapter 4 Concrete Samples Sizes and Relations between Various Strengths 

For commercial and acceptance testing standardized specimen sizes are mentioned in 

different standards and their testing procedures are postulated. In research, specimens 

other than standard are also used. Based on these researches smaller sized samples are 

now recognized as standards. Latest example is adoption of 100 mm (four inch) cubes in 

addition to 150 mm (six inch) cubes. Moreover, due to the advent of newer materials 

(which are also costly) there is no justification in wasting precious material in the form of 

huge samples, where some smaller sized samples can also be employed. A detailed report 

regarding specimen sizes used by different researchers is presented in this chapter. 

Sometimes conducting all types of tests for a particular concrete may not be possible, 

hence from one type of strength, other types are deduced using some co-relations. 

Numerous co-relations are available in the literature. A brief account of these relations is 

also presented in this chapter for ready reference. 

Chapter 5 Experimentation 

This section is dedicated to describe the experimental procedure adopted for this study. 

Properties of materials used in this study are also described in this chapter. Since a new 

test is proposed in this study, the details regarding fabrication of molds are given here. 

Casting, curing and testing procedures adopted for this study are also highlighted.  

Chapter 6 Experimental Results and Discussion 

A detailed account of work done during the study is presented here.  Data acquired from 

experimentation is first listed in the tabular forms and then its graphical forms in the 

shape of curves and bar charts are presented. Based on these graphs some relations co-

relating different types of concrete strengths are formulated. Detailed discussion 

regarding strength development trends, whether these trends deviate from usual ones, and 

possible reasons and factors influencing the deviation are included under this section. 

Lastly, discussion regarding formulated co-relations is also included, comparing these co-

relations with those already postulated by different researchers. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions drawn from the study and recommendations based on these conclusions are 

listed under this section. 

Chapter 8 Suggestions for Future Work 

Research is a continuous process; outcome of any individual effort cannot be termed as 

final and acceptable unless it is repeatedly verified by the other researchers working in the 

similar fields. It is not possible for anyone to take care of each and every factor 

influencing the study area. Financial resources and available infrastructure often decide 

the scope of study. Difficulties experienced during research and also some unusual trends 

which might be observed at data analysis stage are required to be kept in view by other 

researchers. Aspects that could not be studied in this work are separately listed. Factors 

required to be investigated are mentioned for the sake of guidelines for future researchers. 



CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 GENERAL 

 

Leonhardt (1964) listed Ten Commandments regarding concrete in his book Pre-stressed 

Concrete, Design and Construction. One of them was, “Avoid tensile stresses under 

permanent loads and do not trust the tensile strength of concrete”. His warning is still in 

the minds, and engineers are not yet prepared to trust the tensile strength of concrete. The 

most potent reason of this mistrust is that the tensile strength of concrete is always 

measured by indirect methods. Being the most important property of concrete, 

unfortunately it does not receive as much attention of the researchers as compared with 

other concrete properties. Cornetti et al (2006) mentioned that for brittle and quasi brittle 

materials there are mainly two failure criterions. One is known as stress criterion which 

states, “Failure takes place if at least in one point the stress reaches the tensile strength”. 

The second is known as energetic criterion. It states, “Failure happens if the crack driving 

force G equals the crack resistance Gf” where Gf is known as fracture energy, i.e. energy 

required for creating unit fracture surface. According to Irwin the above stated energy 

criterion can also be expressed using SIF (stress intensity factor) KI = KIC, where KIC is 

fracture toughness. Norbert (2003) stated that Irwin‟s stress intensity factor KI and 

Griffith‟s energy release rate GI are related to each other as;   

GI = KI
2
/E (for plane stress) and GI = KI

2 
(1-ν 

2
)/E  (for plane strain). 

Yanhua et al (2005) has shown that fracture toughness KIC is also related to ft tensile 

strength of concrete as KIC
2
 = lkf ft

2
, where lkf is brittleness index. The above relation 

clearly indicates the dependence of fracture toughness and energy release rate upon ft the 

tensile strength of concrete. From here it can be easily concluded that both of the above 

noted criteria depend upon the tensile strength of concrete.  

In ordinary concrete structures steel is provided to take care of tension hence tensile 

strength of concrete is altogether ignored. Moreover, some crude relations based on 

certain percentage of compressive strength are used to estimate the tensile strength of 

concrete. With development of Fracture Mechanics the importance of tensile strength of 
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concrete is also realized by the researchers. Fracture Mechanics was initially invented for 

metals, but it rapidly encompasses the quasi brittle materials like concrete. Fracture 

Mechanics has revealed that all the important fracture parameters like energy release rate, 

fracture toughness, stress intensity factor, crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), crack 

mouth opening displacement (CMOD), softening behavior, fracture process zone (FPZ) 

and critical crack opening etc. are dependent on tensile strength (ft) of concrete. It is irony 

that such an important concrete parameter is estimated through indirect tests and no 

standard test for direct tensile strength of concrete has been developed so far. ACI 

224.2R-92 classified the tensile strength tests into three categories, i.e. indirect tension, 

flexural tension and direct tension. A brief account of concrete tests used for tensile 

strength is presented below. 

2.2 IN-DIRECT TESTS 

ASTM D2936-95 deals with direct tension test (this test is for intact rock core specimens) 

and RILEM TC 162-TDF, which deals with steel fiber reinforced concrete only. In the 

absence of standard direct tension test for concrete, a variety of indirect tests are being 

used. Some of them are standardized whereas others have academic importance only. A 

brief account of such tests is given as under. 

2.2.1 SPLIT CYLINDER TENSILE TEST 

This is the most extensively used test and accepted worldwide as standard test for 

measuring indirect tensile strength of concrete. This test is originally developed in Brazil 

and is called Brazilian test (this test is also independently developed in Japan). It was first 

postulated by Carneiro and Barcellos during the 5
th

 conference of Brazilian Association 

for Standardization in 1943 (Rocco et al 2001). In spite of the fact that the strength 

obtained from the Brazilian test cannot be considered as “true” tensile strength (Druta  

2003), till now this test is considered the most reliable because the same type of cylinders 

are used for compressive as well as splitting strength. This test is used in almost every 

country and all standard organizations have adopted this test. In America this test is 

designated as ASTM-C496, in England BS-1881-117, International Standard 

Organization 4108-1980(E), etc. and also by design codes such as ACI 318 and CEB-90. 
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Test Procedure 

Cylinders 150mm dia and 300mm high (6"x12") are used for this test (cylinders of other 

dimensions are also in use. Discussion regarding specimen size is given in chapter four). 

Cylinders are inserted in a compression machine in the horizontal position, so that 

compression is applied uniformly along two opposite generators. Pads/strips usually made 

of plywood are inserted between the compressive platens of the machine and the 

specimen in order to equalize and distribute the pressure (Figure 2.1). These strips may 

reduce the risk of local failure along the loading generators. Normally 13mm (0.5") wide 

strips are used for 150mm (6") dia cylinders.  Splitting strength is not independent of strip 

width, but it increases with decreasing their width (Olesen et al 2006). On application of 

load cylinder splits into two halves at a stress fsp called split cylinder strength. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic load arrangement of split cylinder test and stress distribution. 

Neville (1986) proposed following Equation for tensile strength of concrete.  

    
  

   
 2.1 

Where P is load at failure, D and L are diameter and length of cylinder respectively. 

 Discussion About Splitting Test 

Assuming plane stress and diametral loading theoretical basis for this test was laid by 

Timoshenko and Goodier (Jonsén 2006). Three Equations formulated by them are 

sufficient to illustrate the complete state of stress at any point on the circular face of 

cylinder. 
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These Equations are for a diametral point loads. ζx is stress perpendicular to load 

diameter and ζy is parallel to it whereas ηxy represents shear (Figure 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2. Point load split cylinder test (a), with strips of width 2a (b) (Jonsén 2006) 

The horizontal stress along the line of loading which is actually splitting stress can be 

calculated by substituting x = 0 in the Equation 2.2. 

  (   )   
  

   
 

 

   
    (For L = 2D)                  2.5 

According to Equation 2.5 splitting stress is independent of y; it means splitting stress 

remains constant along the vertical diameter. On the other hand this stress does not 

remain constant along horizontal axis. At origin it is equal to stress given by Equation 2.5 

whereas at periphery of the cylinder it gives same value, but it is compressive which 

seems impossible. At the same time vertical stress ζy varies in the x direction from – 

9P/πD
2
 at origin to – 3P/πD

2
 at the periphery, while this stress is – 9P/πD

2  
 at origin and 

infinity at the point of loading. Due to this infinite stress at the point of loading, the knife 

edge loading is generally avoided and a packing strip (normally equal to D/12) is used for 

loading purposes Figure 2.2 (b). This load distribution is done to avoid pre-mature failure 

close to the point of load application. Incorporating the width of strip new state of stress 

is given by Hondros (1959). Stresses along horizontal axis are equal to 
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And stresses along vertical axis are equal to 
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Table 2.1 variation of σx and σy at various points shown in Figure 2.1. 

Stress distribution as per Timoshenko and Goodier Equations 2.2 and 2.3 

 

Point 

Distance from Origin Stress (+ve tensile and –ve compressive) 

Along x-axis Along y axis σx (Equation 2.2) σy (Equation 2.3) 

O 0 0  P/πD
2  

= fsp -9P/πD
2 

= -9fsp 

A R 0 -P/πD
2  

= - fsp -3P/πD
2 

= -3fsp 

B 0 R  P/πD
2  

= fsp - ∞  

C -R 0 -P/πD
2  

= - fsp -3P/πD
2  

= -3fsp 

D 0 -R  P/πD
2  

= fsp - ∞  

E R/2 0 -7P/25πD
2  

= -0.28fsp -153P/25πD
2  

= - 6.12fsp 

F -R/2 0 -7P/25πD
2  

= -0.28fsp -153P/25πD
2  

= - 6.12fsp 

G 0 R/2  P/πD
2  

= fsp -35P/3πD
2  

= -11.67fsp 

H 0 -R/2  P/πD
2  

= fsp -35P/3πD
2  

= -11.67fsp 

Stress distribution using loading strips as per G Hondros Equations 2.6 to 2.9 

Point Along x-axis Along y axis σx (Equation 2.6&2.8) σy (Equation 2.7&2.9) 

O 0 0 P/πD
2  

= fsp -3P/πD
2 

= -3fsp 

A R 0 0 0 

B 0 R - ∞  - ∞  

C -R 0 0 0 

D 0 -R - ∞  - ∞  

E R/2 0 0.256P/πD
2  

= 0.256fsp -29P/25πD
2  

= -1.166 fsp 

F -R/2 0 0.256P/πD
2  

= 0.256fsp -29P/25πD
2  

= -1.166 fsp 

G 0 R/2 P/πD
2  

= fsp -29P/9πD
2  

= -3.226 fsp 

H 0 -R/2 P/πD
2  

= fsp -29P/9πD
2  

= -3.226 fsp 
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Shear stress ηxy is zero along these two axes indicating them as principal stresses. 

Equations 2.6 to 2.9 show that both horizontal and vertical stresses are not constant, but 

vary with the changing x and y value. Stress states at various points shown in Figure 2.1 

are given in Table 2.1. These points are located at distance R and R/2 from the origin O.  

From the above Table it is to be noted that according to Timoshenko and Goodier 

calculated horizontal stress at point A and C (which are extreme points on the horizontal 

axis) is compressive in nature and equal to splitting stress, which is not possible, whereas 

according to loading condition stress must be equal to zero at these points. The Hondros 

G Equations give zero values for these points. For the center point of circle, Timoshenko 

and Goodier Equation gives compressive stress equal to -9fsp whereas according to  

Hondros it is equal to -3fsp. It looks that Hondros G (1959) Equations which are for strip 

loading are more close to reality as compared to Timoshenko and Goodier knife edge 

loading. 

Another relation given by Neville (1986) for vertical stress using strip loading is as under: 

    
  

   
0

  

 (   )
  1 2.10 

Where D is dia of cylinder and r is distance of any point from top of the cylinder. This 

Equation shows that loading points, i.e. B and D shown in Figure 2.1 have stress equal to 

infinity whereas Neville (1986) shows that at these points compressive stress is about 18 

times the tensile strength at the center. On the other hand Guang Li (2004) quoted the 

same Equation from Mindess et al (2002) and mention 14 times compressive stress at 

loading points. Disregarding the splitting if we directly calculate the compression under 

the loading strip it comes to 18.84 times the tensile stress which is close to Neville A M‟s 

observation. These differences arising from the use of same Equation are understandable. 

Equation 2.10 gives compressive stress at center in the vertical direction equal to 
   

     

which is same as given by G Hondros Equations.  

Malan et al (1994) reported another formula from Jeager and Cook (1976).  According to 

them for knife edge loading, tensile stress along the vertical line is same as 
  

   
 whereas 

compressive stress varies along the vertical line as is given in the following Equation 

    
  

   
 .

      

     
/ 2.11 
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This Equation is for line loading and seems different from Equation 2.10, but 

interestingly gives same values at mid as well as at loading points, i.e. infinite stress at 

loading points and 
   

π  
 at centre of cylinder whereas no strip width is incorporated in this 

formula. For loading with the help of a strip a very complex formula is reported by Jeager 

and Cook (1976). The stresses are given in polar co-ordinates instead of conventional 

Cartesian manner. Reported Equations are given as under: 
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These Equations contain sum of infinite number of terms and easy solution is not 

possible. Moreover, these Equations were used to generate computer simulations for a 

very big cylinder having diameter equal to 14.33 m. Olesen et al (2006) quoted following 

Equation 2.14 from Tang T (1994) for tensile stress at center of the cylinder. 

  
  

  
0  (

  

 
)
 

1

 
 

 2.14 

Where a is equal to half strip width and D dia of cylinder. 

Since we use strip width 2a=D/12 and length of cylinder L=2D for conventional 150mm 

(6”) cylinder the stress at center of cylinder is equal to  0.9896 
 

    , which indicates that 

this stress is about 99% of point loading meaning that  no appreciable change of stress 

occurs at the center. On the other hand this Equation does not give any information 

regarding changes in tensile stress along the vertical axis.  

Olesen et al (2006) also gave another expression termed as IRPS (ideal rigid plastic 

solution). In this approach concrete is modeled as modified Coulomb material with a 

sliding failure condition given by angle of friction Φ and the cohesion C. The sliding 

failure condition is overruled by a separation failure condition, starting failure when the 

tensile stress reaches the uni-axial tensile strength. The basis of splitting is failure 

mechanism in the pattern of yield lines shown in Figure 2.3 
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Figure  2.3  Yield line pattern of assumed plastic failure. 

In this mechanism it is assumed that two wedges move vertically “towards each other” 

and other two parts horizontally move away from each other. According to this 

mechanism the upper bound solution gives the tensile strength equal to  

    
 

   
 (

 

  
   (    )   ) 2.15 

Where 2a is loading strip width and 2β is wedge angle for the wedge formed under the 

loading strip. In the Equation 2.15 two angles β and Φ are introduced which cannot be 

determined easily. Angle Φ is frictional angle which is dependent upon concrete type and 

also its cohesion. Cohesion can be taken as one fourth of compressive strength, i.e. 0.25fc′ 

and frictional angle Φ for normal strength concrete may be taken equal to 37
o
 (Olesen et 

al 2006). But these values shall be different for other concretes, i.e. high and ultra high 

strength concrete.  

On the other hand angle β pertaining to yield line inclination depends upon many factors. 

Expression for β is given as under in a bit simplified form: 

          
 

    
√  

 
      

  
  

 
      

      
 2.16 

Calculation of yield line inclination angle is difficult and involves compressive and 

tensile strengths of concrete. It means that tensile strength depends upon angle of 

inclination and angle of inclination in turn depends upon tensile strength, so tensile 
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strength depends upon itself. Moreover, this will be an iterative process based upon hit 

and trial procedure. To simplify procedure for ordinary normal strength concrete the wild 

guess of concrete tensile strength is about 10% of its compressive strength, for splitting 

test carried on 150mm (6”) dia cylinders; strip width 2a is generally equal to D/12. 

Substituting θ=37
o
 and ft and 2a as stated above in the Equation 2.16 we get angle of 

inclination β=13.18
o
. Now putting this value of β in Equation 2.15 we get tensile strength 

ft  =  0.822 P/ πD
2
 . It means the strength calculated from this formula is about 82% of the 

strength calculated from the splitting formula.  

From the above discussion it is clear that different relations gives different stress values at 

various points in the splitting test. Though the results are close enough and variation is 

small, but still they cannot be termed as actual representation of true axial tensile strength. 

This may be due to fact that concrete is neither ductile material nor brittle. In fact it is 

quasi brittle material hence co-relations developed on the basis of theory of elasticity may 

not hold good for concrete. Olesen et al (2006) observed that for a perfectly brittle 

material the splitting tensile strength would coincide with the uniaxial tensile strength. 

However, concrete is not a perfectly brittle material and it is well known that for normal 

strength concrete the splitting tensile strength overestimates the true uniaxial tensile 

strength. Thus the splitting tensile strength is normally reduced by an empirical factor in 

the range of 0.6-0.9 when estimating the uniaxial strength. 

Pandit (1970) was also aware that splitting test cannot be termed as ideal tension test. He 

postulated four main desirable features required to be satisfied by an ideal tension test.  

i) Low stress gradient on the failure plane so that the plasticity of concrete does not 

influence the observed tensile strength.  

ii) Freedom from local stress perturbations and stress concentrations at any point of 

the failure plane. 

iii) Requirements of the weakest link theory. 

iv) Ease of fabrication of the test specimen and testing. 

He also observed that, “Of the existing methods, the splitting test seems to satisfy the 

above requirements to the greater extent. Although the splitting test does not comply with 

requirement (ii), it produces fairly uniform stress on almost the entire failure plane. 

Though Pandit (1970) only commented upon requirement (ii) he completely failed to 
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realize that split cylinder test also do not fulfill the requirement (iii). In fact the maximum 

value of tensile stresses reach along a narrow line in the specimen. So the critical flaw 

effect (i.e. weakest link), and also the composite nature of concrete becomes less 

significant in splitting test as compared to their influence in direct tension test. Ostergaard 

L (2003) states that “interpretation of indirect tests like split cylinder and three point 

bending test often relies on linear elastic formulas combined with correction factors 

determined empirically. This fact makes the use of these methods unreliable. This is due 

to the fact that co-relation factors are compensating for the actual behavior of concrete, 

which is not linear elastic and ideal brittle, but quasi brittle in nature”. 

Rocco et al (2001) states that when the specimen is analyzed with load bearing strips 

recommended in the Standards the splitting tensile strength determined by standard 

Equations varies only by 4%. He then states that more refined analysis based on the 

cohesive crack model has shown that results predicted from classical elasticity theory are 

not valid for cementitious materials, i.e. mortars and concretes. Analysis has shown that 

standard fsp can vary significantly with specimen geometry, bearing strip width and 

specimen size. Resultantly the specimen type and Standards can vary the computed value 

of conventional splitting tensile strength up to 40%. 

Campbell et al (2001) states that “The inability to determine the exact mechanism of 

breakage when using splitting method has served to bring its validity into question. Many 

others have argued that crack propagation within such tests propagate not from an area of 

tension, but within the crushed zone below loading points”.  

Arellano and Thompson (1998) looks upon splitting test from another angle. In their 

opinion, “the maximum load applied to the specimen in splitting test is often governed by 

the resistance to crack propagation around the wedges, rather than by the load to induce 

splitting”. On the other hand Van Mier and Van Vliet (2002) discuss the situation in the 

splitting test in terms of stress gradient. “All these test have the disadvantage that a non-

uniform state of stress is superimposed over the load stress fluctuations that are caused by 

the material structure itself. The situation then becomes rather confusing e.g. a very steep 

stress gradient developed in splitting test. Just below the loading platens compressive 

stresses develop perpendicular to the loading axis whereas more or less uniform tensile 

stresses develop in the middle part of the section. The stress gradient will interact with the 
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local gradients caused by structure of the material which may lead to a different situation 

for coarse or fine grained materials. Moreover, the relative difference between young‟s 

modulus of aggregate and cement matrix will affect the state of stress. Hence calibration 

of the splitting tensile test for different materials is therefore essential to make a valid 

statement of uniaxial tensile strength”. The only advantage in this test was that the 

compressive machines available in all institutions could be used. This advantage is also 

highlighted by Provics (1998), at the same time he objected on the test, “that the above 

formulas are based on the assumptions that Hook‟s law holds true up to failure in the 

tested specimen and that a state of plane stress exists. In case of concrete however neither 

assumption is valid. It has been shown that splitting tensile strength calculated from 

certain assumptions of the plastic theory are somewhat smaller, whereas calculated from 

other pertinent assumptions are higher than the values calculated from the above 

formulas. 

Rocco et al (2001) stated that, splitting tensile strength of concrete is up to 35% more 

than tensile strength of concrete. This is the true story of most commonly used split 

cylinder test. The above noted facts are sufficient to realize that this test is invalid and no 

accepted co-relations relating tensile strength to splitting tensile strength are available. It 

is well established that split cylinder strength is size dependent, but this dependence is not 

straightforward. Tang et al (1992) has proved that nominal tensile strength initially 

decreases and then increases before attaining its limit value. On the other hand LEFM 

(linear elastic fracture mechanics) paints different picture of this decrease in nominal 

strength. According to LEFM flaws also increases in proportion to specimen dimensions. 

For un-notched structures it seems un-natural as inherent flaw depends on material 

microstructure not the physical dimensions of specimen. This assumption regarding 

proportional increase of flaws will leads to conclusion that the nominal strength tends to 

be zero for infinite size specimen. This conclusion that a huge size specimen shall exhibit 

zero nominal strength is again un-natural. 

2.2.2.   SPLIT CUBE TEST 

Another less common form of splitting test is using cubes instead of cylinders. This test is 

performed in two ways, known as normal testing and diagonal testing. Both these 

arrangements are shown in Figure 2.4.  
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(a)   (b) 

Figure 2.4.  Schematic split cube testing. (a) Normal testing, (b) Diagonal testing. 

Table 2.2.  Standard specimens for split cylinders and split cubes (Rocco et al, 2001) 

Standard              Notation              Type             D (mm)     B (mm)   Bearing strip b (mm) 

ASTM C496       ASTM150/16     Cylindrical      150              300                    25 

BS 1881-117       BSc 150/10         Cylindrical      150              300                    15±2 

BS 1881-117       BSq 100/4           Cubical           100              100                    4±1 

BS 1881-117       BSq 100/15         Cubical           100              100                    15±2 

BS 1881-117       BSq 150/4           Cubical           150              150                    6±1 

BS 1881-117       BSq 150/10         Cubical           150              150                    15±2 

Different standards mention different size of specimen and width of loading strip. 

Comparison of specimen size and strip width is given in Table 2.2. In place of loading 

strip European Standard (BS-EN 12390-6:2000) prescribed that load should be applied 

through semi cylindrical pieces resting against the cube on center lines of two opposing 

faces. Cube splitting test is mentioned in British Standards BS 1881 part 117 1983 and 

European Standard BS-EN 12390-6:2000. 

The tensile strength for cube splitting test is computed by the relation:  

     
  

   
 Where a is cube dimension   2.17 

This relation is same as mentioned in Equation 2.1, which means only the concrete within 

a cylinder inscribed in the cube resists the applied loading as shown in Figure 2.4 (a). 

Diagonal testing of cube is very difficult and is rarely used Fig 2.4 (b). 

Discussion About Test 

Splitting cube tests are of interest primarily only in countries where cubes not cylinders 

are used as standard compression specimens. Diagonal splitting cube test is less reliable 

owing to uneven stress distribution. The diagonal cube splitting test has been used in the 

former USSR, but the splitting strength is assumed to be about 80% of the value 
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calculated by the Equation 2.1. This fact is also confirmed by Davies and Bose (1968). 

According to them, the maximum tensile stress occurs at the center of the diagonal cube 

specimen which is equal to 77% of the values calculated from Equation 2.1. This is very 

close to approximate value of 80% used in the former Soviet Union. 

Split cube tests are now gaining popularity and their use is reported by Rocco et al 

(1999), Rocco et al (2001), Kadlecek et al (2002), and Planas et al (2003). Momayeza et 

al (2005) used this test for calculating bond between concrete substrate and repair 

materials. Similar to the case of cylinders, width of loading strip also affects the tensile 

strength calculated from split cube test. The relation for split cube test is little bit different 

from that of cylinder shown by Equation 2.14. If strip width 2a=b divided by depth D is 

denoted by β then relation for split cubes given by Rocco et al (2001) is as under 

     
  

   
[(    )  ⁄       ] 2.18 

          

 

Figure 2.5.  Splitting strength variation with width of loading strip (Rocco et al 2001). 

Figure 2.5 shows the ratio of splitting strength to true tensile strength varies with the 

relative width of load bearing strips as per theory of elasticity. From the above Figure it is 

evident that split cube strength is slightly higher than the split cylinder strength. Whereas 

Figure 2.6 shows the variation of ratio of strength using strips to the strength with point 

load relative to strip width. It is evident that strength decreases as the strip width 

increases. 
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Figure 2.6.  Variation of splitting strength with width of loading strip (Rocco et al 1999). 

It is also worth mentioning that European Standard BS-EN 12390-6:2000 seems not 

satisfied with split cube strength. This Standard says that special curved platens and 

normal flat platens have no effect on the strength, which obviously shall not be the case. 

Moreover, it mentioned that cubes give strength approximately 10% higher than 

cylinders.  Larger cubes, i.e. 150 mm gives lower strength than smaller cubes, i.e. 100 

mm. The effect of size of specimen is not significant, which is again questionable. So at 

the end this Standard declares that, “As a result of these conclusions from the laboratory 

program, this standard restricts the measurement of tensile splitting strength to cylindrical 

specimens used with hardboard packing strips, which is the reference method. However, 

as some countries still test cubical or prismatic specimens, their use has been retained in a 

normative annex. In cases of dispute, the reference method is the use of cylinders of 150 

mm diameter and 300 mm length”.  

In spite of the dissatisfaction shown by European Standard BS-EN 12390-6:2000, thanks 

to the application of Fracture Mechanics to the concrete that split cube test has found its 

utility in measuring some fracture parameters. Ince R (2010) used notched cube 

specimens having central notch of size 2a for obtaining such parameters. He used 

effective crack models in his study and declared that at 95% level of confidence there is 

no difference between the cube tests results and other tests used by the researchers. 

Hence, fracture parameters of concrete based on two parameter model can easily be 

calculated using split cube test. Compared to the three point bending specimens, splitting 

specimens are more compact and lighter. Compared to splitting cylinder specimens, 

placing of loading strips and incorporating pre-cast notches is also easier in case of 
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splitting cube. Moreover, the splitting cube test is more stable than the splitting cylinder 

test. 

2.3 FLEXURAL TESTS     

This test is also known as Modulus of Rupture (MOR) test. It is covered by the British 

Standards BS 1881 part 118-1983 and by American Standards ASTM C-78-59. This test 

is performed on prismatic specimens usually 100x100x500 mm, but different sizes are 

also used. Depending upon the loading arrangement this test falls in two categories, i.e. 

FPBT (four point bend test) and TPBT (three point bend test).  

2.3.1  FOUR POINT BEND TEST (FPBT)  

In this test, the span of beam is divided into three equal portions by a special arrangement. 

Instead of applying full load at the center (as is the case in TPBT), half of the load is 

applied at two points located at L/6 distance on either side of the center of the beam. This 

test is superior to the TPBT in the sense that the whole middle third portion is under pure 

bending and shear force is zero in this zone (negligible shear due to self weight is acting 

in this zone). The extreme fiber stress (compressive at top and tensile at bottom) is 

calculated by the Equation  

   
  

    
 2.19 

Discussion About Test 

Davies and Bose (1968) stated that, “the flexural tensile strength determined in FPBT is 

generally significantly higher than that predicted from direct pull test. This probably 

arises because of the non-linear stress-strain characteristic of the concrete in the tension 

zone”. The question, why fr is significantly higher than the tensile strength of concrete is 

investigated by various researchers. Neville (1986) summarizes that there are four 

possible reasons why the MOR test yields a higher value than a direct tensile test 

performed on the same concrete. The first reason is related with the assumption of the 

shape of the stress block. The second reason is related to the accidental eccentricity in a 

direct tensile test results in a lower apparent strength of concrete. The third reason is 

offered by an argument similar to that justifying the influence of loading arrangement on 

the value of MOR. Under direct tension test the entire volume of the specimen is 
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subjected to the maximum stress so that the probability of a weak element occurring is 

high. The fourth one, in flexural test, the maximum fiber stress reached may be higher 

than in direct tension because the propagation of a crack is blocked by less stressed 

material nearer to the neutral axis. 

  
Figure 2.7.  Stress distribution for flexure behavior of concrete (Hognestad E,1957) 
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The Equation 2.19 is based on the elastic theory where triangular stress distribution is 

assumed. On the other hand concrete is neither ductile nor brittle, in fact it is a quasi-

brittle material. Norbert (2003) describes that use of LEFM for concrete modeling was 

ignorance. At that time concrete was considered as a brittle material. Afterwards it was 

realized that beyond the peak stress with increasing deformation concrete exhibits lower 

tensile capacity. It is called tension softening and materials showing such response are 

known as quasi-brittle materials. Contrary to brittle and ductile materials, in quasi-brittle 

materials a quite different physical process is occurring in front of crack tip.  Size of non-

linear zone (dissipative zone known as Fracture Process Zone FPZ) in front of crack tip is 

negligible in ductile and brittle materials. According to Cusatis and Cedolin (2007) for 

concrete size of FPZ is not negligible. Thus LEFM (linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics), 

which in general describes FPZ as a point, does not remain applicable to concrete. Hence 

stress distribution in concrete is different from brittle and ductile materials. No proper and 

acceptable stress profiles for plain concrete in flexure are available in the literature. On 

the other hand for reinforced concrete numerous stress distribution models have been 

proposed. One major drawback of RC inelastic stress distribution is that tensile strength 

of concrete is altogether neglected; hence no stress profile is available for tension, 

whereas stress profiles of compression side are available. Hognestad E (1957) listed a 

number of inelastic stress profiles proposed for concrete by different researchers. These 

profiles are shown in Figure 2.8. 

 
Figure 2.8.  (a) Schematic arrangement of FPBT, (b & c) strain and Stress distributions. 
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Out of these, the stress distributions model (c) proposed by C S Whitney (1937) and 

others became more popular and ultimate strength design of RC structures is based upon 

his equivalent stress block. For the purpose of analysis of flexural test (as the sample is 

un-reinforced hence both compression and tension is to be borne by the concrete), the 

Whitney stress distribution may be assumed to hold good for tension side of plain 

concrete. Since the tensile strength of concrete is far less than its compressive strength, 

the compression will remain within elastic limit and stress block will be triangular. The 

assumed stress distribution and equivalent stress block is shown in Figure 2.8. 

According Hassoun and Manaseer (2008) the width of such block in compression should 

be 0.85 fc′ and height should linearly vary from 0.85d/2 to 0.65d/2 for concrete strengths 

of 27 to 55 MPa (4000 to 8000 psi) and above. Considering that the same stress 

distribution is valid for tension side the width of stress block will be 0.85 ft′ and this block 

should extend up to 85% of tensile region for concretes with fc′ 27 MPa (4000 psi) or less 

and 0.65 for concretes with fc′ 55 MPa (8000 psi) or more.  From Figure 2.8 it is clear that 

area of stress block which is equal to the total tension T developed in flexure is equal to: 

T = 0.85 ft x b x 0.85d/2 = 0.361 ft.bd 

Distance between tension and compression forces is called La (lever arm) 

La = 0.333d + 0.287d = 0.62d 

So, internal moment Mi = 0. 361 ft bd x 0.62d = 0.224 ft bd
2
 

External moment from applied load is equal to Me = PL / 6 

Since for equilibrium purpose external applied moment must be equal to internal resisting 

moment hence Me = Mi, substituting values the following is determined: 

PL/6 = 0.224 ft bd
2            

or          
  

   
 2.20 

Since PL/bd
2
 is conventional MOR (modulus of rupture) hence 

ft = 0.744 fr          or     fr = 1.34 ft                          2.21 

It means that tensile strength of normal strength concrete is 74% of MOR or Modulus of 

Rupture test gives 34% higher values than actual strength. The above results are for 

concretes of 27 MPa (4000 psi) or less. For high and ultra high strength concrete strength 

will be in access of 55 MPa (8000 psi) so tension T is to be recalculated, using height of 

stress block equal to 0.65 % of tension side. In such cases tension T in concrete is equal to  
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T = 0.85 ft x b x 0.65d/2 = 0.276 ft bd 

 Moment arm will be La = 0.67d 

Internal moment of resistance = 0. 276 ft bd x 0.67d = 0.185 ft bd
2
  

Equating it equal to the external applied moment, the following is determined: 

PL/6 = 0.185 ft bd
2  

             2.22 

So,        ft = 0.9 fr       or      fr = 1.11 ft                      2.23 

It means for high and ultra high strength concrete tensile strength is about 90% of MOR 

or in other words Modulus of rupture is about 11% more than actual tensile strength. On 

the other hand no proper stress block for concrete in tension is available in the literature 

except few which are not agreeing with one another. One type of stress profile is 

proposed by Hannant D J (2003). He proposed this block for fiber reinforced concrete 

which is shown in Figure 2.9.  

 

Figure 2.9 Flexural Stress blocks. a) Elastic state, b) Elastic in compression, plastic in tension. 

Based on Hannant D J (2003) stress block the resultant tension T is equal to ft x 3bd/4, 

hence internal resisting moment Mi is, 

   
        

 
   

   

  
 

       

  
 2.24 

 Equating it equal to external applied moment,  13 ft bd
2
/32 = PL/6    

        
  

   
 Or      fr = 2.44 ft 2.25 

It is concluded that fiber reinforced concrete have tensile strength 41% of its flexural 

strength or Modulus of Rupture is 144% more than its actual tensile strength. Another 
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approach is based on Fracture Mechanics. According to Fracture Mechanics concrete is 

quasi brittle and there is a sizeable fracture process zone ahead of actual crack. Based on 

this behavior different stress profiles are given by Iyengar et al (2002), and are shown in 

Figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.10.  Stress distribution at various phases of crack propagation Iyengar et al (2002) 

These stress profiles pertain to three different phases. Phase I relates to elastic stress 

distribution which is assumed in the derivation of modulus of rupture formula. The II and 

III phases relates to quasi brittle nature of concrete when softening starts to play its role. 

Phase II shows the penetration of fictitious crack whereas phase III shows the propagation 

of real crack. In actual flexural test propagation of real crack is very fast and beam breaks 

abruptly. Very special techniques are required to capture the post peak behavior of this 

test which is not the case in ordinary flexural test. Assuming the limiting case when real 

crack is about to start, or in other words when length of real crack a = 0. The said profile 

is composed of three separate areas A1, A2 and A3. A1 and A2 are linear, but regarding A3 

Iyengar et al (2002) did not mention the nature of the curve. Assume it being a 2
nd

 degree 

curve. Moreover, the shape given by them is like concave parabola, whereas ACI 446.1R-

91 shows approximately a convex parabola. So for comparison purposes both types of 

parabolas are required to be analyzed. According to Iyengar et al (2002) sum of the two 

tension areas must be equal to compression area as per equilibrium condition (resultant 

axial force must be zero). Hence 

A1 = A2 + A3                                                   2.26 
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Whereas from Figure 2.10 phase 

II         
  (      )

 

  
 and      

   

 
 

For calculating A1 and A3 length of fictitious crack length af is essential. For calculating af 

and A3 a lengthy and complex procedure is adopted by Iyengar et al (2002). Norbert 

(2003) states, “It is worth restating the fact that the identification of the fracture 

parameters associated with the cohesive crack model is very difficult”. Other researchers 

like Jonsén P (2006), Bazant et al (2002), J Planas et al (1997), Carpinteri et al (2003) and 

J Planas et al (1999) also discussed the stress distribution, but none of them has clearly 

given the length of fictitious crack. It is generally believed that the size of the fracture 

zone is about three times the maximum size of aggregate used. This is true for width of 

process zone, whereas length of process zone is not explicitly mentioned, i.e. Fig 2.11 is 

reproduced from ACI 446.1R-91 which shows width of fracture process zone equal to 

three aggregate sizes without mentioning its length. Same size is also mentioned by 

Arslan et al (2002). 

 

Figure 2.11 Width of fracture process zone equal to 3 aggregate sizes (ACI 446.1R-91). 

It is assumed that length is also equal to three aggregate sizes. For ordinary concrete 13 

mm (0.5 inch) size aggregate is used hence af will be equal to 39 mm (1.5 inch). The 

depth of beam used for flexural test is normally 100 mm. This 39 mm size of FPZ cannot 

be termed as merely wild guess, but it has some background from the published literature. 

The best paper in this regard is published by Xiaozhi and Wittmann (1990). The 
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procedure adopted by them is based on compliance curves. Two Figures from that paper 

are reproduced in Figure 2.12 for ready reference. 

 

Figure 2.12 Length of FPZ from compliance curves, (a) 39 mm, (b) 43 mm. 

From the above figures, it is clear that size of FPZ varies from 12 mm to 43mm. These 

experiments are conducted on cement sand mortar cubes where the maximum size of sand 

grains is 4 mm and the hypothesis regarding three times aggregate size seem justified. In 

the Figure 2.12 (b), size is shown as 39 mm. The values 4, 10 and 11 shown on Figures 

are not clearly explained in the paper. Hopefully, these may represent the aggregate sizes. 

He also stated that the maximum length of fully developed FPZ, i.e. 43 mm is attained 

when actual crack length is more than 30 mm, whereas in present case we assume the 

actual crack length equal to zero. Hence, assumption of FPZ length equal to 39 mm seems 

quite justified which is equal to three times maximum aggregate size. Xiaozhi and 

Wittmann (1990) also pointed out that the FPZ length is also changed with the specimen 

dimension and stress gradient. As crack advances due to specimen size limitations, stress 

gradient changes hence the size of FPZ. The best definition of FPZ is, “the total damaged 

region ahead of a continuous crack with totally separated crack surfaces, which includes 

the micro-fracture region due to external loading and the bridging region”. This definition 

of the fracture-process zone is the same as that of the fictitious crack model initiated by 

Hillerborg et al. (1976). 

Now for concave shaped parabola A3 = af x ft /3 (ft is tensile strength concrete the same is 

mentioned as ζu in the Figure 2.10). Substituting values in Equation 2.26: 

               ft (d – c – af)
2
 /2c   = ft x c /2 + af x ft /3 
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Substituting values of d = 100 and af = 39 mm 

                (100 - c – 39)
2
 = c/2  + 39/3    Hence    c = 25.14 mm 

Expressing af and c in terms of d (depth of beam). 

   af = 0.39d  and c = 0.25d   

For calculating internal or resisting moment let tension force from area A2 is Tt, (tension 

of triangular portion), and for area A3 as Tp (tension of parabolic portion). 

Now moment arm for Tt = (0.25d + 0.36d) x 2/3 = 0.41d 

And   moment arm for Tp = (0.39d/4) + 0.25d + (0.36d x 2/3) = 0.59d 

Internal resisting moment Mi =   (ft x b x 0.25d x 0.41d / 2) + (ft x b x 0.39d x 0.59d / 3) 

                                                = 0.128 ft bd
2
  

Equating it equal to external applied moment equal to PL/6: 

PL/6 = 0.128 ft bd
2
  

ft = 1.3 PL / bd
2  

=  1.3 fr      Or     fr = 0.77 ft  

The above assumption is the worst ever case which gives modulus of rupture about 23 % 

less than the tensile strength of concrete, which is never possible and not acceptable. It 

indicates that stress profiles based on concave parabolic shapes are leading to erroneous 

results. Some Figures from different researchers are reproduced in Figure: 2.13 showing 

that shape stress profile is approximately convex parabola. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2.13  Stress profiles (a) Reinhardt (1984), (b) Zhimin et al (2006) and (c) Bazant et al (2002) 

Figure 2.13 clearly shows that shape of relevant stress block is convex parabola. It attains 

the shape of concave parabola to ensure total equilibrium under cyclic loading when the 

FPZ advances without advance of real crack. Bazant et al (2002) has also shown that at 

the tip of FPZ stress is not zero, rather it is equal to ζtip. This however is not well 

supported from other literature hence we assume it equal to zero. By assuming convex 
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parabolic shape the stress profiles shown in Figure 2.10 are again analyzed. It is to be 

noted that area bounded by convex parabolic shape is double than that of the concave 

parabolic shape. Moreover, its centroid will be 3/8 of its vertical height from ft line as 

compared to ¼ of concave parabola. Using Equation 2.26: 

ft (d – c – af)
2
 /2c   = ft x c /2 + 2 af x ft /3 

Substituting values of d = 100 and af = 39 mm 

(100 - c – 39)
2
 = c/2  + 2 x 39/3 hence   c = 22.38 mm 

Expressing af and c in terms of d (depth of beam) 

  af = 0.39d  and c = 0.21d   

For calculating internal or resisting moment let tension force from area A2 is Tt, (tension 

of triangular portion), and for area A3 is Tp (tension of parabolic portion). 

Moment arm for Tt = (0.21d + 0.40d) x 2/3 = 0.41d 

Moment arm for Tp = (2 x 0.4 d/3) + 0.21d + (3 x 0.39d /8) = 0.62d 

Internal resisting moment is:   

Mi =   (ft x b x 0.21d x 0.41d / 2) + (2 x ft x b x 0.39d x 0.62d / 3) = 0.20425 ft bd
2
  

Equating it equal to external applied moment equal to PL/6, the following is obtained: 

PL/6 = 0.20425 ft bd
2
   

ft = 0.82 PL / bd
2  

=  0.82 fr      or fr =1.22 ft   

This relation seems acceptable which gives MOR about 22% higher than tensile strength 

of concrete. From above discussion it is clear that concave parabolic profiles are giving 

erroneous results whereas convex parabolic profile seems to be acceptable. 

These are two extreme cases for concrete stress profiles, i.e. (1). Ordinary elastic profiles 

given by Whitney for reinforced concrete and elastic plastic profile given by Hannant D J 

(2003) for fiber reinforced concrete. (2). Profiles based on Fracture mechanics approach. 

It is also clear that every approach gives different results and no two approaches give 

similar results. Whitney‟s profiles give tensile strength varying from 74% to 90% of 

MOR for normal and high strength concrete. Whitney‟s profile is basically for 

compression zone of RCC beams and is not acceptable for plain concrete, whereas 

fracture mechanics approach is for plain concrete. Note that this approach is not easy one. 

The stress profile has not unique characteristics, but it depends upon a number of factors, 

like stress gradient, maximum aggregate size, CMOD, CTOD, softening parameters and 

the constitutive relations. One thing can be expressed for sure is that indirect tests can 
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never be true representatives of direct tests. The parameters involved in fracture 

mechanics are so interknitted that complex and very lengthy formulas are required to 

evaluate them, while the precision of these parameters is still under question. Hence the 

need of an acceptable direct test can‟t be ignored. Up till now it is justified to conclude 

that actual tensile strength of concrete shall lie in between these two limiting cases, i.e. 

tensile strength shall fall in between 41% to 90 % of the flexural strength measured from 

FPBT. Before going to direct tests, other types of indirect tests which are in use may also 

be explored. 

2.3.2 THREE POINT BEND TEST (TPBT)     

This test is carried out by applying load at the midpoint of the specimen similar to that 

used for FPBT. This test is considered unsuitable because only midpoint of the specimen 

is subjected to maximum moment and it is not necessary that weakest point must lie in the 

center. The measured strength in this manner will not be true representative of the actual 

situation and that is why this test is not frequently used. The governing Equation for 

tensile strength calculation from the MOR test is  

   
   

    
 2.27 

Newman J (2003) states, “Flexural strength found by this test is about 13% higher than 

four point bend test (also known as two point loading)”. As already stated that this test 

was rarely used for flexural strength because exact location of fracture cannot be 

ascertained pre-hand, but thanks to the use of notches and advent of Fracture Mechanics 

this test finds excessive use in modern concrete testing.  

Use of TPBT in Fracture Mechanics 

There are many fracture parameters which are required to be found out experimentally. 

Stress profile of concrete, especially within FPZ is not yet fully understood. Zhimin Wu 

(2006) used three point bend test to find out the ζw cohesive stress variation in the FPZ 

along the depth of beam. The formula given by him is reproduced below: 
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This relation for cohesive stress is based upon flexural stress fr, crack tip opening 

displacement wt, effective crack length a, initial crack length ao, distance from the 

fictitious crack tip to the position of neutral axis  hc and some constants α β and γ, which 

depend upon maximum opening of crack and some material constants. From his lengthy 

calculations another relation co relating MOR with tensile strength of concrete was 

proposed. 

     (  
     

 
) Where h is depth of specimen 2.29 

Conventionally MOR is related to tensile strength with some linear factor, but height of 

beam never appeared in such relations. The above relation shows that MOR not only 

changes with the tensile strength of concrete, but for same tensile strength it varies 

inversely with the height of beam. Fracture mechanics formulas are complex lengthy and 

interrelated. Some relations for different fracture parameters are also given by Zehnder A 

T (2009) in his lecture notes which are reproduced below: 

 

Figure: 2.14  Schematic diagram for three point bend (single edge notch bend, SNEB) test 

(A T Zehnder 2009). 
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To determine some Fracture mechanics parameters, notched beams are used so that crack 

propagation may take place at some pre-determined locations. However, Cornetti P et al 

(2006) applied TPB test to un-notched beams. For brittle and quasi brittle materials 

failure criterions are generally two. One is stress criterion, according to which failure can 

only take place if stress in the material is equal to tensile strength at least at one point. 

The other criterion is called energy criterion. According to this criterion failure starts if 

crack driving force is equal to crack resistance force. The crack resistance force is known 

as fracture energy. They combined these two criteria together and termed it as coupled 

criterion and called this model as finite fracture mechanics. They also proved that their 

model give similar trends as predicted from multi fractal scaling law (MFSL) proposed by 

Alberto Carpinteri. 

There are different fracture models proposed by researchers, i.e. FCM (fictitious crack 

model proposed by Hillerborg et al. 1976), CBM (crack band model by Bazant and Oh 

1983), TPFM (two parameter fracture model by Jenq and Shah 1985), ECM (effective 

crack model Karihaloo and Nallathambi 1990) and SEM (size effect model by Bazant et 

al 1986). The double K fracture model is proposed by Shilang Xu et al (2003). They 

compared double K and the Two Parametric fracture models with the using TPBT with 

notched beams and wedge splitting test. The two parameter fracture model is considered 

the simplest among the above mentioned models as only two parameters (i.e. critical 

stress intensity factor and critical crack tip opening distance) are required to be evaluated. 

After comparison Shilang Xu et al (2003) observed that their model is more complete in 

theory and concept. It is also simple, convenient and more practical to perform in the labs. 

One thing about fracture mechanics can be said with full confidence that it involves very 

lengthy derivations, which some time obscure the matter. Moreover, every model is based 

on some assumptions which may not be very close to reality. To prove this, derivation put 

forward by Zhimin Wu et al (2006) for one fracture parameter, i.e. effective fracture 

toughness    
  is presented here. The derivation is based upon FCM (fictitious crack 

model) and following assumptions were made for derivation: 

(a) The un-cracked part of the cracked section in the beam remains plane during the 

loading process, i.e., the strain in the un-cracked part distributes linearly along the 

height of the beam. 
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(b) The crack surface (i.e., stress-free crack surface plus the equivalent elastic fictitious 

crack surface) remains plane, i.e., the crack opening displacement at different position 

of the crack surface varies linearly along the height of the beam. 

(c)  The compressive stress and the tensile stress ahead of the fictitious crack tip distribute 

linearly along the height of the beam. 

(d)  The tensile elastic modulus of concrete is equal to the compressive modulus. 

(e)  The tensile stress at the fictitious crack tip is thought as the flexural tensile strength fr 

of the beams with a0 = 0 instead of the uni-axial tensile strength ft. 

The above assumptions, especially assumptions b and c, are questionable. Both of these 

are based on theory of elasticity, whereas fracture processing is taking place in plastic 

range and material does not remain elastic. It is well established that compression block 

in concrete in not triangular. There are many stress blocks proposed as shown in Figure: 

2.8, from which only Whitney‟s equivalent stress block gained the wide spread 

recognition. Regarding equal elastic moduli in the tension as well as in compression 

(assumption d) it is worth noting that this aspect is never been proved. This assumption is 

rather a myth in concrete. Nawy (2005) has also doubt about it by saying, “limited work 

exists on the determination of modulus of elasticity in tension, because the low tensile 

strength of concrete is normally disregarded in calculations. It is however valid to assume 

within those limitations that the value of the modulus in tension is equal to that in 

compression”. Wonsiri (2000) proved that tension modulus Et of concrete is not equal to 

its compression modulus Ec. From experiments he concluded that Et of concrete varies 

from 8 GPa (1139 ksi) for normal strength concrete to 14 GPa (1992 ksi) for high strength 

concrete. Whereas, Ec of concrete varies from 34 GPa (4990 ksi) for normal strength 

concrete to 39 GPa (5585 ksi) for high strength concrete. He also quoted similar values 

from Chimmaphant (1989) as, Et of concrete varies from 4 GPa (564 ksi) for normal 

strength concrete to 20 GPa (2844 ksi) for silica fume concrete and Ec of concrete varies 

from 14 GPa (2044 ksi) for normal strength concrete to 31 GPa (4524 ksi) for silica fume 

concrete. From the above mentioned values, one must be careful in taking these two 

moduli equal because they are never equal and should be determined separately. All those 

derivations which rely on their equality are misconceived and must lead to erroneous 

results. The last assumption is also very treacherous. How the modulus of rupture can be 

equal to uniaxial tensile strength of concrete. However, on the basis of these unreal 
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assumptions, the derivation proceeds as follows. The test setup for TPBT, stress 

distribution ahead of fictitious crack tip and strain distribution as per assumption (c) are 

shown in Figure 2.15. 

 

Figure 2.15 (a) Test set up of TPBT, (b) stress distribution, (c) strain distribution Zhimin et al (2006). 

Incorporating the above assumption according to Reinhardt et al (1986) relation between 

fictitious crack opening displacement and cohesive stress along the height of the beam is 

as under: 
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C1 and C2 are material constants, wt is CTOD (crack tip opening displacement), and w0 is 

the maximum crack opening width when the stress becomes zero. According to strain 

distribution of Figure 2.14 the compressive stress is 
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 2.32 

Applying equilibrium condition the Equation for stresses in cracked section is  
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Substituting 2.31 and 2.32 in 2.33 one gets 
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2.34 

The Equation 2.34 comprises of only geometrical parameters whereas fr and ζc are 

eliminated from it. The applied bending moment is  
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Now substituting Equations 2.30 and 2.31 in 2.35 one gets 
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2.36 

The applied load P is equal to 4M/L -W/2 where W is self weight of the beam. When M 

attains its maximum value P also attains its maximum value as Pmax. For Pmax relation 

between wt and a should be established. An empirical relation between wt and a, proposed 

by Tada et al (1985) is as under:  
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2.37 

Using the second assumption, wCMOD can be related to wt  as follows; 

   
    

    
      2.38 

Where H0 is the thickness of clip gauge holder         

Substituting value of  P, and also Equations 2.36 and 2.38 into 2.37 one gets 
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2.39 

Where  m0 = Ec/fr  and  T equal to 

As per Lagrange Multiplier Method, the function Φ can be established using Equations 

2.34, 2.36 and 2.39. So Ф (a, hc, wt, 𝜆1, 𝜆2) is equal to 
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 2.40 

 

Where λ1 and λ2 are unknown parameters required to be solved.  

Using ∂Ф/∂i = 0 (i = a, hc, wt, 𝜆1, 𝜆2) five Equations are obtained which can be solved 

using Matlab mathematical software for determining five unknowns a, hc, wt, 𝜆1, 𝜆2.  

To find effective fracture toughness    
 , Tada et al (1985) gave following formula for 

stress intensity factor in case of three-point notched beam.  

     
  

   √  ( ) 2.41 

Where     
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The complexity of these Equations will generate more than one series of solutions for the 

five unknown parameters. As crack propagates steadily P will gradually attain its 

maximum value Pmax. After attaining Pmax the crack propagates unsteadily. The solutions 

satisfying a > a0 and h - a > 2hc will make F and P to reach the maximum simultaneously. 

The corresponding values of a and wt are critical and can be designated as critical 
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effective crack length ac and critical crack tip opening displacement CTODc, respectively. 

Hence Equation 2.41 will attain the following shape from which effective fracture 

toughness   
 

 can be calculated. 
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   √  (  ) 2.42 

From the above derivation it should become clear that it is very complex to obtain 

fracture parameters using fracture mechanics approach. It is not possible without use of 

computing softwares, and due to different assumptions different softwares/models 

generate varying results. There are many other researchers like, Prokopskia and Langier 

(2000), Tran et al (2006), Dong and Keru (2001), Bindiganavile and Banthia (2006), 

Graybeal (2005), Vorechovsky (2004) etc. who used TPB test for measuring 

characteristic length, size effect, crack propagation study and constructing finite element 

models etc.; detailed discussion about their individual works is beyond the scope of this 

work. From the above it is clear that the TPB test has find extensive use in the 

experiments requiring fracture mechanics parameters. Measurement of load-mid span 

deflection is usually obtained from TPBT from which the softening curve can be plotted. 

However, well-controlled and stable conditions are required to conduct this test, as lot of 

elastic energy stored in the specimen can produce snap-back during loading. Moreover, 

self weight of the specimen is quite significant and cannot be ignored. Other tests used for 

in-direct extraction of softening curve are CT (Compact Tension Test) and WST (Wedge-

Splitting Test). 

2.4     COMPACT TENSION TEST (CT)  

Compact tension test was used to apply opening force in Mode-I fracture tests. Compact 

tension test was basically for metals used to study fatigue and creep effects plus other 

fracture parameters. Now this test is also used for determining specific fracture energy of 

concrete. It is a sort of single edge notch plate loaded in tension as shown in Figure 2.16. 
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Figure: 2.16, Schematic diagram of CT test. 

Proportions of specimen and standard configuration of compact tension test has been 

specified by the ASTM standard E-399. In principal this test resembles TPBT. In TPBT 

the lower side of beam is in Mode-I fracture loading. Though the load is applied 

vertically, but due the action of bending moment a horizontal tension force is developed 

in the beam which tries to further open up the existing crack provided in the form of 

notch. Whereas in the form of compact tension test this sort of effect is produced by 

direct pull of the specimen through the holes provided for this purpose. There may be 

some inconvenience in directly applying the pulling load on the specimen whereas only 

crack opening displacement (COD) is controlling the test setup. 

Discussion About Test 

Standard dimensions of the specimen are shown in the Figure 2.16 where thickness B is 

equal to 0.5D. Murakami (1987) has given an empirical relation for stress intensity factor 

for standard compact tension specimen as follows. 
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 Where α = a / D    2.43 

This formula gives satisfactory results for 0.2 ≤ a /D ≤ 1 within 0.5 % accuracy. 

Murakami (1987) also gave another empirical relation for the crack opening displacement 

(COD) along the loading line as under. 
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2.44 
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Instead of continuous loading, unloading is necessary to measure the compliance. After 

measuring the initial compliance ci from load-opening (P-COD) curve, value of E 

(Young‟s Modulus) can be computed using Equation 2.44. However, this relation is not 

easy to solve. Xu and Reinhardt (1999) gave another simple empirical formula. 
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From Equations 2.44 and 2.45 it is clear that latter relation is more simple, but initial 

compliance is still required to find E from this relation. Moreover, its validity range is 

narrower than Equation 2.44; for 1% accuracy limit range is 0.2 ≤ a /D ≤ 0.62 and for 3.0 

percent accuracy limit range is 0.2 ≤ a /D ≤ 0.7. To simplify the empirical relation for 

stress intensity factor, Xu and Reinhardt (1997b) conducted experiment on nonstandard 

CT specimen with the following dimensions. H = 0.5D, H1 = 0.25D, D1 = 1.20D and B is 

equal to 0.5D. The following empirical relation is given for stress intensity factor: 
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And for load line crack opening displacement 
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Comparing these expressions it is clear that Equation 2.46 is much simpler than Equation 

2.43 and Equation 2.47 is simpler than Equation 2.44, but it is similar to Equation 2.45 

(for standard CT specimen) with different co-efficients. Xu and Reinhardt (1999) further 

declare that due to similar specimen geometry and the loading conditions, formulas for 

calculating stress intensity factor and crack opening displacement are the same for both 

CT and WST. This statement is ambiguous and cannot be taken as true as both of these 

tests are quite different in nature. In the discussion of the WST it is observed that the 

governing Equations of both these test are quite different. 

2.5 WEDGE SPLITTING TEST (WST) 

The wedge-splitting test is the newest technique. It was first introduced by Linsbauer and 

Tschegg in (1986) for conducting stable fracture tests on quasi-brittle materials like 

concrete. This test was subsequently modified by Brühwiler and Wittmann (1990). The 

arrangement of test is shown in Figure 2.A17. “This is a special form of the so-called 
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compact tension test, in which a small specimen with a groove and notch is split in two 

halves while monitoring the load and crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD). In 

WST though the applied load is vertical, but the horizontal splitting is produced by 

horizontal pushing of the wedge action. The specimen has a groove to help in applying 

the splitting load and a notch for crack initiation and propagation. During the test applied 

load and (CMOD) crack mouth opening displacement are monitored. According to 

Kumar and Barai (2009), WST has several unique advantages including: 

i)  Small and compact specimen using less material 

ii)  Self weight of the specimen do not effect test results 

iii)  Stability is very good during fracture test 

iv)  The ratio of ligament area to concrete volume is relatively large 

v)  Specimen geometries are flexible so cubical /cylindrical shapes can be used 

vi)  Fracture testing from existing structures is possible using drilled concrete cores  

vii)  It is similar to TPBT, and it may be controlled by either closed-loop crack               

opening displacement or constant rate of wedge displacement.  

During testing very little elastic energy is stored by the specimen showing that the WST 

is a very stable test. Due to its stability this test is well suited for inverse analysis. 

Considering the above said advantages, wedge-splitting test is now gaining more and 

more practical importance. Keeping in view such important role of WST a detailed 

account of this test is presented below. 

Discussion About Test. 

WST is considered stable fracture mechanics test which is used to measure certain mode I 

fracture parameters, specifically the fracture energy GF. It is the simplest test where 

complete load-displacement diagram of a specimen can be easily obtained. The specimen 

is placed on a linear support. Rollers are pushed horizontally by pushing down a wedge 

inserted between rollers. A schematic assembly of WST is shown in Figure 2.17. 
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Figure: 2.17 Schematic arrangements for wedge splitting test (WST). 

Monotonically increasing displacement is applied until the specimen fails. Crack opening 

displacement (COD) is recorded corresponding to applied force P using a clip gauge. The 

splitting load Psp is calculated using the following relation. 
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In this Equation μ is the coefficient of friction and α is the wedge angle. The coefficient 

of friction between roller and wedge is very small and can be neglected hence after 

simplification the above Equation attains the following form. 

    
 

     
 2.49 

From the above relation, it is to be noted that it only gives relation between vertical and 

horizontal forces from the equilibrium point of view. There is no mention of tensile 

strength in this relation. The horizontal splitting load can be translated into tensile 

strength, but still no direct or easy formulation is available. For this conversion, stress 

profile in the intact ligament is necessary. As crack advances the ligament length is 

constantly reducing and stress profile is changed with advancement of the crack. 

Moreover stress profiles are altogether different for FPZ and other softening zones. As 

already mentioned, no standard stress profiles are available and the true dimensions of 

FPZ are still under investigation. Hence for finding out tensile strength a lengthy 

procedure is adopted which involves the inverse analysis. A detailed account of these 

procedures is presented by Østergaard L (2003) and Skocek J (2011). The modeling of 
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crack initiation and propagation in concrete and other cementations quasi-brittle materials 

is generally based upon cohesive crack model. Contrary to LEFM this model also 

considers energy dissipated in the FPZ. In this model crack faces are not totally stress 

free, but transfer some tractions due to bridging mechanisms generally occurring in 

heterogeneous materials. The most commonly used model for concrete is Hillerborg‟s 

fictitious crack model. According to this model the whole energy is dissipated in the FPZ 

whereas at the tip of the crack it is almost negligible. The crack faces close smoothly and 

stress intensity factor (SIF) is equal to zero at the tip of the crack that is why the 

governing relationship is between the crack opening displacement and magnitude of 

transferred stress. The fictitious crack model is very simple and estimation of crack 

propagation is possible, whereas determination of stress-crack opening relation, and 

softening curve is difficult even for mode-I loading conditions. 

Inverse Analysis 

Fracture energy required to split the specimen could be calculated from the area under the 

splitting load-CMOD curve. Modification to this method proposed by Rossi et al (1991) 

is capable of delivering stress-crack opening relationship from which tensile strength of 

concrete can be estimated independently. More general method of inverse analysis is 

based upon the idea of hinge model. Hinge model was applied to three point bending 

beams by Olesen J F (2001a). The concept of cracked hinge was originally presented by 

Ulfkjaer et al (1995) and improved by Pedersen (1996), Stang and Olesen (1998), and 

Stang and Olesen (2000). One of the advantages of HM (hinge model) is that it yields 

closed-form analytical solutions for the entire load-crack opening curve. It helps in 

developing a simple program which can serve as alternative to the time consuming FEM-

modeling.  

The schematic representation of hinge model is show in the Figure 2.18.  This hinge 

model represents the loading of elements with normal force and bending moment 

combination. In the hinge model crack is considered as a local change in stress-strain 

fields. This change is localized within a certain band width s (which is also assumed as 

rigid boundaries) and outside this band change is assumed to be vanished. Crack is 

modeled only within this band and outside this region structural elements are modeled on 

the basis of appropriate elastic theory. According to hinge model the crack propagation is 
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modeled through incremental layers of independent spring elements. These springs are 

attached to the element boundaries and are allowed to rotate and translate to ensure 

compatibility with the rest of the structure which is modeled on the basis of classical 

elastic beam theory. 

 
Figure: 2.18. WST specimen and schematic hinge model (Østergaard 2003). 

For pre-crack state linear elastic constitutive relationship is used whereas post-crack state 

is approximated by a bilinear softening curve shown in Figure 2.19 

 
Figure: 2.19 Constitutive relations for concrete (Østergaard 2003). 
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CMODwst (crack mouth opening displacement of wedge splitting test) depends on three 

different parameters. 

  1: δe  =  elastic deformation of the specimen. 

  2: δw = opening due to the presence of the crack. 

 3: δg  =  geometrical opening caused by rotation. 

The governing relation is given as under 

                 2.50 

All these parameters appearing in the above Equation can be estimated separately. For 

elastic deformation δe following relation proposed by Tada et al (1985) can be used; 

   
   

  
   2.51 

Where t represents the specimen thickness, Psp is splitting load and v2 is a function of x, 

and x in turn is a ratio of initial notch length to height of splitting load from bottom.  

Hence,  x = 1- b/h and    
 

(   ) 
(               ) 2.52 

The next step is to evaluate δw (opening due to the presence of the crack). According to 

Olesen (2001), the following relation can be used.   

   
   
 

        

    
 where    

     

 
 2.53 

Where bi and ai are indices and must be chosen compatible with the actual phase of crack 

propagation. βi is a dimensionless parameter. α is normalized crack depth and θ is 

normalized rotation. The strange aspect to be noted regarding Equation 2.53 is that δw 

depends upon the tensile strength ft. Whereas one of the purposes of WST is to determine 

the tensile strength of concrete. Hence, some iterative approach is necessary at this step. 

Next requirement is to determine δg for which following relation is given by Ostergaard 

(2003).  

    (   ) .
  

  
 

   

    
/ 2.54 

Where,     is the maximal elastic angular deformation of the hinge.  

Equation 2.54 will not give a good result for high values of βi. However, this problem 

shall occur for materials having extreme brittleness in the 1
st
 part of the softening regime. 

Next fracture energy, Gf , can be calculated utilizing CMOD at the load line and the 

rotation of the upper part of the specimen.  
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Figure 2.20 Load point displacement with the rotation of specimen (Østergaard 2003). 

Figure 2.20 shows the deformation of the upper part of the specimen. Horizontal and 

vertical displacements are denoted by u and v respectively. The horizontal displacement u 

is equal to half of the CMOD and vertical displacement is equal to v=d1sin θcr where θcr 

is the corrected angle. The differential Equation for the energy dissipated during a small 

displacement of the load point by (du, dv) is given by the following relation 

    (   ( )   
 

 
  ( )  ) 2.55 

Where, Psp is horizontal splitting load and Pv is applied vertical load. Substituting value of 

vertical load in terms of splitting load form Equation 2.49 and also substituting dv=d1d θcr 

as cosθcr ≈ 1, the Equation 2.55 attains the following form. 

    (   ( )   
 

 
(    ( )      ) 2.56 

By integrating Equation 2.56 and dividing by the area of ligament, the expression for the 

fracture energy Gf  is obtained. 
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 2.57 

The last term appearing in the above expression is work done by the gravity. Interestingly 

tensile strength ft is again appearing in this expression which is not yet evaluated. 

Tentative solution satisfying the above Equations cannot be obtained in closed form even 

for the analytical hinge model. Now there involves different solution strategies. A Matlab 
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code is developed by Østergaard (2003) for WST and TPBT can be used for this purpose. 

In short the goal is to find such force P which optimizes the solution. This iterative 

optimization process continuously evaluates the following cycle, until the above 

Equations are satisfied. 

(a) Update values of P and φ in accordance with the simplex search method, {Matlab 

R2006 optimization tool is used (www.mathworks.com)}. 

(b) Determine the position of neutral axis y0 using equilibrium condition. 

∫  ( )      
 

 

 2.58 

(c) Determine the bending moment transferred by the hinge. 

       ∫  ( )(    )  
 

 

 2.59 

(d) Evaluate the above Equations. 

The WST is the latest test used for concrete like materials. Development of computer 

codes and evaluation of these Equations is beyond the scope of this study. The above 

lengthy discussion is presented only to show that this test is not a simple one requiring 

lengthy and iterative procedures to reach upon some conclusion. However, this test is 

very useful to get the constitutive parameters which are used in different fracture models 

(i.e. fictitious crack model, crack band model and two parameter fracture model) of 

fracture mechanics approach. However, application of Fracture Mechanics is not as 

simple. Constitutive relations will change as the mode of cracking changes. 

 

Figure 2.21 Tested specimens showing mix-mode failure (Xiao et al 2002, Skocek 2011). 

From the Figure 2.21 it is clear that the nature of fracture in a tested WST specimen is 

mixed mode rather than mode-I fracture. The governing Equations for mixed mode 
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fracture shall be altogether different from mode-I Equations. For linear-isotropic material, 

plane stress near crack tip field, in terms of polar co-ordinates given by Navalurkar 

(1996) is as under. 
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   2.60 

Where KI and KII are stress intensity factor for mode I and Mode II fractures. 

Hence truly reliable results are not expected. Moreover, the specimen is also not free from 

stress concentrations and stress gradient as required by Pandit‟s first postulate. To avoid 

this mixed mode type fracture some researchers started the use of grooved specimens to 

guide the crack in the vertical direction. This guiding of crack seems ridiculous as crack 

will not follow the weakest links. Another drawback of WST is that all the information is 

based on single test which may also be not consider as reliable. In spite of all these it can 

be said beyond any doubt that fracture mechanics has bring significant benefits into 

design criteria, like uniform margin of safety, improved economy, structural reliability 

and introduction of new materials like High Performance Concretes, High Strength 

Concretes and Fiber Reinforced Concretes. The conventional design concepts are based 

on tensile strength, yield strength and buckling strength. These criterions are sufficient for 

flawless structures, but are insufficient when cracks are present. Fracture mechanics 

offers the methodology to compensate for the inadequacies of the design or strength 

concept. Fracture mechanics also takes into account, the effect of structural size and 

geometry (Navalurkar 1996). 

2.6  DOUBLE PUNCH TEST 

This test was first proposed in 1970 by Chen W F. In this test a concrete cylinder is 

placed vertically between the loading platens of the test machine and compressed by two 

steel punches located concentrically on the top and bottom of the cylinder. The tensile 

strength of concrete from DPT is calculated using following relation. 
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2.61 

Where „P‟ is applied load at failure, „l‟ is height of the cylinder„d‟ is dia of cylinder and 

„d
′
‟ is dia of the steel punch. The testing arrangements and ideal failure are shown in 

Figures 2.22 and 2.23. 

 

Figure 2.22 Double punch test layout (Pros et al 2011, and Molins et al 2008). 

 

Figure 2.23 Ideal failure of DPT (double punch test). 

Discussion About Test 

This test can be better understood if we assume that under the compressive load two rigid 

cone-shapes move toward each other and displace the surrounding material horizontally 

sideways. This kind of ideal failure mechanism is shown in Figure 2.23.  It consists of 

many simple tension cracks in the radial direction and two cone shape wedges directly 

below the punches. This test is very easy to perform and regarding its results Chen W F 

(the founder of this test) concluded, “The tensile strength of concrete may be estimated by 
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a double punch test. The necessary test arrangements and the formula for computing the 

tensile strength of the new test are seen to be rather simple. It is stressed, however that the 

magnitude of the exact difference between the double punch tensile strength and the 

“true” tensile strength of concrete has yet to be firmly established. The new test appears 

promising for practical use”.   

The Equation 2.61 postulated by the founder proved in sufficient when performed finite 

element analysis on the samples. For this purpose concrete was assumed to be “linear 

elastic plastic strain hardening fracture material. This time the tensile strength is reduced 

by 25%, Wei and Chau (2000). The new expression is given below.  
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Bortolotti (1988) analyzed this test from friction point of view and used modified 

Coulomb like failure criterion for fracture of concrete. Modifying the Equation 2.61 he 

proposed the following relation for tensile strength of concrete. 
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2.63 

Where α = (π - Φ)/2, and Φ is internal friction angle used in the modified Coulomb‟s 

yield criterion. Relation 2.63 is different from 2.61, but the story does not end here. In 

addition to metals, fracture mechanics has established itself as a major tool for computing 

failure loads in concrete as well as providing basis for size effect laws. Marti (1989)   

used Bazant‟s non linear fracture mechanics approach and proposed the following 

relation for concrete tensile strength for DPT. 

      
 

 (
 
 )

 √  
 

   
 2.64 

Where da is the maximum size of the aggregates used in concrete and λ is a material 

parameter to be found out experimentally. This expression can be used to analyze the 

effect of size of specimen on the tensile strength of concrete. Wei and Chau (2000) tried 

to find the vertical stress variation based on the contact pressure between punch and the 
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specimen. By assuming no frictional contact the contact pressure under the punch is given 

in 2.65. Outside the punch its value is zero.  

 ( )  
  

   √     
 Where P( r) is contact pressure and “a” is equal to d

′
/2 2.65 

This contact pressure is not uniform under the punch. At the center of punch it is equal to 

–P / (2 π a
2
) and it is singular or infinity at the boundary of punch that is why a circular 

mark always appears at the boundary of the punch. The normal boundary traction on 

vertical Z–axis for z = ± l/2 is expanded into Fourier-Bessel series. After complex 

evaluation of numerous constants involved in the process he found a very unique solution 

which also involves the Poisson‟s ratio of concrete (role of poison‟s ratio on tensile 

strength of concrete is yet to be established). Finally he has presented the comparison of 

the normalized tensile strength ft /ζ0 interpreted from formulas by Chen (1970) and 

Bortolotti (1988). The basis of his normalization of tensile strength is questionable. He 

used ζ0 = P/d
2
. This represents pressure on square area having length and width equal to 

dia of the specimen whereas circular area must have been used. Since it is for comparison 

and all other normalizations are based on same relation so there will be not much error. 

His comparison can be seen from the Table 2.3. 

Table: 2.3 Normalized tensile strength comparison for different dimensional and 

poison’s ratios (courtesy Wei and Chau, 2000). 

d/l d′/d ft / σ0 

Chen (1970) Bortolotti (1988) Present 

ν=0.15 ν=0.20 

1.0 0.30 0.551 0.736 0.657 0.638 

1.0 0.25 0.545 0.703 0.723 0.688 

1.0 0.20 0.545 0.677 0.858 0.781 

1.0 0.10 0.545 0.647 2.260 1.794 

1.5 0.30 0.363 0.430 0.470 0.440 

1.5 0.25 0.545 0.453 0.567 0.517 

1.5 0.20 0.545 0.442 0.733 0.645 

1.5 0.10 0.545 0.429 2.162 1.700 

0.7 0.30 0.801 1.126 0.887 0.838 

0.7 0.25 0.788 1.050 1.010 0.956 

0.7 0.20 0.788 0.995 1.154 1.072 

0.7 0.10 0.788 0.930 2.630 2.158 

Normally in DPT dia to height ratio is equal to 1, but for analysis purposes he used three 

different dia to height ratios, i.e. 0.7, 1 and 1.5. Moreover, ratio of punch dia to dia of 
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cylinder is generally 0.25. He used four different d′/d ratios, i.e. 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3. He 

performed his analysis using Poisson‟s ratios 0.15 and 0.2. From the above Table it is 

evident that for same dia to height ratio according to Chen criterion there is no difference 

in the calculated stress if diametral ratios of punch to specimen is 0.25 or less. For higher 

value, i.e. 0.3 a slightly higher stress is observed, whereas Bortolotti (1988) criterion 

shows decreasing trend for decrease in diametral ratio. On the other hand for similar 

diametral ratios the Chen criterion shows no change if dia to height ratio is ≥ 1, and it 

starts increasing when dia to height ratio is less than 1. On the other hand Bortolotti 

criterion shows constant increase in stress with decrease in dia to height ratio.  

According to Wei and Chau (2000) criterion the stress found by two different Poisson‟s 

ratios is nearly same, whereas lower Poisson‟s ratio shows somewhat higher values of 

stress. For same diametral ratio decrease in dia to height ratio shows an increase in stress 

for both Poisson‟s ratios. This trend is similar to that of Bortolotti. But for same dia to 

height ratio decrease in diametral ratios show increase in stress for both Poisson‟s ratios 

which is contrary to the trend of Bortolotti.  

Another good effort was made by Pros et al (2011). Instead of comparing the stress which 

is usual way he compared the failure loads that might have been induced for failure of 

specimens. They computed the failure loads using Chen Equations i.e 2.61, 2.62 and the 

following Equation 2.66 proposed by Molins et al. (2007).  

   
 

   
  

 

 2.66 

For numerical simulation they invoke two models, i.e. Continuous Model (The Mazars 

nonlocal damage model) which considers the damage, as a linear combination of the 

damage generated under tension, and a Discontinuous Model (Heuristic crack model) 

which considers the whole specimen as an elastic material and the cracking pattern 

defined using joint elements. All possible fracture paths are modeled using joint elements 

allowing any possible failure direction). The input data basically obtained from 

experiments is given in the Table 2.4. 
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Table: 2.4 Experimental data used for numerical simulation. In brackets is 

coefficient of variation (courtesy Pros et al, 2011). 

Description Symbol Value 

Young‟s modulus E 35.5 GPa 

Compressive strength (from the uniaxial compression test) fc 50.45 MPa 

(2.69%) 

Tensile strength (from Brazilian test) ft 3.84 MPa 

(8.36%) 

Maximum load P 1.52x10
5
 N 

(4.10%) 

Vertical displacement at the maximum load (from DPT) uz 8.6x10
-4 

m 

(7.15%) 

In double punch test ideal failure pattern should be a fan shaped pattern shown in Figure 

2.23, but in actual testing there are generally three or four fractures appeared. The angle 

between these fractures is generally 120
o
 for three fractures radial plane and 90

o
 for four 

fracture radial planes. In Discontinuous Model both possibilities of crack pattern, i.e.  

three fractures or four fractures are used to compute failure loads. The results of their 

effort are reproduced in the following Table 2.5.  

Table: 2.5 Failure load comparison computed from different models 

(Courtesy Pros et al, 2011). 

Description P (N) Error (P1) (%) Error (P2) (%) Error (P3) (%) Error (Pexp) 

(%) 

P1 1.51x10
5
 0 24.4 4.1 0.6 

P2 2.01x10
5
 33.11 0 38.6 32.2 

P3 1.45x10
5
 3.4 27.8 0 5 

Pexp 1.52x10
5
 0.6 24.4 5 0 

Pcont 1.92x10
5
 27 4.5 32 26.3 

Pdisc3 1.55x10
5
 2.7 22.9 6.9 2 

Pdisc4 1.56x10
5
 3.3 22.4 7.6 2.6 

In the above Table P1, P2 and P3 are loads from Equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.66 

respectively. Pexp is experimental value. Pcont is refers to continuous or Mazars Model and 

Pdisc3 & Pdisc4 are from Discontinuous Model for three and four fractures respectively. 

From Table 2.5 it is concluded that the load from original Chen Equation is very close to 

experimental value. The percent error is only 0.6%. The next close results are from 

discontinuous model where percentage error is 2 and 2.6% for three and four fractures. It 

is also clear that there is not much difference between the failure loads for three and four 

fractures. The next closer value of failure load is from Equation 2.66, the percentage error 
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is only 5%. The Continuous model (Mazars Model) gave 26.3% error whereas the worst 

result is from Chen and Yuan (1980) Equation 2.62, which gives 32.2% error. 

These results seems satisfactory, but the compiler of these is not well satisfied as the input 

parameter combination may not be unique and variation in these parameters may alter the 

whole picture altogether. In his words, “All the parameters (both the material and the 

geometrical ones) are set for both numerical models for each test. However, it is not 

proved that these material parameter combinations are unique”. Hence, his own 

concluding remarks place the validity of DPT in question. Moreover, this test does not 

satisfy the first two desirable features postulated by Pandit G S, i.e. low stress gradient on 

the failure plane, and freedom from local stress perturbations and stress concentrations at 

any point of the failure plane. 

2.7 DIRECT TENSION TESTS 

One of the reasons that tensile strength of concrete could not capture the confidence of 

concrete technologists is its indirect measurement. This confidence can be built up if 

some direct and more reliable methods are adopted and standardized. It is not true that 

efforts had not been made in this direction. Numerous examples of direct test can be 

quoted, but due to many difficulties no trusted and well accepted output is reached. Post 

peak response especially for un-notched specimens is difficult in case of direct tension 

test, however some successful efforts have been made in this direction and post peak 

response is obtained successfully (Zongjin et al 1993). In spite of these difficulties 

researchers still thought that true parameters required for fracture mechanics approach 

and also for input into finite element models can only be obtained through direct tests. A 

brief account of uniaxial tension tests is presented here for ready reference. These tests 

can be generally grouped into three categories, i.e. pulling through gluing the ends, 

pulling through some grips and applying tension through gas/water pressure.  

2.7.1 PULLING THROUGH GLUING THE SPECIMEN ENDS 

Glues are normally poly epoxy resins used to fix the specimen with some pulling 

arrangements. Such kind of tests were performed by Barragan (2002), Carpinteri and 

Invernizzi (2001), Pul (2008), Wittmann et al (1994),   Dongming and Gao (2006), and 
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Van Vliet and Van Mier (1999). Fujikake et al (2006) used prismatic specimen 

50x50x100 mm size as shown in Figure 2.24. 

 

Figure 2.24 Specimen Detail and its fixing (Fujikake et al 2006). 

To monitor the fracture behavior at predetermined location 12.5x3 mm notches are 

provided at two sides of the specimen, hence the remaining bearing ligament has cross 

section equal to 25x50 mm. Though this test was devised for RPC (reactive powder 

concrete), but it can be used for any type of concrete. The specimen dimensions can be 

decided based on some preliminary studies regarding the effect of notch depth on the 

tensile strength of concrete. In addition to conventional stress crack opening 

curve/relation they gave another very good relation for variation in tensile strength with 

static and dynamic strain rates. The strain rate 1.0×10
-6 

/s was considered as static 

whereas 2.0×10
-3

, 2.0×10
-2

, 5.0×10
-1

 /s, were considered as low, medium and high strain 

rates respectively. It was observed that tensile strength of RPC increased up to 70% for 

high strain rate as compared to static loading. The relation proposed is as under: 

           .
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2.67 

Where,       is dynamic tensile strength,       is static tensile strength and (
 

   
) represents 

ratio of dynamic to static strain rates. Though this Equation is derived for RPC, but it can 

serve as guide line and similar relations can be postulated for other concretes. One more 

aspect to be noted is that in most of the literature bilinear constitutive relations are 

available whereas Fujikake et al (2006) gave a tri-linear constitutive law and its 

governing Equation is given as under: 
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Figure 2.25 Tri-linear stress-crack opening curve and governing Equation (Fujikake et al 2006). 

The relevant values of w1, w2, w3 and other parameters are given in the box of Figure 

2.25. Another aspect to be noted is that the tensile stress-crack opening curves for crack 

openings greater than 2.0 mm are identical, regardless of the loading rate. The 

disadvantage of this test is that total assembly is very rigid and does not contain any 

readjustment mechanism; hence any small or accidental eccentricity can badly affect the 

test results. A small variation in the test set up is adopted by Dongming and  Gao (2006). 

They only used a different type of specimen having dumbbell shape as shown in the 

Figure 2.25, whereas the other procedure of testing is same with different strain rates. 

They also confirmed the enhancement of concrete strength with the increase in strain rate. 

A new concept is also given that strength enhancement with strain rate depends upon free 

water in the concrete. Saturated concrete show more enhancement in strength with strain 

rate. Moreover, at minus 30
o
 C increase in strength due to higher strain rate is 

insignificant.   

  

Figure 2.26  Dumbbell shaped specimen used by Dongming and  Gao (2006). 
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A different type of specimen and test setup was used by Pul (2008). The test was also 

performed by gluing the cylindrical specimen in between two plates which was 

subsequently pulled to apply a tensile load on the specimen. For compressive as well as 

splitting test standard sized cylinders, i.e. 150x300 mm were used, whereas for uniaxial 

test 75x150 mm cylinders are used. According to him flexural strength is 82% more than 

direct strength whereas splitting strength is about 28% more than direct strength. This 

huge difference is enough to describe the inadequacy of indirect tests. The positive aspect 

of this test is that due to the combination of hinge and chain arrangement it has freedom 

to readjust in both x and y direction. But still up to some extent eccentricity may be 

present due to variation in thickness of glue layer, partial detachment of glue and also due 

to the slight displacement of steel disc during gluing process. Specimens and testing 

arrangements used by Pul (2008) are shown in Figure 2.27. 

 

Figure 2.27 Shape of specimens and testing arrangements used by Pul (2008). 

Carpinteri and Invernizzi (2001) have introduced another test with a different type of 

geometry. Main interest of Carpinteri, who is famous for his MFSL (multi fractal scaling 

law), is to prove size effect on the basis of fractal geometry, but he also researched upon 

softening behavior of concrete. This test is not basically for tensile strength, but is to 

study softening behavior and also the fractal damage etc. The specimen used is unique 

due to its nature and dog-bone shaped. Instead of providing notches, spherical grooves are 

provided to reduce the area for predetermined crack location. It is a sort of prismatic 

specimen which has given a shape of dog bone by taking out two opposite semicircular 
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portions out of specimen during casting. Shape of specimen and testing arrangements are 

shown in the Figure 2.28. 

 

Figure 2.28 Specimen and testing arrangements used by Carpinteri and Invernizzi (2001) 

As stated earlier this test is to obtain softening regime hence loading and unloading cycles 

were performed on the specimen to obtain load displacement curve. Based upon this test 

they gave following relation between the damage variable and ligament fractal dimension. 

    (   )  2.68 

Where, Δ is ligament fractal dimension, Δ0 is undamaged effective section dimension, γ is 

exponent very close to zero and D is a damage variable. The reduction in ligament 

measure and also in fractal dimension can be helpful in analyzing the meso and micro 

fracture nucleation. The drawback of this test is that the whole assembly is very heavy 

and test performance is not easy. Due to excessive weight and nature of the test assembly 

the specimen will under certain pre-compression as shown in Figure 2.29. Though this 

pre-compression is small and Carpenteri termed it as the efficiency of the collinear hinge 

mechanism. As far as softening response is concerned this pre-compression may not 

affect the softening regime, but it will definitely affect the tensile strength of specimen. 

For laser scanning of surface, frequent saw cutting of damage zone is necessary, which is 

also a major drawback of this test. Moreover, specimen is free to rotate against one axis 

where there is a fixity along the other, which may be a problem during readjustment, and 

also eccentricity can develop during gluing process as already pointed out. 
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Figure 2.29 Load vs displacement curves showing initial pre-compression 

                               (Courtesy Carpinteri and Invernizzi 2001). 

In their paper Carpinteri and Invernizzi (2001) did not mention the dimensions of dog 

bone type specimen, but a similar specimen is also used by Van Vliet and Van Mier 

(1999), where the dimensions are varying from small scale to a 32 times larger one. Huge 

specimens of 2.4 meter are tested to find size effect due to strain gradient. The shape and 

relevant size of specimens are shown in Figure 2.30. 

 

Figure 2.30  Shape and size of specimen used by Van Vliet and Van Mier (1999). 

Generally the eccentricity is considered detrimental to uniaxial tests, but to produce strain 

gradient and to ensure that fracture should always start from the left end predetermined 

eccentricity (e) is induced in the specimen. Based on this „e‟ value the maximum stress 

developed in the middle of the specimen is given in the formula. 

     
 

 
[  

  

    
]                              2.69 
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Where, e is eccentricity of applied force F, A is smallest x-sectional and 0.6 D is width at 

smallest x-section. An important aspect observed in these tests is that for A, B and C 

specimens load-deformation curves are as usual and no snap back in noticed, whereas 

these sizes falls in the category of normal specimens used for testing. On the other hand 

for specimens D, E and F a snap back effect is observed and this becomes more and more 

prominent with the increase in the size of the specimen. Moreover, decrease in nominal 

strength with increase in size is also observed which indicates presence of size effect. On 

the basis of information gathered from this uniaxial tension test, Van Vliet and Van Mier 

(1999) have given a novel reason of very much controversial size effect. They divided it 

into two types, material size effect and structural size effect. Former is basically inherent 

to the material and belongs to the micro-structure of the material, whereas the later 

prevails at macro-level of observation. Most of size effects observed on strength can be 

explained by considering stress/strain gradients. These gradients which are responsible 

for size effect are induced due to following reasons. 

1) Shape of the specimen. 

2) Eccentricity of applied load. 

3) Material in-homogeneity. 

4) Eigen-stresses developed due to differential shrinkage etc. 

  

Figure 2.31 Schematic diagram of uniaxial tension test. (Faming Li 1998). 
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Another DTT (direct tension test) is devised by Faming Li (1998). The schematic diagram 

is shown in Figure 2.31. This test is basically to test the FRC (fiber reinforced concrete) 

in direct tension. Thin wooden plank type specimens are tested in this test. The novelty of 

this test is that it contained two rotating pins at each end instead of one as compare to 

other such tests, but both of these pins allow the rotation in same axis hence fixity in 

perpendicular direction is obvious. Contrary to other techniques where load is transferred 

via pulling action through the glue, in this case load is transferred via shear action of the 

glue. Since, this test is for FRC, the eccentricity and stability may not be a big issue, but 

their effect cannot be altogether ignored. Another direct tension test is reported by 

Barragan (2002). The test arrangements are shown in Figure 2.32. 

 

Figure 2.32  Tension test arrangements for notched cylinders Barragan (2002). 

In this test ordinary cylindrical specimen of 150mm dia is used, which is directly glued to 

the machine platens. This arrangement is to eliminate soft links between specimen and 

machine, but these links allow the readjustment of the specimen in case of minor 

misalignments and eccentricities. Moreover, the fracture starts within the notch due to 

less cross sectional area which may not be the weakest link of the specimen; hence 

measured values may not be true representative. This specimen is obtained from 300 mm 

high cylinder after cutting two pieces of 75 mm height from both ends. To facilitate the 

cracking at predetermined location a circular notch of 15 mm depth is incorporated hence 

leaving the effective dia of specimen as 120 mm. Though test is developed for FRC, but it 

can be used for ordinary concrete. After testing a notched beam in flexure a core of 93 

mm dia and 250 mm long is obtained from the beam and a 10 mm deep notch is cut at the 

mid depth and tested in the similar manner. In this manner direct tensile response and 

flexural response of concrete are obtained from a single specimen. The stress-opening 
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curves show that maximum opening displacement for normal concrete is 0.2 mm, and at 

this opening, load transfer capability of concrete is almost nil, whereas for FRC, certain 

load is still transferred even at 2 mm crack opening, which indicates much enhanced 

ductility of concrete with the use of fibers.  

This test is also used to test concrete panels of 25 and 50 mm thickness whose length and 

breadth are 150 mm each. Figure 2.33 below shows the panel testing arrangements. Crack 

mouth opening displacement caused by load is recorded through extensometer. From the 

Figure 2.33 it is very clear that the fracture is not mode I rather it is a mixed mode 

fracture, which shows that fixed end boundary conditions may cause eccentricity and 

other problems due to lack of readjustment ability. 

 

Figure 2.33 Tested panel show mix mode instead of mode I fracture, Barragan (2002). 

2.7.2    TENSION TESTS BY USING METAL GRIPS 

Such types are reported by Satoru and Nakaya (1985), Navalurkar (1996), Tailhan et al 

(2004) and Marzouk and Chen (1995).  Satoru and Nakaya (1985) used clamping grips to 

perform the tension test. Test arrangement is shown in Figure 2.34 and 2.35. To increase 

the grip friction, several groves of 1 mm depth are made on the grips and to avoid stress 

concentration at grips 3 mm thick rubber pads are inserted in between concrete specimen 

and the steel grips. For pulling arrangements on one side eye and bolt assembly is used 

whereas on the other side flexible cable is used which provide complete flexibility for the 

test and readjustment is possible. Three specimen x-sections are used for direct test, i.e. 

25x100, 50x100 and 75x100 mm. The strange aspect of the test is that for the specimen 

with x-section 25x100mm, the observed direct strength is greater than splitting strength, 

which is contrary to usual observations that direct strength is always lower than indirect 
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strength. The author has not provided any explanation, while this behavior should not be 

left un-explained. This test was conducted for fiber reinforced concrete and load remains 

increasing even after first crack appearance till the breakage of specimen. The tensile 

strength was evaluated using the first crack load. In the opinion of the author, first crack 

load was not noted carefully and invisible cracks may have appeared much earlier than 

visible cracks, hence cracking load must be lower than the recorded value. 

 

Figure 2.34 Uniaxial tension test using clamping grips. Satoru and Nakaya (1985) 

A slight variation to the above test is presented by Navalurkar (1996), Marzouk and Chen 

(1995) and Tailhan et al (2004). In all these tests either wedge type grips are used or the 

ends of specimens are enlarged to facilitate pulling of the specimen. In addition to 

frictional pull this arrangement is also provide some sort of jacking action. Since the x-

section is enlarged at the griping point hence it may also reduce the secondary stresses 

developed at the grips. Testing arrangements adopted by these researchers are shown in 

Figures 2.34 and 2.35. 

Apart from the limitations and difficulties of the test the best ever and simplest softening 

relation for the tensile stress separation curve for high strength concrete is proposed by 

Navalurkar (1996) 

.
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     2.70 

Where ζ is tensile stress at any load, ft′ is tensile strength at peak load, ω is crack opening 

displacement and ωc is critical crack opening displacement when separation stress (tensile 

stress) approaches zero. The exponents, m and n are empirical constants which are to be 
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evaluated from the experimental results. There are some other softening relations 

proposed by eminent researchers, i.e. Reinhardt (1984) gave the following relation: 

.
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     2.71 

It is similar to relation 2.70 involving only one empirical constant k equal to 0.248. Since 

only single value of k is given, this relation is unable to differentiate between normal, 

high and ultra high strength concrete. 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 2.35 Different testing arrangements used by (a) Navalurkar (1996), (b) Marzouk 

and Chen (1995) and (c) Tailhan et al (2004). 
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Second relation quoted by Navalurkar (1996) from Cornelissen (1985) is as under: 
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C1 and C2 are empirical constants having values 3.981 and 8.359, respectively. This is a 

little bit complex relation and also there is no differentiation for different concretes. Third 

relation quoted by Navalurkar (1996) from Hillerborg (1978) is as under: 
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  ) 2.73 

In this relation there is no mention of critical crack opening displacement and concrete 

categories. P1 and P2 are empirical constants having values 0.074 and 0.756, respectively. 

Forth one is quoted by Navalurkar (1996) from Shah (1985) is given below: 

 

  
     (    ) 2.74 

Where, k and λ are empirical constants having values 1.544 x 10
-3

 and 1.01 respectively, 

and ω is measured in micro inches. This Equation is only valid for ω = 2.4 x 10
-3

. 

Hillerborg and Shah Equations are same with different values of empirical constants. 

Another relation quoted by Navalurkar (1996) from Wecharatana and Chou (1986) is 

given below: 
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Where,    (
 

  
), A,B,C and D are empirical constants having values 0.052, 400, 1.75 

and 0.5 respectively. This Equation is again little bit complex having four empirical 

constants, moreover it is valid for mortars and concretes having normal strengths only. 

As mentioned earlier, the relation 2.70 is the best one covering all ranges of concretes, i.e. 

normal, high and ultra high strength concretes. One drawback of this relation is that no 

proper way to determine m and n is given in the dissertation. Inverse analysis is required 

for their evaluation; however he has given some typical values for certain ranges of 

concrete strengths which can be used in the absence of experimental data. 
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2.7.3 PRESSURE TENSILE TESTS 

These types of testing techniques are rare and sparingly used by researchers. Toutanji et 

al (1999) conducted such test and named it as CCATT (Cementitious Composites Axial 

Tensile Technique). The hydraulic pressure chamber used for this test is shown in Figure 

2.36. 

 
Figure 2.36 Hydraulic pressure chamber CCATT (Toutanji et al 1999). 

Hydraulic fluid is injected in the pressure chamber which pushes the pistons outward 

hence applying tensile force on the specimen. This test was basically developed for 

ceramic materials, but can be applied to cementitious materials. The specimen used in this 

test was cylindrical having 16 mm dia and 120 mm length. This size of specimen is 

suitable for mortars. For ordinary concrete specimen size must be increased as FPZ = 

three times Dmax. The tensile stress can be calculated from the following formula: 

     (
    

  
)   2.76 

Where ζnom = nominal strength 

A = Area of Piston 

As = Area of specimen and  

P = Pressure at failure. 

This stress cannot be termed as true tensile strength because of two reasons. Firstly due to 

hydrostatic loading state, some degree of tri-axiality is present in the loading which cause 

certain deviation from uniaxial stress state. Secondly small eccentricity (which may cause 
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bending) may be produced either from some curvature in the specimen or gluing the 

specimen slightly off center in the pistons. Due to these reasons some correction is 

necessary and corrected tensile strength may be equal to  

ft = ζnom  + Δζ                    2.77 

Whereas, Δζ is a correction for eccentricity and tri-axiality. Toutanji et al (1999) reported 

that max correction for eccentricity is 4.54 % and for tri-axiality it is less than 4%.  

Another more simple form of test is reported by Guang Li (2004). In his approach no 

pistons are used to convert the hydrostatic force in to tensile force. In this type of test 

water is injected in the chamber surrounding the specimen. Pressure is increased till the 

cylindrical specimen is broken into two pieces and both pieces explode out of the pressure 

apparatus. The source of tensile force in not known that how a compressive force applied 

on the periphery of a cylinder is changed into a tensile force. Guang Li (2004) mentioned 

a Percy Bridgman model (Figure 2.37) to explain this phenomenon. According to this 

model, the axi-symmetric pressure applied at the periphery of a cylinder is equivalent to 

hydrostatic pressure on the whole specimen plus an equal axial tensile stress. Guang Li 

had not given any relation for tensile stress, but from the Percy Bridgman analogy it is 

clear that tensile strength of the specimen is equal to the maximum pressure at the failure. 

  
 

Figure 2.37 Percy Bridgman analogy regarding pressure on specimen (Guang Li 2004). 

2.8  NEED FOR AN EASY TO PERFORM DIRECT TENSION TEST 

A detailed discussion regarding tension tests is presented in the preceding sections, where 

the comparative merits and demerits of all available tension tests are given. Indirect tests 

are unable to deliver the true tensile strength, in spite of whatever precautionary measures 

may have been adopted during testing. It is consensus among researchers that true tensile 

strength of concrete can only be measured through direct tension tests. On the other hand, 

researchers seem afraid of the difficulties associated with the direct tension tests. 
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According to Chong et al (1989), “Direct tension tests for quasi-brittle materials are 

usually problematic when it is necessary to carry the test stably into the post-peak regime. 

In addition, the problem of instrumentation (location of displacement transducers or strain 

gages across potential crack planes) and the sensitivity of slight loading eccentricity on 

the test result make the direct tension test difficult to carry out”.  As per Unosson and 

Olovsson (2002), “Performing a direct tension test on a concrete material is expensive 

and the preparation of the test specimen is time demanding. The loading rig has to be very 

stiff in order to capture the complete response curve due to the softening behavior of the 

concrete material. The preparation of the specimen consists of manufacturing a notched 

specimen of the granular material and of gluing grips to the ends, to which the load cell is 

to be fastened”. Toutanji et al (1999) stressed the need of DTT in the following words, 

“The uniaxial tensile test represents the tensile strength of the materials and does not rely 

on the elasticity or plasticity in order to calculate the tensile stress. Therefore, to obtain an 

accurate measurement of the tensile strength, direct tensile tests should be carried out”. 

ASTM standard D2936-95 has mentioned the direct tension test, but it is for rocks and 

there is no mention of concrete like materials. As per Hillerborg (1985), “The direct 

tensile test is the only test which gives all the relevant information for numerical analyses, 

i.e. the tensile strength ft, the modulus of elasticity E, the fracture energy GF and the 

shape of the descending branch”. As per Navalurkar (1996), “The tensile behavior of 

concrete can only be captured by performing the direct uniaxial test. The ideal way of 

determining the fracture energy is by means of a direct uniaxial tension test. Both the 

fictitious crack model and the crack band model require complete stress-deformation or 

stress-strain relationships. Such relationships can be obtained only by performing direct 

uniaxial tension tests. Both these models are well suited for numerical techniques such as 

finite elements. The direct tension test for concrete is not commonly performed despite 

the fact that the test is of considerable theoretical and practical significance for 

understanding the structural behavior of concrete”. As per Wonsiri P (2000), “The 

uniaxial direct tensile test represents the real tensile strength and other real tensile 

properties of material at failure and does not rely on the elasticity and plasticity in order 

to calculate the tensile response value. Therefore, in order to obtain an accurate 

measurement of the tensile response of the material, the direct tensile tests are needed”. 

According to Bazant et al (2002), “the direct tensile test method, in which one tries to 
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maintain, over the whole cross section and during the entire test, a uniform crack opening 

so that the cohesive stress could be inferred from the measured load” and also, “If the 

direct tensile specimen is large enough to allow the FPZ to develop over its length and 

width without interference of the boundaries the crack separation does not proceed 

simultaneously over the cross section; the specimen inevitably flexes sideway at least 

slightly and the fracture propagates across the cross section. To avoid it, it has been 

attempted to use very short specimens bonded to very stiff platens close to the crack, 

loaded through a very stiff frame. Then a (statistically) uniform separation can be 

achieved, but the σ (w) curve that is measured is not relevant for real structures because 

the FPZ development is hindered by the boundaries and affected by their geometry. The 

unique σ (w) curve that characterizes a FPZ developed fully, without hindrance, can be 

obtained only if the field of stress and strain around the FPZ is independent of geometry 

and size. Unfortunately, this can be achieved only if the specimen is large, much larger 

than the FPZ, in which case the FPZ in a large enough specimen is surrounded by the 

LEFM near-tip asymptotic field, which is always the same, regardless of geometry. This 

field does not surround the FPZ in a short direct tension specimen with platens close to 

the crack”. 

As per Somsak et al (2003), “The direct tension test of concrete, although of considerable 

theoretical and practical interest has been given little attention by investigators”. As per 

Van Mier and Shi (2002), “The authors consider the uniaxial tension test as the most ideal 

experiment for the determination of softening properties of the aforementioned materials. 

There are several reasons to revert to the uniaxial tensile test instead of other experiments 

such as the three-point-bend test (RILEM 50FMA, 1985), the wedge-splitting test 

(Linsbauer and Tschegg 1986) or any other test. First of all, in the uniaxial tensile test the 

state of stress is best defined up till the maximum load is reached. Most test specimens 

contain a distinct stress gradient, but in the uniaxial tensile test, the state of stress is more 

or less uniform up till peak load. Deviations may occur due to the specific manufacturing 

method (gradients in material structure and/or Eigen-stresses in the material) and the 

presence of notches, but such influences appear in any type of test. Common practice is to 

perform a Brazilian splitting test (Carneiro and Barcellos 1953) to determine the tensile 

strength of the material when a different geometry than the uniaxial tensile test specimen 

is chosen. Boundary effects play some role in the Brazilian splitting test, however and the 
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tensile strength defined in this way is different from the „real‟ tensile strength (Lilliu and 

Van Mier, 1999). In this context it should be mentioned that the tensile strength of 

concrete, rock and ice is size dependent (Van Vliet and Van Mier 1999, and Van Mier 

2001) which is another issue to be resolved, but where good progress was made recently 

(Van Vliet 2000)”. And also, “For crack nucleation and propagation studies it would be 

preferable to work with un-notched specimens. Common practice in fracture experiments 

is however to use notched specimens in order to initiate the crack at a known location”. 

Moreover, “This boundary condition is preferred because a single crack develops and a 

lower bound for fracture energy is measured (Van Mier et al., 1994) which was confirmed 

by Mechtcherine and Muller (1998). It was also found that under freely rotating boundary 

conditions a lower tensile strength was measured, which was accompanied by a larger 

scatter compared to a test between fixed (non-rotating) end-platens. In uniaxial tensile 

tests between fixed end-platens stress-redistributions will occur as soon as a crack has 

started to propagate from the weakest spot along the specimen‟s circumference. The 

loading becomes gradually more eccentric when the crack propagates, and because the 

loading platens are prevented to rotate, a counteracting bending moment develops that 

arrests the crack from further propagation. After progressive deformation, the strains at 

the other side of the specimen become too large, and a second crack will develop. 

Consequently, the fracture energy will be approximately 30–40% higher compared to a 

test between freely rotating loading platens. In this respect it is curious that the FCM 

requires a uniaxial tensile test between fixed end-platens. Moreover, due to the stress-

redistribution in a fixed platen test, a typical bump may appear in the post-peak stress-

deformation diagram, depending on the specimen length and material used. This implies 

that the shape of the softening curve is not uniquely defined and would suggest that 

softening is not a material property. On the other hand, the interpretation of the 

experiments may not be correct. These matters are debated in great detail by Van Mier 

(1997). An additional advantage of the cables is that the point of load application to the 

specimen is very well defined (Shi and Van Mier 2001). When the location of the crack 

tip is known at different stages of softening, the test results can be used to analyze the 

stress-distribution in the remaining intact ligament to a high degree of accuracy. The 

method developed by Hordijk (1991) could be used, but the advantage of the current set-

up compared to an experiment with fixed loading platens (as was used by Hordijk (1991)) 
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is the very well defined location of the load. So far test results indicated that the 

horizontal movement of the cables is minimal (Shi and Van Mier 2001). All the above 

observations of learned researchers are sufficient indicators that the best suited test for 

finding out the true tensile strength of concrete is the direct tension test. A new easy to 

perform direct tension test shall be presented in the following sections.



CHAPTER 3 

 

CONSTITUENT MATERIALS 

 

 

3.1 GENERAL 

From the very beginning man is dealing with his two basic requirements, i.e. food and 

shelter. His journey started from caves and then he dugged dwellings in mountains. Then 

passing through mud and wooden shelters he reached to high rise concrete buildings. 

Today concrete is the most extensively used construction material throughout the world. 

More than one m
3
 of concrete per person per year is produced worldwide (Scrivener and 

Kirkpatrick 2008).  

In Pakistan normal strength concrete is commonly used in construction, high strength 

concrete is used on few projects and ultra high strength concrete is still a dream. 

Searching the web by, “use of ultra high strength concrete in Pakistan” there will be no 

information except a very little on the web site 

http://www.skyscrapercity.com/archive/index.php/t-460243.html (accessed on 01-08-

2011). Here you will find an article by M U Siddiqui, posted on April 15 2008. According 

to him a 78 storey tower named as Port Tower is to be constructed under authority of 

Karachi Port Trust. The worth noting part of the article is reproduced below as it is, 

“Gregson says that lower down the tower, axial shortening could have been reduced by 

specifying very high-strength concrete. But we want to keep the concrete mix within the 

realms of what is feasible in Pakistan. Achieving C100 would require the use of exotic 

additives and very precise mix control. C65 concrete will be easier to batch and more 

forgiving in construction”. In spite of lot of search the author could not locate M U 

Siddiqui and Gregson. Most probably Gregson is consultant and M U Siddiqui is resident 

engineer.  Unfortunately this tower is not yet started and hopefully it may not be started in 

next couple of years or so. Hence constructional use of high strength concrete has not yet 

started in Pakistan. One successful effort to produce ultra high strength concrete in the 

laboratory is carried out by Ahmed (2009). The notable aspect is that M U Siddiqui 

confessed that C100 concrete is difficult to produce, whereas C65 is easier to produce. He 

does not clarify what he means by C100 and C65, probably it the compressive strength of 

concrete in MPa. Some persons specify concrete in this manner, but this is not the usual 
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way to classify concrete.  EN 1992-1-1:2004 has adopted similar kind of notations, but it 

specify both cylinder and cube strengths simultaneously, e.g. C20/25, C40/50, C70/75, 

C80/95 and C90/105. In notation C20/25, 20 means 20 MPa cylinder strength and 

25means 25 MPa cube strength. Cylinder strength is approximately 80% of cube strength. 

There are different criteria for concrete classification. Normally its properties in fresh as 

well as hardened state, forms the basis for classification.  On 28 days compressive 

strength basis it is broadly classified as NSC (normal strength concrete), HSC (high 

strength concrete) and UHSC (ultra high strength concrete). There is no hard and fast 

border line between these classes. In fact every country has its own way to classify 

concrete on the basis of technological advancement it had achieved so far, that is the 

reason that the boundaries of these classes keep on changing with time. For Pakistan no 

such effort has been done so far except the author (Ghaffar et al 2010) tried to demarcate 

such boundaries on some logical basis as outlined in the following sections.  

3.2 CONCRETE CLASSIFICATION FOR PAKISTAN 

Based on strength, concrete is basically divided into three categories, i.e. normal strength 

concrete (NSC), high strength concrete (HSC) and ultra high strength concrete (UHSC). 

ACI 318-08 (Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and Commentary), 

termed high strength concrete having compressive strength at least equal to 35MPa (5000 

psi). ACI 363.2R-98 declares that concrete with 28 days compressive strength 41 MPa or 

more (6000psi or more) may be treated as high strength concrete. However, these two 

reports are silent regarding ultra high strength concrete. For the purpose of analyzing 

compressive strength data, Day R L (1994) divided concrete into following categories, i.e. 

below 20 MPa  as low strength, 20-60 MPa as normal, 60-100 MPa as high and more than 

100 MPa as very high strength. Portland Cement Association (1994) defines following 

ranges of concrete, i.e. less than 50 MPa conventional concrete, 50-100 MPa high-

strength concrete, 100-150 very-high strength concrete and more than 150 MPa as ultra-

high strength concrete. Xiao et al (2002) stated that concrete with compressive strength 

more than 50 MPa should be termed as high strength concrete. Maiti et al (2006) declared 

very high strength concrete having compressive strength above 80 MPa. FIP/CIB (1990) 

placed a limit that HSC must have 28 days compressive strength not less that 60 MPa. 

Aitcin (1998) in his book, “High Performance Concrete” divided concrete in following 
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classes, i.e. Class I 50-75MPa, Class II 75-100 MPa, Class III 100-125 MPa, Class IV 

125-150 MPa and Class V 150 MPa and above. For fiber reinforced cement composites 

(FRC), Naaman and Reinhardt (2006) specifies another type of classification system. 

Instead of conventional compressive strength they proposed that classification should be 

based on tensile strength. According to them FRCs must be classified on the basis of their 

minimum guaranteed tensile strength. They propose following five classes, i.e. T-2.5, T-

5, T-10, T-15 and T-20. T-10 stands for those FRCs which should not have tensile 

strength less than 10 MPa, or in other words FRCs having tensile strength range 10 to 

14.9 MPa should be designated as T-10. From the above discussion it is clear that no well 

defined boundaries for various categories of concrete are specified. If one sum up all the 

above specifications then he can say that concretes below 35 MPa should be specified as 

normal strength concrete, from 35-100 MPa as high strength and above 100 MPa as ultra 

high strength concrete. It is worth mentioning here that classification is varying from 

country to country, more over the above classification do not have any logical 

justification. It seems that these limits are randomly picked up. Keeping in view the above 

picture Ghaffar et al (2010) set some ranges for concrete to be specified for Pakistan. It is 

to be noted that this classification is based on a beautiful logic of concrete fracture, 

conceived by Al-Oraimi et al (2006) and Gjorv et al (1990). As far as fracture of concrete 

is concerned, the compressive force may cause three types of failures, i.e. matrix failure, 

ITZ (interfacial transition zone, a zone between aggregate and cement paste) bond failure 

and aggregate failure. According to Al-Oraimi et al (2006) up to 42 MPa coarse aggregate 

properties do not affect the strength of concrete. According to Gjorv et al (1990), up to 90 

MPa fracture is controlled by the failure of bond between cement paste and aggregate and 

above 90 MPa concrete fracture is controlled by strength of aggregates or in other words 

instead of wandering around aggregates fracture starts passing through the aggregates. 

Hence, it is very logical to conclude that below 42 MPa concrete should be designated as 

normal strength concrete where the cement paste acts as weakest part and fracture is 

controlled by cement paste. From 42-90 MPa concrete be designated as high strength 

concrete where ITZ acts as weakest part and fracture is always initiated at the bond 

between paste and aggregate. Above 90 MPa concrete should be designated as ultra high 

strength concrete, where the intrinsic strength of aggregates acts as the limiting criteria 
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and fracture starts passing right through the aggregates. The proposed classification is 

presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Concrete classification for Pakistan (Ghaffar et al 2010) 

Class of Concrete 28 days compressive 

strength 

Logical basis 

NSC (normal strength concrete) < 42 MPa Fracture is controlled by strength of paste 

(Al-Oraimi et al (2006). 

HSC (high strength concrete) 42-90 MPa Fracture is controlled by paste aggregate 

bond (Gjorv et al (1990) 

UHSC (ultra high strength 

concrete) 

> 90 MPa Fracture is controlled by strength of 

aggregates (Gjorv et al (1990) 

3.3 MATERIALS FOR PRODUCTION OF UHSC                      

There are many disadvantages of NSC like, high porosity, prone to macro and micro 

cracking, large self weight, sulphate attack and reinforcement corrosion. Such kind of 

problems can‟t be tolerated for mega structures like, tall buildings, large span bridges, 

off-shore constructions and saline soils etc. For such constructions high/ultra high 

strength concrete is more suitable. HSC possesses dense micro structure, high 

compressive strength, and highly improved and compact ITZ. Apart from these uses, 

HSC results in reduced x-sections, which in turn results in saving of space, time and 

material. Concrete being composite material is consisting of cement sand paste and 

aggregates. Meso level internal structure of concrete is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1 Meso level internal structure of concrete (courtesy Ahmed 2009) 
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The stiffness of paste or matrix is different from that of coarse aggregates. This difference 

is more pronounced for NSC and matrix has much lower stiffness as compared to 

aggregates. In high strength concretes this difference is low and their ratio almost 

approaches unity. The key concept of producing UHSC is to reduce this difference by 

improving the structure of matrix as well as ITZ. There are different techniques for 

strength enhancement of concrete; few of them reported by Ahmed (2009) are as under: 

1) Optimization of the packing density 

2) Reduction in w / c ratio 

3) Increase in workability 

4) Use of pozzolans 

5) Improvement of ITZ (interfacial transition zone) structure 

With strength enhancement the load transferring mechanism within the concrete also 

changes. Stiffness of coarse aggregates is different from that of matrix. As a result of that 

stress trajectories deviate from parallel and uniform pattern. Stress concentrations 

accumulate at the surfaces of coarse aggregate. Larger is the gap between stiffnesses of 

matrix and aggregates, higher will be the stress concentration and the stress 

magnification. That may be the reason that sometimes strong aggregates do fail at lesser 

load. Basic purpose of strength enhancing techniques is to increase the strength of cement 

sand matrix so that it may become comparable to that of coarse aggregate. As a result 

stress path remains less disturbed and the extent of stress magnification is significantly 

reduced (Figure3.2). Stress magnification depends upon Ematrix /Eaggregate. Higher is this 

ratio, smaller is stress magnification and vice versa. In case of NSC, this ratio is small and 

in case of HSC this ratio is approximately approaching unity (K Ahmed (2009).  

  

               
       

          
                              

       

          
               

Figure 3.2  Shape of stress trajectories in different materials, Ahmed (2009). 
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The constituent materials required for UHSC are different from NSC. In addition to 

cement, sand and aggregate, two additional kinds of materials known as pozzolans 

(supplementary cementitious materials to avoid using very high cement content) and 

super plasticizers (HRWRs, high range water reducers) are also required. Each constituent 

material has unique role to play in the production of UHSC. A brief account of these 

materials is given in the following sections. 

3.3.1  CEMENT 

Cement is the basic and most important constituent of concrete. All binding activities 

stem from cement. Supplementary binding materials do not posses any binding potential 

in themselves. They consume calcium hydroxide, a product of cement hydration, and 

convert it to C-S-H which is responsible for strength. Materials like plasticizers are to 

reduce water cement ratio and aggregates are to act as filler and also to reduce the 

shrinkage of cement. Hence, all other constituents are basically supplementing the 

activities of cement. Keeping in view the important role of cement, it will be discussed in 

little bit more detail. 

Ordinary Portland Cement 

According to ACI 116R-00 Portland cement is defined as, “hydraulic cement produced by 

pulverizing Portland-cement clinker, usually in combination with calcium sulfate”. Mehta 

and Monteiro (2006) define Portland cement as “hydraulic cement produced by 

pulverizing clinkers consisting essentially of hydraulic calcium silicates, and a small 

amount of one or more forms of calcium sulfate as an inter-ground addition. Clinkers are 

5 to 25 mm diameter nodules of a sintered material that is produced when a raw mixture 

of pre-determined composition is heated to high temperatures”. OPC (ordinary Portland 

cement) mainly consists of CaO (lime), SiO2 (silica), Al2O3 (alumina) and Fe2O3 (ferric-

oxide). These are major oxides present in the cement and their total content by weight is 

about 87 to 92% of cement. The remaining compounds are MgO (magnesia), Na2O and 

K2O (alkali oxides), CaSO4 (gypsum), and some other oxides like TiO2 (titania), and P2O5 

(phosphorous pent oxide). These components are termed as minor constituents of cement. 

According to Hewlett (2007), in 1883 Le Chatelier using petrological approach 

discovered the C3S as essential component of cement. Tornebohm (1897) independently 
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discovered that there are four types of crystals whom he gave the name alite, belite, celite 

and felite. Assarson and Sundius (1929) re-examined Tornebohm‟s specimens and 

concluded that alite is C3S, belite and felite were C2S and C2S (two forms of di-

calcium silicate) and celite was a C6A2F-C6AF2 in the form of solid solution, the average 

value of which is equal to C4AF. Today it is known that Portland cement contained C2S, 

C3S, C3A and C4AF. These are the four major compounds found in cement. However, 

none of these exists in its pure form, and all four contain small amounts of other oxides as 

impurities in the solid solution. Such impurities affect the properties of these compounds 

and their calculated composition in cement is different from the true one. Bogue (1929) 

developed a method of computing these compounds based on oxide proportions. He 

presumed that all these four exist in their pure form which is not the case. Thus the 

proportion of these compounds calculated by Bogue's method is sometimes called 

Bogue's potential compound composition. Behavior of Bogue's compounds and their 

contribution in hydration process is explained in following sub-sections. 

Tri-Calcium Silicate (C3S) 

Below 1250
o 

C, C3S is unstable and breaks down into C2S and CaO. This conversion is 

very slow and below 700
o 

C, C3S exists permanently. C3S exists in six forms. Three are 

triclinic, two are monoclinic and one has trigonal form. Monoclinic form generally occurs 

in Portland cement. After adding water setting starts and paste hardens within few hours. 

Hydration of C3S is fast, during 1
st
 week concrete strength mainly depends on hydration 

of C3S. Hydration process is exothermic and heat produced by C3S is about 120 cal/gm.  

Di-Calcium Silicate (C2S) 

C2S exists in four forms, i.e. C2S, 'C2S, C2S and C2S. C2S is only stable above 

1420-1447
o 

C and changes to 'C2S which is stable at 800-1447
o 

C. On further cooling to 

about 670-600
o 

C it converts to C2S. Pure C2S converts to C2S at about 520
o 

C. 

Presence of impurities, affect the rate of conversion which is delayed or restrained 

indefinitely. The presence of impurities is responsible for the presence of C2S in 

portland cement and its stability at room temperatures. C2S possesses cementing 

properties, whereas  and  forms do not show cementing properties. During hydration 

C2S liberates comparatively low heat which is about 62 cal/gm. Paste gains strength 
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slowly and steadily for months, which may be comparable to that of C3S. The long term 

strength gain is due to hydration of C2S.  

Tri-Calcium Aluminate (C3A) 

On addition of water C3A reacts with water immediately with a flash set along with 

liberation of more heat about 207 cal/gm. To avoid this flash set about 5% gypsum is 

added to clinker during grinding. Contribution of C3A towards strength of cement paste is 

uncertain. If C3A is present in large quantities in cement it produces adverse effects on 

strength of the cement paste.  

Tetra-Calcium Aluminoferrite (C4AF) 

C4AF reacts immediately with water and setting takes place within minutes. Heat of 

hydration is relatively low approximately equal to 100 cal/gm. The strength contribution 

of C4AF to the cement paste is uncertain. During hydration C4AF consumes some amount 

of CH produced by the hydration of C2S and C3S. In that way C4AF plays some role of 

pozzolanic material and contribute some strength to the cement paste.  

Other Components 

Four compounds, i.e. gypsum, magnesia, sodium oxide and potassium oxide are also of 

interest. About 5% gypsum is added to the clinker during grinding to avoid flash set. An 

optimum content of gypsum must be maintained which imparts maximum strength and 

minimum shrinkage. This however depends on the contents of alkali oxides, C3A and also 

on the fineness of cement. It is also important that gypsum content must be limited as its 

excess may cause cracking and deterioration of the concrete. 

Presence of MgO in cement is due to raw materials containing certain amount of MgCO3, 

which during clinkering breaks to MgO and CO2. MgO crystallizes as periclase and 

during hydration volume of periclase increases and it causes unsoundness. 

Alkali oxides (Na2O and K2O) are also present in the cement in very small amounts. 

During clinkering alkali oxides combine with SO3 (sulfur trioxide) producing a solid 

solution of sodium-potassium sulfate. The presence of alkali oxides in cement is harmless 

until alkali-reactive aggregates are used. In that case ASR (alkali silica reaction) may 

damage the concrete. 
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Hydration Process 

Rate of hydration depends upon many factors, and all the factors affecting rate of 

hydration affect the properties of cement paste. Except for some dormant periods, rate of 

hydration of cement paste is maximum at early ages. It decreases with time till it reaches 

at virtually no hydration stage. Water is responsible for hydration, however even in its 

presence in sufficient amount hydration stops. Interestingly sufficient amount of un-

hydrated cement is left in the paste. The stoppage of hydration may be due to one of the 

following reasons:  

(a) Due to desiccation (no water is available for hydration). 

(b) Due to complete hydration no un-hydrated cement particles are left. 

(c) Diffusion is blocked due to lack of spaces for nucleation of solid 

hydration products, or due to impervious or thick coating of CSH 

gel around un-hydrated cement particles. 

Actually third case is most commonly encountered and appreciable amount of cement 

grains remains un-hydrated in the paste. Initially all compounds present in the cement are 

hydrated individually according to their characteristic rate. After formation of a layer of 

CSH gel, hydration rate becomes dependent upon rate of water diffusion through this 

layer. Schematic presentation of hydration process is shown in Figure 3.3 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic presentation of hydration process of cement particles. Dashed lines: 

original surface of un-hydrated particle, shaded area: hydration product, black 

area: remaining un-hydrated portion and white area: capillary porosity filled with 

water (Popovics,1998) 
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Fineness of cement particles also play major role in rate of hydration. Finer cement has 

more surface area so early rate of hydration is much faster and hence high early strength 

development. The ultimate hydration attained by such cements is higher as compared to 

coarser cement. 

Probably Abram was first to realize importance of w/c ratio. Initially the w/c ratio does 

not significantly affect the rate of hydration. But after some time its rate starts decreasing, 

and this decrease starts sooner and more rapid if w/c ratio is low. Hence, lower w/c ratio 

results in lower degree of hydration. The effect of the w/c ratio may be attributed to less 

available space for hydration products at lower w/c ratios. On the other hand higher w/c 

ratios produce higher porosity which is also detrimental to compressive strength. 

3.3.2   SILICA FUMES 

Different types of supplementary cementitious materials are used in the production of 

UHSC. These include Silica fumes, Fly ash, GGBS (ground granulated blast furnace 

slag), Rice husk ash, Meta-kaoline, Bagasse ash, Palm oil fuel ash and LSP (lime stone 

powder). These materials act as pozzolanic materials. There pozzolanic activity is 

basically due to presence of silica SiO2. Out of the normally used pozzolanic materials 

silica fumes contains maximum percentage of silica (about 85 to 97 %). That is why most 

research regarding use of mineral admixtures is found to be on silica fumes. ACI 116R-00 

defines silica fume as “very fine non-crystalline silica produced in electric arc furnaces as 

a by-product of the production of elemental silicon or alloys containing silicon”. ASTM C 

1240-04 defines silica fumes as “very fine pozzolanic material, composed mostly of 

amorphous silica produced by electric arc furnaces as a by-product of the production of 

elemental silicon or ferrosilicon alloys (also known as condensed silica fume and micro-

silica)”. It is grey colored powder and looks like as shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure  3.4 Silica fume powder and its schematic production (Terence 2005) 
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Silica fumes are a pozzolanic material. A pozzolan is defined as “a siliceous or siliceous 

and aluminous material, which in itself possesses little or no cementing property, but will 

in a finely divided form- and in presence of moisture-chemically react with Ca(OH)2 at 

ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing cementitious properties”. Silica 

fume is obtained as by-product from production of silicon metal. Its particles are 

extremely small as compared to cement particles. The size of about 95% of its 

particles is less than 1 micro-meter. Other properties of silica fume are: bulk density 130-

430 kg m
-3

, specific gravity 2.2 and specific surface area 15000-30,000 m
2
 kg

-1
.
 
Silica 

fume is much finer than cement. If we replace 15% cement with silica fume then there 

will be two million silica fume particles for each grain of cement. That is why apart from 

its pozzolanic reaction SF also acts as filler materials and helps in densification of 

concrete which in turn enhances the strength of concrete. The relevant particle size of SF 

as compared with cement is shown in Figure 3.5. 

(a)                (b)  

Figure 3.5  Relative particle size of SF and cement, (a) Photomicrograph of SF and 

Portland cement, longer white bar = 1μm. (b) If SF is equal to a man 1.8m then 

cement grain will be equal to tower of 169m high (Terence 2005). 
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Figure 3.6 Scanning Electron Micrograph of silica fume particles at 30000x (Rizwan 2006) 

Another very good micrograph of SF particles is shown in Figure 3.6. Micrograph shows 

that SF particles are spherical and have spongy structure that is why it sucks water and 

increases water demand of cement paste. Rizwan (2006) has reported that for same 

consistency 5% replacement of SF will increase water demand (WD) by 3%, 10% 

replacement of SF increases WD by 7.5%, 15% replacement of SF increases 12% and 

20% replacement of SF increases WD by 18%. Slight increase of initial and final setting 

time is also reported with the addition of SF. The question of optimum replacement % age 

of SF is still under investigation. Most of the researchers believe that 10 to 15% 

replacement is best for all purposes. A very logical answer to this question is provided by 

Scrivener and Kirkpatrick (2008). On the basis of stoichiometric calculations they proved 

that 100 g of Portland cement with about 70% alite content will produce enough CH 

which will be consumed by 12g of SF. Hence 10% replacement of Portland cement by SF 

seems very logical and optimum. Many other researchers also try to establish the 

optimum replacement of SF. Toutanji et al (2004) conducted experiments on different 

supplementary cementitious materials with varying level of replacement; their results are 

presented in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7  Compressive strength performance of different pozzolans (Toutanji et al, 2004). 

From above results it is evident that best performance is shown by SF at 8% replacement. 

Though 10% replacement level has lesser effect, but difference is negligible. 8% 

replacement, show 33% increase in strength above control, whereas, 10% replacement 

show 32% increase. This may be attributed to lower alite content of the used cement. 

Hence we are justified to conclude that for ordinary Portland cement the optimum 

replacement level for Silica Fume is 10%. 

The strength enhancing effect of SF is attributed to its two functions. 1
st
 one is the filler 

action. Due to very small size it fills the gaps between the cement particles producing 

more densification, which results in strength enhancement. Its second function is 

pozzolanic action. During hydration of cement, two types of products are formed, i.e. 

C3S2H3 and Ca (OH)2. C3S2H3 commonly known as C-S-H is responsible for concrete 

strength [90 to 95% strength of hardened cement paste is from C-S-H (Hunter, 2004), 

whereas Ca (OH)2 is commonly known as CH. It has large crumbled sheets type structure 

and its presence in the concrete is a source of weakness. This weakness can be turned into 

strength if CH is also chemically converted to C-S-H. Here comes the pozzolanic role of 
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SF, which converts CH into C-S-H. The pozzolanic reaction is complex, but the 

simplified hydration reaction is reported by Lee and Chisholm (2006). Two major 

compounds of Portland cement are C2S and C3S, these reacts with water as follows: 

2C3S + 6H → C3S2H3 + 3CH 

2C2S + 4H → C3S2H3 + CH 

 

where C = CaO;  S = SiO2;  and H = H2O 

CH produced during hydration of cement is about 20-25% of the volume of the paste. By 

addition of silica fumes (which contains about 90% of SiO2), silica reacts with CH and 

produces C-S-H. 

CH + S + H → C–S–H 

For mixes cured above 90
o 

C (as is the case with RPC), this C–S–H further reacts with 

silica and produces more strong product C5S6H5. That is why the strength of RPC is much 

more than the conventional concretes.  

(C3S + C2S) + S + H → C3S2H3 + CH + S → C–S–H → C5S6H5 

Due to addition of SF, 20 to 40% strength increase is registered as compared to 

conventional concrete (Druta, 2003). This approximate strength enhancement is the result 

of both activities, i.e. filler effect and pozzolanic effect. It is very difficult to say that how 

much contribution is attributed to each individual factor. Tasdemir (2003) tried to 

quantify these effects, which is shown in Figure 3.8. 

 
Figure 3.8 Relative contributions of hydration, filler and pozzolanic effects (Tasdemir 2003). 

Lastly before winding up this discussion, a different strength development trend is also 

reported by Safwan and Nagib (1994). Instead of steady gain of strength above the 

control mix they reported an initial drop in relative strength up to 7 days and then a 
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reverse trend of strength gain was started after about 7 days. They attributed this drop to 

the accelerating effect of super plasticizer and to the delay in start of pozzolanic activity, 

as it starts after a certain amount of CH being produced. But this explanation is not 

convincing and also is not well supported from other literature. The reported trend is 

however shown in Figure 3.9.  

 
Figure 3.9 Relative strength gain of SF concrete compared to control mix (Safwan and Nagib 1994) 

3.3.3  SUPER PLASTICIZERS 

According to Abram‟s law, “the ratio of the amount of water to cement in the mixture 

determines the strength of the concrete”. Mathematically this law can be written as, 

         
 

   ⁄
 3.1 

Where A, B are constants depending upon material, test conditions and age of concrete.  

w/c is water cement ratio. According to this law reducing water cement ratio will increase 

the concrete strength, but this is not true for all values of water cement ratio, as reducing 

water below certain limits will cause workability, compaction and consistency problems 

which adversely affect the internal structure of concrete and instead of increasing 

strength, it starts decreasing with further reduction of w/c. To overcome this difficulty 

and to enhance workability with maintaining consistency level, certain kinds of 

admixtures are used known as super plasticizers or HRWRs (high range water reducers). 

Plasticizers were first time introduced in 1960 in Japan and soon after in Germany. Super-

plasticizers are generally long chain polymers composed of sulfonic acid groups. They 

normally belong to following chemical families (Ahmad et al 2005).  
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i) Sulfonated melamine-formaldehyde condensates (SMF)  

ii) Sulfonated naphthalene-formaldehyde condensates (SNF)  

iii) Modified lignosulfonates (MLS)  

iv) Polycarboxylate derivatives  

Sulfonic acid groups neutralize the charge present on surface of cement particle, hence 

causing dispersion, which releases tide up water on the surface of cement particle in the 

form of agglomeration. Sulfate based plasticizers are known as 1
st
 and 2

nd
 generation, 

which due to their retardation action increase the setting time. Their action is based on 

electrostatic repulsion. Carbonate based plasticizers are called 3
rd

 generation and their 

action is based on steric stabilization.  

The major drawback of Sulfate based super plasticizers is that after 30 to 60 minutes, 

there is sudden drop in workability termed as slump loss. So For flowing concrete, 

HRWR should be added when the agitator truck arrived at site. This is not the case with 

Carbonate based super plasticizers. Their slump loss is not appreciable hence they can be 

mixed with concrete at the batching plant. 

The molecular structure of different types of HRWRs along with their year of production 

is shown in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10 Molecular Structures of various super plasticizers and their year of 

production. Source, http://www.ballance-plastics.co.uk/Concrete_Admixture.pdf (accessed 

on 06-08-2011) 

According to Newman and Choo (2003) plasticizers can be divided into two groups, i.e. 

normal  plasticizers which can reduce water requirement about 5% (but not more than 

12%), whereas super plasticizers provide reduction above 12% and sometimes up to 30% 
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depending upon dosage. In normal concrete water is used for two requirements, hydration 

of cement and workability of concrete. In ultra high strength concrete water is added for 

hydration and workability is achieved through super plasticizer. Two major functions of 

super plasticizer are reduction in w/c ratio, which according to Abram‟s law increase the 

strength of concrete, increasing the cohesion and yield stress without loss of plastic 

viscosity. Even keeping the w/c ratio constant, strength and workability of concrete 

increased due to addition of super plasticizer. Ahmad et al (2005) conducted series of 

experiments keeping w/c ratio constant and studied the effect of super plasticizer on 

strength and workability. Their results are presented here in the form of Table 3.2. From 

this Table it is clear that slump and compressive strength increase steadily with cement 

content whereas tensile strength show somewhat opposite trend. 

Table 3.2: Variation in slump and strength of concrete at constant w/c ratio 0.55 and 

same SP (Rheobuild-561) dose 0.8% of cement. (Ahmad et al (2005). 

Mix Ratio 

(cem:sand:agg) 

Increase in slump Increase in 28 days 

comp. strength 

Increase in 

Splitting strength 

Increase in 

flexural strength 

1:2:4 100% 1.8% 6.2% 8.4% 

1:1.5:3 200% 2.6% 8.7% 8 % 

1:1:2 229% 2.9% 4.5% 4.1% 

3.3.4 AGGREGATES 

Before the advent of high strength concrete, coarse aggregates were considered as inert 

filler, which are responsible of reducing shrinkage and lowering the cost of concrete, as it 

was the major portion of concrete constituent materials. That is why the intrinsic strength 

of aggregate was never considered as contributing factor for concrete strength. Before 

high strength concrete it was believed that strength mainly comes from the characteristics 

of the matrix. That is why the strength enhancing techniques reported by Ahmed (2009) 

does not mention anything regarding aggregates. In matrix the major source of weakness 

was calcium hydroxide CH. Addition of pozzolanic material consumes this CH hence 

mechanical behavior of matrix substantially improved.  Another improvement suggested 

by Abram‟s laws was to reduce w/c ratio. This was achieved through use of water 

reducing agents. All these improvement activities results in production and development 

of two very important classes of construction materials, i.e. Pozzolans and Plasticizers. 

During improvement of concrete matrix, the next realization was the strength limiting 

character of ITZ (inter-facial transition zone). ITZ is a very narrow region surrounding 
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the aggregates. Lot of research is carried out for characterization of ITZ. It is generally 

believed that transition zone extends about 50μm from the face of aggregate. Nemati and 

Gardoni (2005) described its width equal to size of cement grain, which may range from 

few micro meters to 100 μm. Cwirzen and Penttala (2005) reported that in 1956 J. Farran 

was 1
st
 to observe the presence of ITZ surrounding coarse aggregate particles. Different 

methods were employed to assess the extent of ITZ. Cwirzen and Penttala (2005) also 

quoted from Snyder et al (1992) that by using mercury intrusion porosimetery (MIP) they 

found the extent of ITZ is about 35-45μm depending upon type of admixture and 

concrete. The weakness of ITZ can be attributed to severe porosity gradient which is 

higher close to aggregate contacts (Elkadi 2005). This may be attributed to wall effect. 

Aggregates are much larger than cement particles, hence aggregates act like a huge wall 

against cement particle. The presence of wall disrupts the packing of cement particles 

which is known as so-called wall effect. The spatial distribution of anhydrous cement 

grains is loose close to the surface of aggregate. This wall effect produces a local change 

in w/c ratio and also affects the porosity. Both of them tend to be higher in this region, 

whereas w/c ratio becomes lower in the bulk cement paste. Secondly vibration may 

induce micro-bleeding under aggregates. The presence of higher porosity close to the 

aggregates is studied by Cwirzen and Penttala (2005) and porosity vs distance from 

aggregate surface is presented in Figure 3.11. From the Figure it is clear that area of 

capillary porosity increases as we come closer to aggregate surface. 

 
Figure 3.11 Porosity as function of distance from aggregate (Cwirzen and Penttala 2005). 

In addition to porosity another source of weakness of ITZ is the presence of calcium 

hydroxide in large amount in this region and lesser un-hydrated cement particles as 
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compared to the surrounding bulk cement paste. This is due to excessive water available 

in this region, produce almost complete hydration of cement particles and librating more 

calcium hydroxide (a source of weakness). After the invention of SEM (scanning electron 

microscope) the presence of ITZ had been physically verified by many researchers. 

Figure 3.12 clearly shows a narrow region between aggregate and matrix. 

 

Figure 3.12 Scanning Electron Micrograph showing ITZ (Pusit 2000). 

Weakness of ITZ can be reduced by lowering w/c ratio and addition of pozzolanic 

compounds. Lower w/c ratio will reduce the production of CH and pozzolan will 

consume the produced CH and also densify this zone through its filler action. Hence, 

more homogenous microstructure of cement matrix is attained in transition zone. Cwirzen 

and Penttala (2005) proved that lowering the water/binder ratio from 0.42 to 0.30 and 

incorporating 7% silica fume, the width of ITZ reduced from 40μm to 5μm. This 

improved ITZ shall no longer act as the weakest portion of concrete and its improvement 

will place the aggregates in difficult situation. As the stiffness of matrix and ITZ 

approaches that of aggregates, stress concentrations may engulf aggregate and it may 

become the weakest part of the concrete and it is the point where its characteristics may 

start controlling the ultimate concrete strength. Another factor that may affect the ITZ is 

mineralogical nature of aggregate that can promote epitaxial bond with the cement paste. 

According to Lura (2005) concrete strength is severely affected by weakest component, 

aggregate strength is responsible to ceiling strength for the concrete. According to 

Ozturan and Cecen (1997) it is believed that for HSC tensile strength is generally 

controlled by matrix strength and compressive strength is controlled by strength and 
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surface characteristics of coarse aggregate. From this statement it seems that aggregate 

has no effect on tensile strength, but on the other hand in the absence of direct tension 

test, tensile strength is believed to be a function of compressive strength, hence 

aggregates indirectly affect the tensile strength also. According to Oraimi et al (2006) 

mineralogy of aggregates has significant role on compressive and indirect tensile strength 

of concrete. According to him size of aggregate is also important, higher compressive, 

flexural and splitting strengths can be achieved by using smaller aggregates. Concrete 

produced from weak aggregates shall be weak. Hence, those rocks having low intrinsic 

strength are not suitable for use as aggregates. Intrinsic strength of aggregates is not the 

only factor, but each characteristic of coarse aggregates like bulk density, specific gravity, 

ACV (aggregate crushing value), and AIV (aggregate impact value) has some impact on 

strength of concrete. As stated earlier, concrete failure are three types, i.e. paste failure, 

ITZ failure and aggregate failure. For first two types, number of methods are available to 

improve the properties of concrete, i.e. if paste is weak it can be made strong by 

increasing cement fineness, increasing the cement content, reducing water content ratio 

through use of water reducing agents, using pozzolanic materials and also by improving 

its density by addition of micro fillers. The paste-aggregate bond failure can be avoided 

by improving the ITZ (interfacial transition zone). Accumulation of water around 

aggregate particles is one of the sources of ITZ weakness. Use of water reducing agents, 

viscosity modifiers and improving the grading of constituent materials may help to reduce 

ITZ weakness. ITZ may improve by using smaller aggregates and also by revising mixing 

sequence.  

The coarse aggregate is most important factor for fracture energy. For strong aggregates 

the cracks run around the aggregate, whereas for weak aggregate the crack penetrates and 

fractures the aggregate. Rossello and Elices (2004) termed them as inter-granular and 

trans-granular fractures respectively. According to them, for concretes composed of weak 

aggregates and strong interface, crack penetrates all aggregates falling in its way, for 

strong aggregates and weak interface only 10% aggregates were broken and for normal 

interface broken aggregates %age was about 50%. Hence, according to Almusallam et al 

(2004) production of HSC using weak aggregates will be hampered even if lower w/c and 

higher cement content is used. Aggregate must be able to block the crack propagation and 

should act as crack obstacles. If aggregates themselves are failing then their size reduction 
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shall not produce much effect and the only choice left is to use the aggregates from 

another source. Hence, selection of appropriate source of aggregate is much more critical 

for high strength concretes (Ghaffar et al 2010). Selection of appropriate aggregates can 

be based on their properties which can be divided into two categories, i.e. physical and 

mechanical. Limsuwan and Haleerattanawattana (2007) listed those properties in the form 

of Table 3.3, which also indicates the applicable test standard. 

Table 3.3  Aggregate properties and applicable test methods (Limsuwan 2007). 

Category Properties Test Method 

Physical Specific Gravity and Water Absorption ASTM C127 

Unit Weight and Void Content ASTM C29 

Flakiness Index BS 812: 105.1 

Elongation Index BS 812: 105.2 

Mechanical Aggregate Crushing Value BS 812: 110 

Aggregate Impact Value BS 812: 102 

Los Angeles Abrasion Value ASTM C131 

Much work has been done to study the effect of physical properties of aggregates on the 

compressive strength of concrete, but unfortunately mechanical properties could not get 

so much attention, whereas these properties can be more helpful in deciding the 

appropriateness of aggregates. It is also to be noted that since aggregate is small particle, 

so no direct way to find its own compressive strength has been devised. Zia et al (1997) 

has quoted a formula from Chang and Su, giving the mean compressive strength of 

aggregates. 

ζ22 = Ph/V                             3.2 

Where ζ22 is mean compressive strength of aggregate, P is maximum load applied to the 

single aggregate, h is distance between the two opposite load points of P and V is volume 

of single aggregate determined according to Archimedes‟s principal using oven dried 

weight. Equation 3.2 is a slightly modified form of P/A relation, where V/h is equivalent 

to cross-sectional area. This can be true for deformed steel bars and other similar objects 

where at various locations difference between actual and equivalent area is small. For 

aggregates which have complex and irregular shape this formula should not be treated as 

accurate. Hence in the absence of direct relation we can rely upon other mechanical 

properties of aggregates. Roesler and Chupanit (2005) have shown that fracture energy of 

concrete is related to ACV (aggregate crushing value) and it increases with decrease in 

ACV. It is the clear indication that strong aggregates produce stronger concrete. Zarif and 
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Tugral (2003) tried to quantify the concrete strength with ACV of aggregates and 

proposed the following relation. 

ACV = 21 – 0.04σc                       3.3 

This Equation may be true for certain particular aggregates, but it cannot be accepted as 

general formula as it gives zero compressive strength for aggregates having ACV equal to 

21 and even negative strength for higher values. Al-Harthi (2001) proposed two relation 

for UCS (un-confined compressive strength of concrete) related to ACV of aggregates. 

   ( )    (             ) 3.4 

ACV (%) = 78.82 – 11.73 x ln(UCS) ± 2.69                    3.5 

Equation 3.4 gives average values of concrete strength whereas Equation 3.5 gives range 

of values in between which concrete strength can vary. He also related AIV (aggregate 

impact value) and LAAV (Los Angeles abrasion value) to the UCS (unconfined 

compression strength). His proposed relations are given below. 

AIV(%) = exp (3.72 – 0.005UCS)               3.6 

AIV(%) = 78.47 – 11.87x ln (UCS) ± 2.97             3.7 

LAAV(%) = exp (3.85 – 0.004UCS)               3.8 

LAAV(%) = 88.01 – 12.35 x ln (UCS) ± 4.06                                                          3.9 

These Equations are similar to that of ACV. Exponential Equations give average values 

and logarithmic Equations give range of values. 

From the above discussion it is crystal clear that aggregates play key role in the 

production of high and ultrahigh strength concretes. If matrix and ITZ is weak it can be 

improved, and if aggregate is weak, there is only one possibility that we shall reduce its 

size and use smaller size aggregates.  According to Roesler and Chupanit (2005) increase 

in size of aggregates increases the fracture energy. This is because the tortuosity of crack 

increased hence increasing the fracture length, but increase in size produce very adverse 

effect on ITZ, size and weakness of ITZ increased. Hence, if decrease in size of aggregate 

does not produce the desired results then we had to change the aggregate source. 

Consequently selecting the appropriateness of aggregates has major role in the production 

of high and ultrahigh strength concretes. 
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3.3.5 WATER 

Potable water is considered suitable for concrete. Water is an important constituent of 

concrete as all its properties are dependent on hydration process and water is the source of 

hydration. It is also the cheapest constituent of concrete. In Lahore Pakistan, ground water 

is of good quality and is used for drinking and other purposes. River Ravi was the major 

source of recharge of ground water. Due to Indus Basin Treaty, India has blocked the 

water of river Ravi, hence recharging of ground water is badly hampered. Lahore is a city 

of about 10 million population. Whole population is dependent on ground water; 

resultantly ground water level is lowering day by day. At present it is about 100 feet deep 

and getting further low. Presently pumping cost is within bearable range, but due to 

power and other price hike phenomenon pumping cost will go on increasing. For concrete 

water should conform to the specifications laid down vide ASTM Standard C 1602/C 

1602M – 04. According to this standard potable water is allowed to use for concrete 

without testing, whereas non-potable waters are required to satisfy certain requirements, 

i.e. 7 days strength should not less than 90% of control and setting time should not 1:00 

hour earlier and 1:30 hour later. 

3.4  PRODUCTION OF ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE 

There are three factors mainly contributing the strength development in ultra high 

strength concrete, i.e. hydration of cement particles, pozzolanic reaction of secondary 

cementitious materials and packing density of concrete constituents. First two factors 

relates to materials chemical nature, whereas third one is a physical characteristic and 

requires mechanical means to achieve the optimum packing. According to Wikipedia the 

free encyclopedia, Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) proved that for equal 

diameter spheres the highest packing density which can be achieved is 74.048%. 

Schematic packing of one and two sized spheres is shown in Figure 3.11. It means that 

whatever packing scheme may be adopted, for equal size spheres there shall be at least 

26% empty spaces or voids. These voids are a source of weakness and should be 

filled/packed with smaller particles which may occupy the empty spaces. Much work is 

done on the packing of concrete ingredients by different researchers, i.e. Elkadi (2005), 

Xu et al (2010), Peng et al (2010) and Gopalakrishnan and Shashidhar (2007).  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.13 (a) One size sphere packing having much empty spaces, (b) Two size sphere 

packing has less empty spaces. 

3.4.1  OPTIMIZED PACKING PROPORTIONING 

The most significant work in this regard is done by Huan (2010). As already proved by 

Gauss, the closest packing density is about 74%. It indicates that random packing density 

will be still lower than this. According to Huan random packing density of single-sized 

spheres (which is size independent) is about 64%. According to him the simplest relation 

for mono-sized spheres can be expressed as. 

Vw= Vpar1 + Vpor1                         3.10 

Where, Vw is total volume of material, Vpar1 is the volume occupied by particles of size 1 

and Vpor1 is volume of pores left out by particles of size 1. 

Now to increase density we can use two sizes of particles so that smaller particles may fill 

the pores left by bigger particles. The smaller sized particles, named as size 2, will try to 

fill the volume of pores, i.e. Vpor1. However, still some smaller pores will remain unfilled. 

From the logic of Equation 3.10 we obtain, 

Vpor1 = Vpar2 + Vpor2                  3.11 

Where, Vpar2 is the volume occupied by particles of size 2 and Vpor2 is volume of pores 

left out by smaller particles of size 2. The main aim will be to obtain higher value of Vpar2 

and lower value of Vpor2. Combining Equations 3.10 and 3.11 we obtain; 

Vw = Vpar1 + Vpar2 + Vpor2                3.12 

By making certain assumptions one can calculate the optimum proportioning of the two 

sizes for maximum packing. Let we call the ratio of volume occupied by size-1 to the 

available volume to size-1 as packing density and denote it by PD1 then  

PD1 = Vpar1/ Vw               3.13 
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Taking the total volume as unity then PD1 = Vpar1. Similarly PD2 the packing density of 

spheres of size 2 is  

PD2 = Vpar2/ Vpor1,   or  Vpar2 = PD2 .Vpor1                                    3.14 

Proportions of two-sized particles are termed as particle proportion which is represented 

with PP12 (relative proportion of particle 1 to 2). 

PP12 = Vpar1 / Vpar2    or   PP12 = PD1/ (PD2 .Vpor1)    or     PP12 = PD1/ {PD2. ( 1-PD1)}       3.15 

Let it be assumed that if these two spheres are independently packed to available volume 

then their packing densities should be same as packing phenomenon is size independent. 

Moreover, it is also assumed that there is no wall and local loose effects. Substituting 

PD1= PD2 in Equation 3.15 the following relation is obtained; 

PP12 = 1/ {1-PD1}              3.16 

Packing density for random dense packing is about 64%; hence optimum proportion for 

large to small particles is 2.778. It indicates that for optimum dense packing large spheres 

should occupy about 73.5% of available volume (which is nearly equal to 74.048% as 

given by Gauss) and 26.5% by the smaller sized spheres. However, this is an ideal 

situation. Mixing two sized spheres in this ratio and trying to pack them some pores will 

be left out and attained packing density will not be 100%. Now trying to calculate the 

attained packing using two sizes of spheres, the max packing density will be; 

PD bi-model = PD1 + (1-PD1).PD2                       3.17 

Where, PD bi-model is packing density using two sized spheres and (1-PD1) are voids left out 

by larger particles. Substituting PD1 and PD2 equal to 0.64 (which is random packing 

density of single size spheres), PD bi-model is equal to about 87%. This indicates that using 

two sizes of spheres one can increase the packing density from 64% to 87 %. Now check 

what will happen if three sizes of spheres are used. Let it be denoted as tri-model packing. 

From the previous analogy it is evident that  

Vw= Vpar1 + Vpar2 + Vpar3 + Vpor3                             3.18 

PD tri-model  =  PD1 + (1-PD1).PD2 + (1-PD1 - (1- PD1).PD2).PD3                     3.19 

Again substituting PD1, PD2 and PD3 equal to 0.64 one gets PD tri-model equal to 95.3%. It 

means using three sized particles packing density is increased to about 95%. To calculate 

particle proportions in tri-model let PP12 is particle ratio of larger particles to medium 

particles and PP13 is particle ratio of large particles to smaller particles. 

PP12 = PD1/ {PD2. (1-PD1)},   and    PP13 = PD1/ {PD2. (1-PD1-[1- PD1].PD2}          3.20 
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Substituting PD1 = PD2 = PD3 following relation is obtained 

PP12 = 1/ 1-PD1     and    PP13 = 1/ [1 - 2PD1 + PD1
2
] 

   
     3.21 

Substituting PD1 = 0.64 in Equation 3.21, PP12 = 2.778 and PP13 = 7.716. Hence the 

optimum particle proportion from bigger to smaller is in the ratio of 67.1%:24.2%:8.7%. 

This tri-model packing is actually the case of normal strength concrete where only three 

constituents, i.e. coarse aggregates, fine aggregates and cement is used. Theoretically 

speaking the normal strength concrete should attain 95% packing density and porosity 

should be only 5%. But the reported porosity of normal strength concrete is about 20% 

Yaman et al (2002). This porosity is due to poor packing of NSC. Main reason for less 

packing density is the proportions suggested by Equation 3.21 are not used for NSC. 

These proportions are roughly equal to 1:2.75:7.7 (cement : sand : aggregates) whereas 

NSC generally used for reinforced concrete is 1:2:4. The enhanced proportions of smaller 

particles hamper the optimum packing and produce more porosity. The other reason is 

that in NSC w/c ratio is high and excess water leaves pores in the concrete.  

High and ultra-high strength concretes always contain more than three solid ingredients, 

i.e. it may contain inert fillers and secondary cementitious materials. The concrete 

produced with secondary cementitious materials can be treated as tetra-model concrete, 

containing four sizes of particles. If one extends this analogy for tetra-model packing he 

obtains the total volume occupied as follows:    

Vw= Vpar1 + Vpar2 + Vpar3 + Vpar4 + Vpor4                             3.22 

PD tetra-model  =   PD1 + (1-PD1).PD2 + {1-PD1 - (1- PD1).PD2}.PD3 + [1-PD1 – (1- PD1)PD2   

–{(1-PD1 –(1- PD1) .PD2}.PD3] PD4                   3.23 

Instead of forming and solving such lengthy Equation if one considers all the previous 

relations it can be concluded that all these relations are simple geometric series. It is 

already known that PD1 = 0.64, (which is PD uni-model using single size spheres). PD bi-model is 

equal to 0.87, and PD tri-model = 0.953. The common ratio is 1- PD1 = 0.36. From above it 

can be easily shown that, 

PD uni-model  = 0.64 

PD bi-model = 0.64 + 0.64 x 0.36 = 0.8704 

PD tri-model = 0.64 + 0.64 x 0.36 + 0.64 x 0.36
2 
= 0.9533    and 

PD tetra-model = 0.64 + 0.64 x 0.36 + 0.64 x 0.36
2 
+ 0.64 x 0.36

3 
= 0.983 or 98.3%. 
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From Equation 3.23 it is evident that more are the ingredients, lengthier becomes the 

Equation. The ingredients used by Ahmed (2009) are listed in the Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Grain size distribution (Ahmed 2009) 

High Strength Concrete (HSC) 

Particle Name  Particles Size 

range (µm) 

Fineness 

modulus 

Specific 

gravity 

Bulk 

density 

Micro Silica  

Quartz power 

Cement 

Quartz sand 

Chenab sand 

Lawrencepur sand 

Coarse aggregates  

0.1-1 

1-20 

20-50 

200-500 

700-2000 

900-5000 

5000-10,000 

- 

- 

- 

- 

1.992 

2.443 

6.758 

- 

- 

- 

2.63 

2.35 

2.6 

2.7 

550-700 

- 

- 

1629 

- 

1835 

1476 

 

These are seven ingredients. Instead of writing Equation 3.23 for seven ingredients, the 

author has generalized this Equation in the following form. 

PD n-model =  ∑                   where i has integral values from 1 to n           3.24  

Equation 3.24 can be used for any number of ingredients. 

Recall that for bi-model packing particle proportion was 73.5%:26.5% and for tri-model 

packing it was 67.1%:24.2%:8.7%. This can also be generalized as under: 

For bi-model, PP = 73.5/26.5 = 2.773 ≈ 1/0.36 = 1/ 1-PD1 

For tri-model, PP12 = 67.1/24.2 = 2.773 ≈ 1/0.36, and PP13 = 67.1/8.7 = 7.713 ≈ 1/0.36
2 

For tetra model, PP12 = 1/0.36 = 2.773,    PP13 = 1/0.36
2
 = 7.716   and      

    PP14 = 1/0.36
3 
= 21.433 

Packing proportions Equation is also generalized by the author as under; 

PP1i = 1/ Vpor
i-1 

= 1/0.36
i-1   

  where i has integral values from 2 to n        3.25 

According to Equation 3.25 relative particle proportion from bigger to smaller for tetra 

model is 65.07%:23.46%:8.43%:3.04%. This proportioning should theoretically produce 

98.3% packing density. Huan (2010) had used this model up to tri-model packing only, 

but now this model is extended and generalized. At this stage this model can be used for 

any number of different sized spheres to produce optimum packing. For five different 

sized spheres this model will produce maximum packing density equal to 99.37% with 

particle proportioning of 64.36%:23.21%:8.34%:3.00%:1.08%. From the above 
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discussion it is evident that very little gain in packing density can be achieved by 

increasing number of ingredients more than four.  

One conclusion from above discussion can be drawn here that comparing tri-model 

(which basically represents normal strength concrete) and tetra-model (which basically 

represent high and ultra high strength concretes), addition of forth ingredient, i.e. silica 

fume, packing density may increase from 95.3% to 98.3%. It means filler effect 

contribution towards density is nearly 3%, whereas according to Tasdemir (2003) (Figure 

3.8) the gain in strength due to the filler effect of silica fume is almost equal to 30 MPa, 

which shows a significant effect on strength due to filling of pores or due to enhanced 

density of concrete. 

The above discussion regarding packing density for sphere (size of spheres belonging to a 

particular ingredient is same) is belongs to some ideal situation. This packing density is 

impossible to attain for concrete mixes due to following reasons: 

1: Particles of concrete ingredients are not spherical. 

2: All particles of an ingredient are not of same size, (it varies within certain range). 

3: Particles are not smooth surfaced; they rather have rough and uneven surfaces 

which offer resistance against re-adjustment/packing. 

4: Water and super plasticizer is also required for hydration/workability purposes.  

5: Adequate volume of paste is essential for coating of all the surfaces of aggregates 

so that proper bond is ensured. This requirement enhances the volume of smaller 

particles and reduces the volume of bigger particles.  

Since the particles within the ingredients do not have uniform size, Fuller‟s curve 

(developed by Fuller and Thomson 1907) is used for particle size characterization. From 

series of experiments they found the following relation for aggregate gradation to achieve 

maximum density:   

f(d) = (d/dmax)
n
 ×100              3.26 

Where f(d) is cumulative volume percentage passing any sieve size (d), dmax is maximum 

grain size in the mixture and n is an empirical exponent. For concrete its value is about 

0.5. As already mentioned production of ultra-high strength concrete in Pakistan is not yet 

started even at the laboratory scale except Ahmed (2009), who produced ultra-high 

strength concrete for his doctoral research. He used seven ingredients for production of 

ultra-high strength concrete, i.e. coarse aggregates (crushed stones), Lawrencepur sand, 
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Chenab sand, quartz sand, quartz power, cement and micro silica. Range of grain sizes for 

each constituent reported by him is given in Table 3.4. 

As already proved, that beyond four sizes of grains little could be gained by adding more 

and more ingredients. Ahmed (2009) used three types of sands and two types of fillers 

(one is inert filler quartz powder whereas other was filler plus pozzolan silica fume). Out 

of these, five ingredients are somewhat familiar to construction in Pakistan, whereas 

quartz sand and powder are not common. Ingredients like silica fumes and super 

plasticizers are not produced in Pakistan, but are available in local market in small 

quantities, i.e. 25 kg bag of silica fumes and 10 liter can of super plasticizer. On the other 

hand quartz sand and powder are not available in Pakistan. These can be imported from 

Dubai, but a sizeable minimum quantity is required for placing the order, which is very 

un-economical for a very low-funded project. Hence for the present study, only four 

granular ingredients which are essential for packing, i.e. micro silica, cement, 

Lawrencepur sand and coarse aggregates are used. 

3.4.2 PACKING MODEL GENERALIZATION FOR CONCRETE 

Packing model presented in Equations 3.24 and 3.25 is a theoretical model for spheres of 

equal size. Concrete ingredients are not spherical (only micro silica has spherical particles 

Figure 3.6) whereas particle size is also vary within certain range. For concrete this model 

can be more generalized if porosity is used instead of packing density. Equation 3.24 can 

be reframed in the form of sum of geometric series as follows; 

                  
  3.27 

 Again Equation 3.27 is valid for spheres. For particle shapes other than spheres this 

Equation will attain the following format; 

PD n-model =  1- Vpor1.Vpor2.…..Vpor n              3.28 

 where VP1 etc. is volume of pores for that particular ingredient 

For this Equation volume of pores has to be determined separately for each ingredient by 

performing actual random packing in the laboratory. Particle proportions Equation 3.25 

which is for spheres can be generalized for particles other than spheres as under;   

PP1i = 1/ Vpor1.Vpor2.…..Vpor n-1    where i has integral values from 2 to n       3.29  

Volume of pores has to be determined separately for each ingredient. 
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3.5  MIXING SEQUENCE 

The basic purpose of mixing is to produce a uniform/homogeneous mixture of all 

concrete ingredients. Mixing is especially important for HPC. Poor mixing not only fails 

to satisfy the workability requirements, but also badly affects the engineering properties 

of concrete. Chang and Peng (2001) reported from Khalaf (1995) that mixing of binder 

first and then adding the aggregates may reduce the required amount of cement and water 

whereas at the same time it may increase the strength up to 20%. At the end of their paper 

they concluded that, for low binder content, effect of mixing sequence becomes more 

significant. 

Prior to the advent of HPC/HSC much care was not exercised during mixing of concrete 

ingredients. The main emphasis was on proper mixing and time of mixing, because for 

ordinary concrete water content (about 0.55 or more) is quite enough to cater for 

hydration requirements. For ordinary concrete large amount of water is trapped in the 

lumps of cement particles during mixing which subsequently contribute to produce 

porosity in concrete. For HPC/HSC, water content is quite low and if water is allowed to 

be trapped inside cement lumps then proper mixing against that low w/b ratio will be 

almost impossible. Hence mixing sequence of concrete ingredients is quite important and 

the basic aim of this mixing sequence is always to release the trapped water within the 

lumps.  

 
Figure 3.14 Vacuum mixer 
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Presently high speed mixers are used which through shear and grinding action breaks the 

lumps of cement particles and release the water trapped inside the lumps. A new 

generation of concrete mixers known as vacuum mixers is in their way to be used shortly 

for concrete mixing. One such mixer is shown in Figure 3.14. 

These mixers are already used for emulsifying and mixing of highly viscous materials, 

inks, putty, mortars, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, detergents, washing powders, 

rubber additives, bio-chemicals, lubricants, water treatment, dyeing, textiles and foods 

etc. These mixers shall find their use in concrete industry and a new revolution in 

concrete properties is expected very shortly. The major advantage of these mixers shall be 

in the form of proper and uniform/homogeneous dry mixing of powder like concrete 

ingredients.



   CHAPTER 4                            

  

CONCRETE SAMPLES SIZES AND RELATIONS BETWEEN 

VARIOS STRENGTHS 

 

 

4.1 GENERAL 

For comparison and evaluation purposes certain standards are always necessary. In 1898 

ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) was founded to address frequents 

rail breaks in the burgeoning railroad industry. Their work of standardization on steel 

manufacturing improved railroad safety for public. Soon the world realized the need of 

Standards and many standardization organizations came into existence e.g. BSI (British 

Standards Institution) in 1901, DIN (Deutsches Institut für Normung or German Institute 

for Standardization) in 1917, ANSI (American National Standards Institute) in 1918 and 

AFNOR (Association française de Normalisation or The French national organization 

for standardization) in 1926.  

In his speech on April 27, 1948 Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah (The founder of 

Pakistan) has said, “I would like Pakistan to become a synonym and hallmark for 

standards and quality in the market-place of the world". Unfortunately Pakistan was very 

late in realizing this need and PSQCA (Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority) 

was established in 1996, which started issuing PS (Pakistan Standards) in 2000. Standards 

regarding testing and quality control of construction materials are not yet formulated; 

hence in the absence of PS we have to rely upon other standards. 

ASTM and BS being the oldest have more recognition in the World. For testing of 

concrete specimens these standards prescribe their dimensions and tolerances etc. These 

specified sizes are required to be followed in commercial as well as acceptance testing, 

but in research other than standard sizes are also frequently used.  

4.2     SPECIMEN SIZE VARIATION 

ACI 318-05 does not mention testing of 100x200 mm (4x8 inch) cylinders for 

compression testing. It is in 2008 that ACI-318-08 first time allowed the testing of 

100x200 mm cylinders along with conventional 150x300 mm (6x12 inch) cylinders. A 
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restriction is also imposed that for conventional 150x300 mm cylinders average of 

minimum two cylinders is required whereas for 100x200 mm cylinders minimum three 

samples are required to be tested for purpose of average strength. On the other hand ACI 

318-08 does not impose any correction factor for this size difference. However, in the 

commentary it is mentioned that requirement of three 100x200 mm cylinders is to 

preserve confidence level, as 100x200 mm cylinders tend to have about 20 % higher 

within-test variability than 150x300 mm cylinders. This observation clearly indicates that 

the use of three cylinders is to minimize the within-test variability and not due to any size 

effect considerations. Up till 2006 ASTM has also not allowed the use of smaller 

cylinders for acceptance testing. In 2006 ASTM C 31/C 31M – 06 allowed, for the 1
st
 

time, the use of  100x200 mm cylinders for acceptance testing, without mentioning any 

correction factor for size of the specimen. It is to be noted that both of these standards 

place restrictions on the specimens used for acceptance testing, there is no restriction on 

specimens used for research purposes. Prominent efforts for seeking permission of 

smaller size specimens were undertaken by Detwiler et al (2006), Detwiler (2007) and 

Detwiler et al (2009), whereas some foundations were already laid by Day and Haque 

(1993) and Day (1994).  

According to Detwiler (2007), the weight of 150x300 mm cylinder is about 14 kg which 

is difficult to handle in laboratory and also at job sites. This may lead to injuries whereas 

use of 100x200 mm cylinders having weight of about 6 kg is considerably safer for 

technicians. Detwiler (2007) has only considered the weight and safety of workers, but 

smaller size of specimens should also be adopted as these are economical as compared to 

larger ones. This factor was not important till normal strength concrete was in use, but for 

high and ultra high strength concretes, constituents materials are very costly, especially 

for countries like Pakistan where silica fumes and super plasticizers are imported from 

abroad which costs lot of amount. Detwiler (2007) has recommended the use of 100x200 

mm cylinders, whereas Day R L (1994) analyzed data for 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) and 

100x200 mm cylinders and Day and Haque (1993) used 75x150 mm cylinders. According 

to them there is a statistical equivalence between strength measured from different sized 

cylinders. A brief account regarding different specimen sizes used by various researchers 

is presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Showing the different specimen sizes used by various researchers. 

Name of Researcher Size of specimen used Test Remarks 

Detwiler (2007) 100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Day and Haque (1993) 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders Compression  

Bhanja and Sengupta (2002) 100 mm (4 inch) cubes 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Mary et al (2004) 100x200 mm (4x8 inch)cylinders Splitting  

Beshr et al (2003) 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders Compression 

Splitting & MOE 

 

Li  and Yan (2001) 100 mm (4 inch) cubes Comp./Splitting  

Yanhua et al (2005) 

 

100x300 mm (4x12 inch)  

cylinders 

Compression 0.94 Correction 

factor for this 

extra  height 

Dong and Keru (2001) 100 mm (4 inch) cubes Comp./Splitting  

Loukili et al (1999) 110x220 mm cylinders Compression  

Sata (2007) 

 

100x300 mm (4x12 inch)  

cylinders 

Compression 

Splitting & MOE 

 

Noumowe (2005) 160x320 mm cylinders 

110x220 mm cylinders 

Compression 

Splitting 

 

Nemati and Monteiro (1997) 102x203 mm cylinders Compression  

Hanjari (2008) 100x250 mm cylinders 

100x200 mm cylinders 

100x200 mm cylinders 

Compression 

Splitting 

MOE 

 

Malan et al (1994) 55x25 mm cylinders Splitting  

Ferrara and Prisco (2001) 76x55 mm cylinders Splitting  

Geiker et al (2004) 60x120 mm cylinders Compression  

Carpinteri and Invernizzi 

(2001) 

162mm cubes Compression 

 

 

Xiao et al (2002) 100x300 mm cylinders Compression  

Demirboga and Gul (2006) 100x200 mm cylinders Compression  

Haque and Kayali (1998) 

 

100 mm cubes 

100x200 mm cylinders 

150x300 mm cylinders 

Compression 

Splitting 

MOE 

 

Jianxin and Schneider (2002) 

 

40x40x160 mm prism 

100x300 mm cylinders 

100x300 mm cylinders 

Compression 

Compression 

MOE 

 

Qasrawi et al (2005) 

 

100 mm cubes 

 

Compression 

 

Sawed from  

beams of 

400x100x100 

mm size 

Najm and Balaguru (2005) 100x200 mm cylinders Compression  

Zhanga et al (2005) 100 mm cubes Compression  

Krauthammera et al (2003) 

And also reported by 

Elfahal (2003) 

 

75x150 mm cylinders 

150x300 mm cylinders 

300x600 mm cylinders 

* 600x1200 mm cylinders 

Compression, 

MOE and 

Poisson‟s ratio. 

* 600x1200 mm 

cylinders, could 

not be tested, 

values 

interpolated. 

Almusallam et al (2004) 75x150 mm cylinders Compression 

Splitting 

MOE 

 

Carpinteri and Ferro (1998) 160 mm cubes Compression  

Kima et al (2004) 100x200 mm cylinders 

 

Compression 

Splitting & MOE 
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Table 4.1 continued 

Name of Researcher Size of specimen used Test Remarks 

Weibe and Jianxin (2003) 

 

100x100 mm cylinders 

100x200 mm cylinders 

100x300 mm cylinders 

100 mm cubes 

For compression 

and slenderness 

effects 

 

Graybeal (2005) 

 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

75x163 mm (3x6.5 inch) 

cylinders 

50x100 mm (2x4 inch) cylinders 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) prism 

50 and 100 mm (2 and 4 inch) 

cubes 

Compression 

Compression 

 

Compression 

Compression/ 

Splitting/tension 

Compression 

Compression 

 

Zheng (2001) 100x300 mm cylinders Splitting  

Navalurkar (1996) 

 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

 

Compression/ 

Splitting 

 

Pusit (2000) 

 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Wonsiri (2000) 76x152 mm cylinders Compression  

Guang Li (2004) 

 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Faming Li (1998) 100x200 mm cylinders Compression  

Ruiz et al (200) 152x305 mm cylinders 

50.8x50.8 mm cylinders 

Compression/ 

Splitting/tension 

 

Igarashi  et al (2000) 50 mm cubes Compression/ 

Splitting 

 

Keru et al (1999) 100 mm cubes Comp. /Splitting  

Sener (1997) 37.5x75 mm cylinders 

75x150 mm cylinders 

150x300 mm cylinders 

Compression  

Khana and  Lynsdale (2002) 100 mm cubes 

100x200 mm cylinders 

Compression/ 

Splitting 

 

Liu and Vipulanandan (2005) 

 

76x152 mm cylinders Compression  

Kuriharaa et al (2000) 100x200 mm cylinders 

150x150 mm cylinders 

Compression 

Splitting 

 

Hassan et al (2000) 100 mm cubes compression  

Balendran and Buades (2000) 100 mm cubes 

100x200 mm cylinders 

Compression 

splitting 

 

Faris et al (2001) 100 mm cubes compression  

Kim (1996) 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders Compression  

Jiratatprasot (2002) 100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Lee (2002) 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

150x300 mm (6x12 inch) 

cylinders 

Compression  

Been (1995) 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders Compression  

Ahmed (2009) 100x200 mm cylinders 

75x150 mm cylinders 

Compression  
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Table 4.1 continued 

Name of Researcher Size of specimen used Test Remarks 

US Department of 

Transportation (2005) 

 

50x100 mm (2x4 inch) cylinders 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders 

100x200 mm (4x8 inch) 

cylinders 

50 and 100 mm (2 and 4 inch) 

cubes 

Compression  

Mier et al (1997) 

 

118x220 mm cylinders Compression Slenderness ratios 

h/d from 0.5 to 4 

is used. 

Aitcin (1998) 160x320   

Jansen et al (2011) 102x203 Compression  

Xiaoqian and Zongjin (2001) 100x200 mm cylinders Compression  

From the Table 4.1 it is clear that dimensions below and above the standard dimensions 

are in use. Some researchers reported the existence of size effect and suggested some 

correction factors to cater for this effect whereas others are of the view that there is no 

difference in the measured strength from different sized specimens. For ordinary 

concretes, use of standard specimens is possible, but for ultra high strength use of 150 

mm (6 inch) cubes or 150x300 mm (6x12 inch) cylinders is not generally possible. Two 

already stated reasons are excessive weight which is unsafe to handle and the excessive 

cost of constituent materials. Aitcin (1998) in his book titled, “High Performance 

Concrete” also recommended the use of 100 x 200 mm cylinders instead of conventional 

150 x300 mm cylinders as the capacity of machines installed in most of the laboratories 

are insufficient to test bigger (150x300) cylinders of high performance concrete. For ultra 

high strength concrete having strength in the range of 100 MPa, 1767 kN load is required 

for 150 mm diameter cylinder, whereas, for 150 mm cube 2250 kN load is required. In 

most of the laboratories 1000 kN capacity machines are available and in some 

laboratories machines having capacity of 2000 kN are used. The machines having 

capacity more than 2000 kN are rarely available in the Pakistani laboratories. On the 

other hand for similar concrete, 100 mm cube require 1000 kN load whereas 100x200 

mm cylinder requires only 786 kN. It means if the strength of 100 mm cube is little bit 

more than 100 MPa then 1000 kN machine will not be able to test it, and for 128 MPa 

concrete even 100x200 mm cylinder will be beyond the capacity of machine. As far as 

economy of samples is concerned, against the same material required for one 150x300 

mm cylinder, 3.375 cylinders of 100x200 mm and 8 cylinders of 75x150 mm can be 

prepared. The 100x200 mm cylinders have 1:1.5 dimensional ratio as compared with 
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150x 300 mm cylinders, whereas 75x150 have 1:2, which seems more convenient for 

calculation purposes. Hence contrary to Detwiler (2007) recommendations, cylinders of 

75x150 may be used for compressive strength evaluation. Day and Haque (1993) have 

already shown the statistical equivalence between strength measured from different sized 

cylinders. Van Mier et al (1997)  after conducting round robin test concluded that for 

rigid steel platens increase in strength with decreasing slenderness ratio is observed, 

whereas for low friction arrangements (placing sheet of Teflon in-between steel loading 

platen and concrete specimens) compressive strength measured using prisms or cylinders 

is independent of slenderness ratio. Pusit (2000) used 100x200 mm (4x8 inch) and 

75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders for comparison purposes and concluded from 

experimental results that no significant difference is found in the concrete properties like 

compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, modulus of toughness and peak strain etc. He 

further recommends that for practical and simplicity reasons 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) 

cylinders can be used in the study for evaluation of concrete properties under uniaxial 

compression test. Elfahal (2003) reported from Gonnerman (1925) who conducted 

experiments on cylinders ranging from 37.5 mm to 250 mm diameter with h/d ratio of 2. 

He concluded that below 150 mm diameter increase in strength with decreasing diameter 

is not important. However, 200 and 250 mm diameter cylinders, show 96 and 92% 

strength of that of 150 mm diameter cylinders respectively. On the other hand 

experiments conducted by Elfahal (2003) shows reverse size effect. The compressive 

strength of 150 mm dia cylinders is more than that of 75mm and 300 mm dia cylinders. 

The similar trend is also witnessed by Graybeal (2005).  According to him, 50 mm (2 

inch) diameter cylinders show slightly lower strength; this is because heterogeneities in 

concrete would proportionally be larger in smaller specimens. He further observed that 

cubes tend to show about 5 % higher strengths as compared to cylindrical specimens. 

This is  contrary to the conventional 0.8 factor used to relate the strength of cubes to that 

of cylinders. This correlation must be reconsidered and for high and ultra high strength 

concretes it must be re-evaluated. Effort made by Weibe and Jianxin (2003) in this 

direction is very promising. The results of their research are reproduced in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2:    Comparison of 28 days Strength using cubes and cylinders  

(Courtesy Weibe and Jianxin 2003) 

Material Property R 1 R 2 UHSC 1 UHSC 2 UHSC 3 

Cylinder compressive strength (MPa) 53 62 135 147 144 

Cube compressive strength (MPa) 63 66 133 148 144 

Ratio between cylinder and cube 

strengths 

0.84 0.93 1.01 0.99 1.00 

Ratio between cylinder and cube 

strengths for HSC after DIN 1045-1 

 

0.80-0.87 

From the Table 4.2 it is clear that, as the concrete strength increases, the gap between 

cube and cylinder strengths goes on decreasing and for the ultra high strength concretes in 

the range of 130 MPa and above, this gap almost vanishes, that is why the shape and size 

of specimen is immaterial for ultra high strength concretes. Moreover, the conversion 

factor 0.8 to 0.87 as suggested by Germen Standard DIN 1045-1 is not valid for ultrahigh 

strength concrete. Zheng (2001) used 100x300 mm cylinders for measuring splitting 

tensile strength. He reported that splitting tensile strength was approximately equal to 

direct tensile strength obtained from 100x100x500 mm prisms. This observation is 

however questionable as according to Rocco et al (2001) splitting tensile strength of 

concrete is up to 35% more than tensile strength of concrete. According to Olesen et al 

(2006) the splitting tensile strength shall be reduced by an empirical factor in the range of 

0.6-0.9 when estimating the uniaxial strength. Based on yield line plastic failure pattern it 

was also proved in this report that uniaxial strength of concrete shall be about 82% of 

splitting strength. Hence statement made by Zheng Wei (2001) is unacceptable in the 

above mentioned context. Another comparative study is conducted by Ahmed (2009), 

where strength difference between 100 and 75 mm dia cylinders is about 3% for 

compressive strengths above 10,000 psi. But interestingly reverse trend is witnessed with 

smaller size cylinders giving lesser strength. A similar trend is also observed by Lee 

(2002). According to him average strength of 150x300 mm (6x12 inch) cylinders is 72.3 

MPa (10,480 psi), whereas that of 100x200 mm (4x8 inch) cylinders is 74.6 MPa (10,810 

psi), and of 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders is 75.8 MPa (10,990 psi). It is evident that 

above 69 MPa (10,000 psi) size effect is almost non-existing and different samples have 

strengths in very close proximity. The difference between 150 and 100 mm (6 and 4 inch) 

diameter cylinders is about 3%, whereas between 100 and 75 mm (4 and 3 inch) diameter 

cylinders it is even less than 2%. This observation further justified that for ultra high 
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strength concrete 75x150 mm (3x6 inch) cylinders may be standardized in place of 150 

and 100 mm (6 and 4 inch) diameter cylinders. 

4.3   DIFFERENT STRENGTH CORRELATIONS 

Though the failure mechanism and the fracture characteristics of concrete is controlled by 

its tensile strength, conventionally the compressive strength of concrete had gained more 

popularity and became its essential basic property. According to Hillerborg (1985) a very 

essential property of concrete is its tensile strength although it is not explicitly used in 

structural design. In the absence of tensile strength, concrete shall behave like heap of 

sand with no cohesion and having no ability to form columns, slabs and beams. Not only 

tensile strength of concrete, but  its behavior during fracture and toughness is important. 

Concrete is a quasi-brittle material. Would it be perfectly brittle, any small crack/flaw in 

tension region may cause violent crack propagation leading to a catastrophic failure. 

Whereas design Equations for shear strength are mainly empirical, which may be due to 

lack of proper understanding. Tension toughness of concrete is very essential property, 

but unfortunately it never explicitly accounted for in the design. Lack of proper 

understanding can be attributed to the concrete behavior which is quite different from 

other brittle materials. In the words of Hillerborg (1985) concrete behavior is summarized 

as under: 

1 The fracture process zone is assumed to be small compared to the size of the 

structure. This is not the case in concrete, where this zone may be more than 100 

mm long at maximum load. 

2 The stresses within the fracture process zone are assumed to increase or to remain 

constant as the load increases. This is not true for concrete, where the stresses 

within this zone decrease as the load increase. 

3 Conventional fracture mechanics only deals with what happens to an already 

existing crack. For the practical application to concrete it is essential that the 

formation of a crack can also be analyzed. 

Concrete tensile behavior cannot be compared with that of metals. Later yield before 

fracture, hence excessive shear deformation takes place leading to large stresses and 

lateral deformation. Theoretical explanation of such fracture behavior is based on 

dislocation theory. It is a complicated one due to involvement of plane stress and plane 
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strain differences and also the yield conditions. On the other hand in concrete fracture, 

micro-cracks develop into macro-cracks without involvement of significant lateral 

stresses and deformations. If tensile stresses are the dominating cause of fracture in 

concrete, then its tensile fracture behavior can be explained by a simple theoretical model 

shown in Figure 4.1 

 
                                                                 (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 4.1 Simpler models describing concrete tensile behavior. (a) ζ-ε relation for the 

bulk concrete volume. After reaching tensile capacity concrete elastically 

unloaded outside the damage zone. (b) ζ –w relation for additional 

deformation with in localized damage zone (Hillerborg 1985). 

According to Somsak et al (2003) reliable and rational results can only be provided by 

DTT (direct tension test). Though it has considerable theoretical and practical importance, 

investigators pay very little attention towards this test. Hordijik (1991) concluded that 

DTT is the only test which directly yields all relevant fracture parameters. According to 

Kim (1996) the real value of GF can only be obtained from DTT. According to Mohamed 

(1992) the best test for obtaining fracture energy GF is deformation controlled DTT. 

According to Pul (2008) breaking of specimen through DTT is the only way to get real 

tensile strength of concrete, but it is obtained through indirect tests. The ease to perform 

indirect tests and the difficulties associated with DTTs lead to the popularity of indirect 

tests. This indirect testing approach gave rise to another trend of correlating tensile 

strengths obtained from different tests including the compressive strength of concrete. 

Looking upon these inter-relations one find a very confusing world of correlations, from 

which derivation of some definite or accurate values is impossible. A brief picture of 

these confusing correlations is presented in Tables 4.3 to 4.8. It is to be noted that all 

these relations are empirical in nature and vary from researcher to researcher, as 

experimental condition do not remain similar from one laboratory to the other. 
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Table: 4.3 Relation between splitting tensile strength (fsp) and Compressive 

strength (fc
′
) for cylinders and ( fcu) for cubes. 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Rashid et al (2002) fsp = 0.47 fc
′ 0.56 

for 5 < fc
′
<120 MPa 

 

Pul (2008) fsp = 0.106 fc
′ 0.948 

 

Bhanja and  

Sengupta (2005) 

fsp = 0.25 fc
′ 0.72 

 

Bharatkumar et al 

(2001) 

fsp = 0.47 fc
′ 0.5 

 

Zaina et al (2002) a)   fsp = 0.6+0.06 fc
′ 

b)   fsp = 0.57 fc
′ 0.5 

      

and
 

      fsp = 0.57 fc
′ 0.5 

c)  fsp= fc
′ 
/(0.1 fc

′ 
+7.11) 

Quoted from Larrard 

Quoted  from Iravani, Valid for  fc
′ 
50 to 

100 MPa  

Valid for  fc
′
21 to 83 MPa 

ACI 363r-92 fsp = 0.59 fc
′ 0.5 

Valid for fc 21 to 83 MPa 

 

T. Seshadri Sekhar 

and P. Srinivasa Rao 

(2008) 

 

 

Note: fc
′
 = 0.848 fcu 

used for this relation 

 

 

 

Note: fc
′
 = 0.81 fcu 

used for this relation 

a)   fsp = 0.209 fc
′ 0.73 

b)   fsp = 0.185 fc
′ 0.735 

 

c)   fsp = 0.88 fc
′ 0.716 

d)   fsp = 0.628 fc
′ 0.73 

e)   fsp = 0.272 fc
′ 0.71 

f)   fsp = 0.313 fc
′ 0.667 

g)  fsp = 0.556 fc
′ 0.5 

     13.79 ≤ fc
′ 
≤ 61.38 MPa 

h)  fsp = 0.313 fc
′ 0.667 

   Valid up to 57.23 MPa 

i)   fsp = 0.206 fc
′ 0.79 

    Valid up to 62.07 MPa 

j)   fsp = 0.08fcu
 1.04

 

Quoted  from Akazawa 1953 

Quoted  from Carneiro and Barcellor 

1953 

Quoted  from Vinayaka 1959 

Quoted  from Sen and Desayi 1962 

Quoted  from Carino and Lew 1982 

Quoted  from Raphael 1984 

Quoted  from ACI Building code 318-89 

 

Quoted  from N. Gardner 1990 

 

Quoted  from Oluokun 1991 

Cristian Druta (2003) fsp=0.1274fc
′ 
e

(-0.0001
 
fc′ ) 

  

Zheng Wei (2001)  

 

fsp = 0.28 fcu
 2/3 

Quoted from Raphael (1984) after 

analyzing 12000 results 

Zheng Wei (2001) fsp = 0.4 fcu
 ½ 

 

ENV 1992-1 and  

CEB-FIP MC 90 

fsp=0.29 (fcu-8)
 2/3 

 

GBJ 10-89 fsp=0.29 fcu
 2/3 

 

Mary Beth et al 

(2004) 

Valid for psi units 

 

a) fsp = 6.7 fc
′ ½   

  

b) fsp = 7.4 fc
′ ½ 

 

c) fsp = 4.34 fc
′ 0.55 

 

d) fsp = 7.3 fc
′ ½  

e) fsp = 1.38 fc
′ 0.69 

 

f) fsp = 1.56{(fc
′
-8)/10}

 2/3 
 

Quoted  from ACI 318-1999 

Quoted  from ACI 363-1997 

Quoted  from Ahmed and Shah (1985) 

Quoted  from Burg and Ost 1992 

Quoted  from Oluokun 1993 

Quoted  from CEB 1993 

S. Bhanjaa and  

B. Sengupta(2005) 

fsp = 0.248 fc
′ 0.717 
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Table 4.3 continued 

Name of researcher Name of researcher Name of researcher 

P C Aitcin (1998) 

 

a)   fsp = 0.273 fc
′ 2/3 

b)   fsp = 0.54 fc
′ 1/2 

      21 to 83 MPa 

c)   fsp = 0.313 fc
′ 1/2 

      below 57 MPa 

d)   fsp = 0.59 fc
′ 0.55 

      21 to 83 MPa
 

e)   fsp = 0.462 fc
′ 0.55 

      Below 84 MPa 

f)   fsp = 0.61 fc
′ 1/2 

     85 to 130 MPa
 

Quoted  from CEB-FIP 1978 

Quoted  from Carrasquillo et al 1981 

 

Quoted  from Raphael 1984 

 

Quoted  from ACI 363-1984 

 

Quoted  from Ahmed and Shah 1985 

 

Quoted  from Burg and Ost 1992 

M.I. Khana and C.J. 

Lynsdale(2002) 

fsp = 0.14 fcu
 0.85  

 

Nihal Arιoglu et al 

(2006) 

a) fsp = 0.56 fc
′ ½ 

and 
 

    fsp = 0.32 fc
′ 0.63 

    48 to 103 MPa 

b) fsp = 0.313 fc
′ 0.667 

     Below 40 MPa 

c) fsp = 0.47 fc
′ 0.59 

    3 to 46 MPa 

fsp = 0.46 fc
′ 0.60 

    13 to 72 MPa 

d) fsp = 0.34 fc
′ 0.66 

e) fsp = 0.294 fc
′ 0.69 

    3.5 to 63 MPa 

f) fsp = 0.321 fc
′ 0.661 

   15 to 120 MPa 

g) fsp = 0.387 fc
′ 0.63 

    4 to 120 MPa 

h) fsp = 0.08559 fc
′ 
/( fc

′
-         

4.345) 

i) fsp = fc
′ 
/(6.2739 + 

0.08814 fc
′
) 

j) fsp = 0.3898 fc
′ 0.5 

+0.03756fc
′
 

k) fsp = - 0.09337 fc
′
log fc

′ 

+0.2509 fc
′
 

l) logfsp = (0.003707fc
′
 
 
- 

0.8338) log fc
′
 

m) fsp = 0.387 fc
′ 0.63

 

Quoted  from Mokhtarzadeh and French 

 

Quoted  from Raphael 

 

Quoted  from Gardner et al 

 

 

 

Quoted  from Gardner 

Quoted  from Oluokun et al 
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Table: 4.4 Relation between fr and fc
′ 
(Flexural tensile and cylinder compressive strengths) 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Zhimin Wu et al (2006) 
fr = 0.62 fc

′ 1/2
 

 

M A Rashid et al (2002) 
fr = 0.42 fc

′ 0.68 

for 5 < fc
′
<120 MPa 

 

Selim Pul (2008) 
fr = 0.034 fc

′ 1.286  

S Bhanja and  

B Sengupta (2005) 
fr = 0.28 fc

′ 0.8 

fr = 0.275 fc
′ 0. 81 

 

B. H. Bharatkumar et al (2001) 
fr = 0.91 fc

′ 0.5  

ACI 363r-92 
fr = 0.94 fc

′ ½ 

fc 21 to 83 MPa 

 

Mary Beth et al (2004) 
fr = 7.5 fc

′ ½ 
( psi units) 

fr = 11.7 fc
′ ½ 

( psi units) 

fr = 12.4 fc
′ ½ 

( psi units) 

fr = 2.3 fc
′ 2/3 

( psi units) 

fr = 0.83 fc
′ ½

  

    40< fc
′
< 90 MPa 

Quoted  from ACI 318-1999 

Quoted  from ACI 363-1997 

Quoted from Burg and Ost 

1992 

Quoted  from Raphael 1984 

Sekhar and Rao (2008) fr = 0.12 fc
′ 0. 9

  

Aitcin (1998) 
fr = 0.94 fc

′ 0. 5
 

fr = 1.03 fc
′ 0. 5

 

Quoted from Carrasquillo et al  

Quoted  from Burg and Ost 

1992 

 

Table: 4.5 Relation between ft and fsp (Uni-axial tensile and splitting tensile strengths) 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Pul (2008) ft = 0.78  fsp  

Zheng (2001) ft = 1.04 fsp
 

 

CEB-90Model code ft = 0.9 fsp
 

 

Ghaffar et al (2005) ft = 0.66  fsp  

 

Table: 4.6 Relation between ft and fr (Uni-axial tensile and Flexural tensile strengths) 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Zhimin et al (2006) ft = fr / (1+49.25/h)  h is depth of specimen. 

Pul (2008) ft = 0.55  fr  

Euro code 2 1992 ft = 0.5  fr  

ACI code 1992 ft = 0.8  fr  

Ghaffar et al (2005) ft = 0.3fr  
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Table: 4.7 Relation between ft and fc
′
 (Uni-axial tensile and cylinder compressive 

strengths) 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Yanhua et al (2005) ft = 0.54 fc
′ 1/2

  

Luciani et al (2006) ft = 1.4 (fc
′
/10)

 2/3
  

Zhimin et al (2006) ft = 0.4983 fc
′ 1/2

  

Pul (2008) ft = 0.026 fc
′ 1.223

  

Haque Kayali (1998) ft = 0.4 fc
′ ½ 

 

Source Aust. Standards 

Zheng (2001)  

 

ft = 0.25 fcu
 2/3 Quoted from Raphael (1984) 

after analyzing 12000 results 

ACI 209R-92  

(Reapproved 1997) 

ft = 0.30 fcu
 ½

  

Zheng (2001) ft = 0.42 fcu
 ½ 

ft = 0.49 fcu
 ½  

(Direct tensile strength  

measured from 

100x100x300 mm prisms) 

ft = 0.47 fcu
 ½  

(Direct tensile strength 

measured from 

150x150x450 mm prisms) 

ft = 0.46 fcu
 ½  

(Direct tensile strength 

measured from 

100x100x500 mm prisms) 

ft = 0.43 fcu
 ½  

(Direct tensile strength 

measured from 

150x150x750 mm prisms) 

 

ENV 1992-1 and  

CEB-FIP MC 90 

ft = 0.26 (fcu-8)
 2/3 

 

GBJ 10-89 ft = 0.26 fcu
 2/3 

 

Phillips and Zhang (1993) ft = 0.45 fcu
 ½

  

Somsak et al (2003) ft=0.7546 fc
′ 0.3328 

 

Mary et al (2004) ft = 0.55 fc
′ ½  

40  < f c
′
  

 

Zaina et al (2002) ft = 0.301(fc
′
)
 0.67 

Quoted from CEB-PIP 

 

 

Table: 4.8 Relation between fr and fsp (Flexural tensile splitting tensile strengths) 

Name of researcher Relation Remarks 

Pul (2008) fr = 1.43 fsp
 

 

Ghaffar et al (2005) fr = 2.174 fsp   
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From the Tables 4.3 to 4.8 it is clear that research world is very much confused regarding 

the different strength co-relations. From these Tables no one is able to derive some well 

accepted co-relations. Many researchers tried to find some best fit relations from the data 

of other researchers. Such efforts were done by Nihal et al (2006), Mary et al (2004). 

Though their efforts were great in this direction, but it only added a new relation in the 

junk of available relations, and such results could not gain wide spread popularity. There 

are some other efforts made to correlates concrete strengths with different parameters like 

Zarif and Tugrul (2003) correlated unconfined compressive strength of concrete with 

aggregate‟s crushing value and gave following relation. 

fc
′ 
= 25(21-ACV)              4.1 

Al-Harthi (2001) gave the following Equations to correlate unconfined compressive 

strength of concrete with aggregate‟s crushing value, aggregate‟s impact value and Los 

Angeles abrasion value. Strength is in SI units. 

  
    

         ( )     
      4.2 

  
    

         ( )     
      2.3 

  
    

          ( )     
      4.4 

Khana and Lynsdale (2002) tried to correlate compressive and tensile strengths with fuel 

ash and silica fume replacement percentages. For compressive strengths at different ages 

following relations are suggested. 

fcu7=72.2 + 1.5 x2 -0.01x1
2
-0.05x2

2
 -0.03x1x2                    4.5 

fcu28=85.1 + 3.2 x2 -0.01x1
2
-0.13x2

2
 -0.04x1x2             4.6 

fcu90=99.4 + 0.2x1+ x2 -0.01x1
2
-0.02x1x2              4.7 

fcu180=106.9 + 0.23 x1+0.55 x2 -0.01x1
2
-0.01x1x2              4.8 

Where x1 and x2 are fuel ash and silica fume partial cement replacement (% by weight). 

Similarly for splitting tensile strength following relations are suggested for different ages 

of concrete. 

fsp7= 4.4+ 0.2 x2 -0.001x1
2
-0.01x2

2
-0.02x1x2                4.9 

fsp28= 6.2 + 0.1 x2 -0.001x1
2
-0.005x2

2
                            4.10 

fsp90= 6.7 + 0.004x2
2
-0.001x1x2                       4.11 

fsp180= 8.0 - 0.001x1
2
+0.0003x1x2                            4.12 
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From the above discussion it is concluded that we can indirectly calculate compressive 

strength of concrete using some other parameters. But no one relies on these indirect 

methods and always wants to know the concrete compressive strength through actual 

testing of concrete samples. Unfortunately this approach is not adopted for tensile 

strength of concrete and this property was always deduced from indirect means. Tensile 

strength of concrete is not solely dependent upon its compressive strengths, but actually it 

is influenced by many other factors. It is very likely that two batches of concrete 

produced under different laboratory conditions and showing comparable compressive 

strengths will have quite different tensile strengths (this is a consequence of the tensile 

strength of the weakest link of a chain, which is not the case of the compressive strength). 

Hence it is the need of the day that tensile strength of concrete should also be measured 

separately using direct tests along with its compressive strength. The tensile strength of 

concrete should also be specified on the design documents along with compressive 

strength, so that it must also be checked during execution and it must be a part of 

acceptance testing. In this way the designer‟s confidence can be restored and he may start 

using tensile strength in his design calculation which is now altogether neglected. To 

achieve this goal some easy-to-perform direct tension test is needed which can be 

performed in the laboratory. The next part of this study is devoted to develop a new direct 

tension test for concrete which may not need extensive and sophisticated instrumentation 

and can be easily performed in all concrete laboratories. 



CHAPTER 5 

  

EXPERIMENTATION 

 

 

5.1 GENERAL 

The proposed study of tensile strength of Ultra High Strength Concrete (UHSC) 

comprises of two objectives; first one is to devise an easy to perform direct tension test 

for finding true tensile strength of concrete and second is the production of Ultra High 

Strength Concrete (UHSC). Production of Ultra High Strength Concrete in Pakistan was 

not an easy task, and practically Ultra High Strength Concrete was never produced in 

Pakistan before Ahmed (2009). The highest compressive strength reported by him was 

103 MPa. For this purpose he used seven types of granular ingredients, i.e. cement, coarse 

aggregates, three types of sands, i.e. lawrencepur sand, Chenab sand and quartz sand plus 

quartz powder and silica fumes. Mix proportions used by Ahmed (2009) cannot be 

adopted as quartz sand and powder are to be imported from abroad hence it was decided 

to use minimum ingredients which can be locally available. Selection of mix proportions 

and new test method are described in the following sections. 

5.2 SELECTION OF MIX PROPORTIONS 

Since silica fume is very costly in Pakistan (its cost is 20 to 25 times greater than that of 

cement), and due to very limited resources available to author for his research, precious 

material can not be wasted on trial mixing to reach upon some adequate mix proportions 

suitable for the production of ultra-high strength concrete. Hence it was decided to select 

mix proportions from the literature which has been successfully used for production of 

ultra-high strength concrete. The first consideration was to decide silica fume replacement 

level. According to Ghosh (2002), “around 10% silica fume is reported as optimum 

dosage to be used as cement replacement in concrete, on the basis of its role in retaining a 

high degree of steel passivity and combating the effects of aggressive salts migrating 

from surrounding media”.  

Bhikshma et al (2009) observed that for 40 to 50 grade concrete up-to 12% replacement 

of cement by silica fume increases compressive, splitting and flexural strengths of 
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concrete. Beyond 12% replacement levels, a decreasing trend in these strengths is 

witnessed. The best approach in this regards is that of Scrivener and Kirkpatrick (2008). 

On the basis of stoichiometric calculations they showed that 100 g of cement (having high 

percentage of alite content equal to about 70%) on hydration produce such amount of 

calcium hydroxide which is fully consumed by 12 g of silica fume. Based on these facts 

he suggested a maximum of 10% addition of silica fume.  

Referring to section 3.2, ultra high strength concrete (UHSC) is that having strength 

starting from 90 MPa. For proportioning, help was taken from the study conducted by 

Alves et al (2004). They compared various proportioning methods, i.e. IPT/EPUSP, 

Mehta/Aitcin, Torralles Carbonari and Aitcin P C. As per his study in the range of 80-90 

MPa Aitcin P C method is the most cost effective in terms of concrete cost per cubic 

meter. At the end they prepared diagram (Figure 5.1) which can be used for deciding 

proportions of concrete ingredients.  

 

Figure  5.1  Concrete ingredients proportioning diagram (courtesy Alves et al 2004) 

Use of this Figure is indicated by the arrows. Starting from the target strength of 90 MPa, 

move horizontally rightward to touch the curve M3 (this curve represents the Aitcin P C 
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method). From this point move vertically downward the arrow up to water/binder axis. 

The arrow intersects w/b axis at about 0.25, which indicates the water quantity against 

total binder content required for 90MPa concrete strength. Extend the arrow downward so 

that it touches M3 curve in the 4
th

 quadrant. Moving horizontally leftward arrow crosses 

m line (which is actually ratio total aggregates (coarse + fine) to total binder content) at 

about 3.5. The arrow is further extended in the 3
rd

 quadrant to meet M3 curve. Moving 

upward from this junction point where the arrow touches the M3 curve in the 3
rd

 quadrant 

it intersects line of C (which represents the total binder content per unit volume of 

concrete) at 525 kg/m
3
. Based on Aitcin P C method following approximate quantities for 

90MPa concrete can be depicted from the Figure 5.1. 

a) Total binder content 525 kg/m
3
 

b) Water to binder ratio 0.25 

c) Total aggregate content (@ 3.5 times the binder content) 1838 kg/m
3
 

Keeping in view the above requirements a search was made to find some suitable mix 

design used in the literature, which has delivered the desired results. Bhanja and Sengupta 

(2005) mix was found satisfactory for targeted strength. The mix proportions are very 

close to the above criteria and 28 days strength was 93 MPa. Hence these mix proportions 

are adopted for present research with slight modification to total binder content, i.e. total 

binder content was increased from 520 to 525 kg/m
3. 

Comparison of the mix-proportions 

suggested by Bhanja and the actual used in this study are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Details of the study mix and one suggested by Bhanja and Sengupta (2005) 

Constituent Bhanja Mix Present study 

Cement 468 kg/m
3
 472.5 kg/m

3
 

Silica Fumes 52 kg/m
3
 52.5 kg/m

3
 

Fine aggregates 667 kg/m
3
 667 kg/m

3
 

Coarse aggregates 1146 kg/m
3
 1146 kg/m

3
 

Water/binder ratio 0.26 0.26 

Super plasticizer 3.5% 3.5% 

The idea was to start with this proportions and if this mix does not produce the required 

strength then water binder ratio was planned to be reduced further to attain more strength. 

This approach is in accordance with the famous Abram‟s law proposed in 1918, 

according to which the water cement ratio is inversely proportional to the strength of 

concrete (but not less than minimum water required for complete cement hydration). 

Brief description of materials employed in this study is given in the following sections. 
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5.3 MATERIALS USED FOR THIS STUDY 

5.3.1  CEMENT  

Ordinary Portland cement locally manufactured and marketed under the brand name of 

“Maple Leaf Cement” is used for this study. The manufacturer‟s note on the cement bags 

reads as Clinker 95%, gypsum 5%, and strength up to 5800 psi. The cement is of 42.5 

MPa strength grade. This is the highest grade cement available in the market. 52.5 MPa 

grade cement is not produced in Pakistan.  

The initial and final setting times of cement were 120 and 195 minutes respectively. 

Water demand of cement to make standard consistence paste was 29% which rise to about 

36% with 10% replacement of silica fume. Since silica fume particles are much finer than 

cement and have much more surface specific area, more water is required for wetting 

their surface. With addition of 3.5% super-plasticizer the water demand drops to about 

18%. Surface area measured by Blain apparatus was about 320 m
2
/kg. Following 

characteristics of Maple leaf cement were reported by Rehman (1996). Standard 

consistency 31%, initial setting time 120 minutes, final setting time 180 minutes, 

soundness expansion 5mm and fineness (%passing ASTM sieve # 200) is 85%.  

5.3.2   SILICA FUMES 

Silica fumes marketed under the brand name of Conmix SF1 produced by Cormix 

International Ltd. is used in this study. According to manufacturer typical mean 

composition of SiO2 is more than 90% and un-densified density is 200-350 kg/m
3
.  As per 

chemical analysis performed at UET the silica content in the form of SiO2 is 89%, MgO 

0.52%, CaO is 1.4%, refractory oxides (in the form of Al2O3+Fe2O3+Cr2O3 etc.) are 2%. 

Since Nitrogen adsorption techniques are used for measuring the surface area of silica 

fumes which cannot be performed at UET Lahore, hence its value reported by Ahmed 

(2009) is 20,000 m
2
/kg. This value seems to be taken from Wikipedia the free 

encyclopedia. A slight variation in constituents of cement and silica fume is found when 

these are analyzed in the laboratory of Council for Works and Housing Research, Hub 

River Road Karachi. Results obtained from the above laboratory are given in Table 5.2 
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Table 5.2 Analysis of cement and silica fume (courtesy of CWHR labs Karachi) 

Silica fume 

SiO2                                90.0% 

Fe2O3                              0.04% 

CaO                                0.38% 

Al2O3                              0.15% 

MgO                               0.06% 

SO3                                 0.06% 

Insoluble Residue            0.38% 

Loss on Ignition               6.5% 

 

Maple leaf Cement 

SiO2                                21.36% 

Fe2O3                              3.6% 

CaO                                61.9% 

Al2O3                              5.1% 

MgO                               2.4% 

SO3                                 2.18% 

Insoluble Residue            0.7% 

Loss on Ignition               1.9% 

Specific surface by Blain‟s apparatus,                         

Sample #1 = 3219 Cm
2
/g         

Sample #2 = 3282 Cm
2
/g 

            Average = 3251 Cm
2
/g 

 

5.3.3   FINE AGGREGATES 

Lawrencepur sand which is coarser than ordinary sands and is almost free from silt and 

clay is used for this study. The only problem with this sand is that it contain small amount 

of pebbles larger than 5mm and up to about 10 mm size. Hence it had to be sieved 

through 4.75mm sieve before use. Sieve analysis of Lawrencepur sand is given in Table 

5.3.  

Table 5.3   Sieve Analysis of Lawrancepur sand (sample weight is 1000gm) 

S.No Sieve Size Weight 

retained 

(g) 

% age 

weight 

retained 

Cumulative  

% age 

retained 

% age 

passing 

1 4.75mm 0.00 0.00 0.00 100% 

2 2.36mm 94.85 9.49 9.49 90.51 

3 1.18mm 159.4 15.94 25.43 74.57 

4 600µm 310.5 31.05 56.48 43.52 

5 300µm 264 26.4 82.88 17.12 

6 150µm 148.78 14.88 97.76 2.24 

 Σ 977.53 97.76 272.04 - 

Fineness modulus 2.72 

Fineness modulus of Lawrencepur sand was found to be 2.72, loose bulk density of the 

sand is 1648 kg/m
3
and rodded bulk density is 1779 kg/m

3
. Two values of its fineness 

modulus are reported by Ahmed (2009) as 2.443 and 2.869, and the above value is 

approximately average of these two reported values. Characteristics of Lawrencepur sand 
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reported by Rehman H in 1996 are fineness modulus 2.56, loose bulk density 1479 and 

rodded bulk density 1623 kg/m
3
.  

5.3.4   COARSE AGGREGATES 

Three types of coarse aggregates were used in this study. The first batch of concrete was 

cast using Margalla crush. This stone is transported to Lahore from Margalla hills, located 

near Islamabad. During experimentation Margalla crush was found to be unsuitable for 

UHSC. After that Havellian crush was tried. This stone is harder than Margalla crush and 

is obtained by crushing river gravels. This stone also could not produce the concrete of 

required strength. Being crushed gravels its one surface is smooth, which produce very 

weak ITZ. Then aggregates containing heavy mineral, i.e. Chromite is tried and this stone 

produced required range of concrete strength. Details regarding produced strength are 

presented in chapter six. 

Margalla Crush 

Sieve analysis and fineness modulus of Margalla crush is shown in Table 5.4.  Maximum 

size dmax of Margalla aggregates is 12.52 mm because this crush is already separated at 

the crusher and it contains aggregates passing half inch sieve openings. Loose bulk 

density is 1366 and rodded bulk density is 1488 kg/m
3
. Specific gravity is found as 2.564.  

Table 5.4   Sieve Analysis of Margalla crush (sample weight is 2000gm) 

S.No Sieve Size Weight 

retained 

(g) 

% age 

weight 

retained 

Cumulative  

% age 

retained 

% age 

passing 

1 37.50mm 0 0 0 100 

2 19.00mm 0 0 0 100 

3 09.50mm 1050 52.5 52.5 47.5 

4 04.75mm 935 46.75 99.25 0.75 

5 2.36mm 8 0.4 99.65 0.35 

6 1.18mm 5 0.25 99.9 0.1 

7 600µm 0 0 99.9 0.1 

8 300µm 0 0 99.9 0.1 

9 150µm 0 0 99.9 0.1 

 Σ 1998 99.9 651 - 

Fineness modulus 6.51 

Other tests were also performed to check the mechanical characteristics of Margalla 

crush. Aggregate impact value (AIV) was found to be 17.8% and aggregate crushing 
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value (ACV) was 27.9%. The use of Margalla crush is very common in Lahore, its 

characteristics are also reported by some other researchers. Two prominent studies are 

carried out at UET Lahore are M Sc research by Rehman (1996) and Ph D research by 

Ahmed (2009). A comparison of reported characteristics with the present study is given in 

Table 5.5. 

Table: 5.5 Comparison of Margalla Crush Characteristics 

Characteristics Rehman (1996) Ahmed (2009) Present study 

Loose Bulk density(kg/m
3)

 1377.11 1394.6 1366.24 

Rodded bulk density(kg/m
3)

 1538.25 1465.04 1487.84 

Fineness modulus 6.77 6.586 6.51 

Specific gravity - 2.55 2.564 

AIV  17.61% - 17.8% 

ACV  26.8% - 27.9% 

Kamal et al (2006) made a comparative study of Engineering characteristics of road 

aggregates from northern Pakistan and reported characteristics of Margalla crush as AIV 

13.38%, ACV 21.98% and specific gravity 2.7. These values indicate that Margalla crush 

is a strong stone, whereas it is not so. Margalla crush contains two types of stones which 

are separated and shown in Figure 5.2. Brown color stones are very weak which can be 

broken easily. On the other hand blackish grey stones are strong. Author personally had 

not observed the formation structure of Margalla hills, but it is believed that it may 

contain layers of weak and strong stone in its formation. There is no separation 

mechanism available at the crushing site hence weak and strong stones are crushed 

together and supplied as such. The approximate proportion of these weak stones is about 

15-25%. It is very likely that the stone used by Kamal et al (2006) in their study may be 

from stronger portion of the rock, otherwise so strong characteristics of Margalla crush 

are un-expected, and such high values are not reported by any other researcher. As will be 

shown in chapter six Margalla crush do not produce anticipated results hence next phase 

of casting was carried out using Havellian aggregates. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure  5.2  Separated Margalla crush (a) weak stones and (b) strong stones. 

 Havellian Crush 

This stone is obtained by crushing river bed gravels. This is not very commonly used in 

Lahore. This stone is stronger than Margalla crush and in the second phase of 

experimentation it was tried for production of ultra high strength concrete. The main 

characteristics of this stone are 

Passing 12.7mm sieve 100%, passing 9.5mm sieve 39% and passing 4.75mm sieve about 

1%. Loose and rodded bulk densities are 1479 and 1629 kg/m
3
,
 
respectively, and the 

specific gravity is 2.632. Aggregate crushing value (ACV) is 22.67 % and aggregate 

impact value (AIV) is 16.35 %. The drawback of crushed gravel is that at least its one 

surface is smooth. Before casting, stones having more than one smooth surface were 

handpicked and were separated from the useable aggregates. The ACV and AIV values of 

Havellian Crush are much less than that of Margalla Crush indicating it is much stronger 

than the later. According to Al-Harthi‟s (2001) crieteria (Equation 3.4) Havellian crush 

may produce compressive strength in the range of 118 MPa. Keeping in view the range of 

strength produced by Margalla crush, total binder content for the present mix was also 

increased from 525 to 600 kg/m
3
, but the expected strength could not be achieved due to 

smooth surfaces which produced very weak ITZ and aggregates were pulled out during 

tensile test. Hence the use of these aggregates was stopped and next phase was carried out 

with Chromite stone. 
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Chromite Aggregates 

Originally it was believed that concrete strength depends upon the strength of hardened 

cement paste. This assumption form the basis of well known Abram‟s Law of water 

cement ratio for concrete proportioning. However, in ultra high strength concrete, where 

water binder ratio is low and strength is high, the strength of cement paste is generally 

greater than that of aggregate, whereas ITZ strength is also greatly improved. The 

possibility of ITZ and paste failure is very low in UHSC, hence type and grading of 

coarse aggregates has greater influence on the mechanical properties of UHSC. It was 

concluded that, replacing conventional aggregates with metallic aggregates, compressive 

strength increased by about 22% and splitting tensile strength increased by 19% (Keru 

Wu et al 2001). As the aim of producing UHSC was not fulfilling using the conventional 

aggregate, it was decided to increase the density of concrete. This choice was considered 

based on the belief that the strength of concrete depends on its density (Espino 1966, 

Neville1986).  

Barite stone having specific gravity of about 4.2 is found in various locations of Pakistan. 

Its specific gravity indicates that being a heavy stone it may produce the required 

strength. However, its extraction and crushing to required size was not easy. More-over 

use of Barite stone as construction material is never been reported. Meanwhile it was 

learnt that another type of heavy stone containing above 30% Chromite metal is also 

available in Pakistan. This stone is found in northern areas of KPK and in Baluchistan 

provinces of Pakistan. This stone is transported to Karachi, where it is crushed to powder 

form, and this powder is exported from Pakistan to other countries where Chromite metal 

is extracted from this powder. Accordingly a crusher was located in Karachi where this 

stone was gradually crushed to powder form. About 500 kg stone passing sieve 9.5 mm 

and retained on 4.75 mm was acquired and transported to Lahore for making ultra high 

strength concrete. Specific gravity of this stone was found to be 3.57. Loose and rodded 

bulk densities are 2004 and 2181 kg/m
3
,
 
respectively, and the aggregate crushing value 

(ACV) and aggregate impact value (AIV) are 26.83% and 17.01%. Water absorption was 

0.834%. As per Al-Harthi (2001) criteria (eq 3.5) chromite aggregates should produce 

maximum strength in the range of 61 to 96 MPa, but due to higher density fairly better 

strength was achieved with the help of Chromite aggregates. Since the aggregate was 
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heavy hence its content was increased from 1146 kg/m
3 

to 1500 kg/m
3
 so that volume 

percentage of different ingredients may not be much disturbed. These aggregate are about 

40% heavier than conventional aggregates and the concrete produced with chromite 

aggregates was 15 to 20 % heavier than the conventional concrete (Ghaffar et al 2011).  

Super-Plasticizer 

New generation super-plasticizer marketed under the brand name Glenium-51 is used in 

this study. It conforms to American Standards ASTM C494 type F. It is light brown color 

liquid and slightly heavier than water, and its density is about 1.1 kg/lit. Its pH value 

ranges from 6.5 to 7.5, and it contains solid content about 35%. It is a non-toxic water 

soluble compound not having any chlorine content and is not harmful for steel 

reinforcement rather it is resistant to carbonation, chloride attack and aggressive 

atmospheric conditions. Chemically it is carboxylic ether polymer having lengthy side 

chains. It imparts negative charge to cement particles and disperse them by the electrical 

repulsion. Since this compound contains about 65% water hence water binder ratio 

mentioned in this study is not technically true and should be adjusted accordingly. For 

academic purposes the adjustment factor is equal to 0.023. Hence if anyone interested in 

true/effective water binder ratio used in this study he must add 0.023 in all water binder 

ratios reported in this study, i.e. water binder ratio mentioned as 0.26 shall effectively 

equal to 0.283 and so on. 

 5.4  MIXING SCHEME 

HPC/HSC always contains at least two very fine powders (cement and pozzolanic 

material), which are required to be mixed uniformly, otherwise proper and uniform 

pozzolanic reaction will not be possible. Hence dry mixing of these powders is always 

pre-requisite of concrete mixing. Many researches adopt different mixing regimes. Mostly 

these regimes are meant for RPC, but cannot be ignored for HPC/HSC. Feylessoufi et al 

(2001) and Morin et al (2002) adopted the following sequence: dry mixing of all powders 

for 3-5 min, mixing of water plus half of SP for 3 min, and final mixing after adding last 

half volume of SP for 5 minutes. Mixing sequence adopted by Chan and Chu (2004) was; 

dry mixing of all the ingredients for 3 min, half of water and SP added and mixed for 5 

min, rest of water and SP added and mixed. Total mixing time is about 15 minutes. The 

most recent approach towards mixing sequence is of Tam et al (2012). They used a high 
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speed mixer and adopted the following mixing regime; dry mixing of all powders, i.e. 

cement, silica fume, quartz powder and quartz sand for 1 min at high speed at about 1800 

rpm. Adding 50% water plus 50% SP and mixing for 3 min at 285 rpm. Adding 

remaining water plus SP and then mixing for 8 minutes at high speed of 1800 rpm.  

Ahmed (2009) used the following mixing regime for his doctoral research to produce 

UHSC. First of all dry mixing of powders was carried out at high speed. Then water and 

super plasticizers were added. Water is trapped in between cement and silica fume 

particles by forming small lumps. Concrete mixer was rotated at high speed of about 600 

rpm to shear/grinds all these lumps and to form slurry. The coarse aggregates were then 

added and mixer was rotated at slow speed. Grinding action of coarse aggregates further 

broke down silica fume lumps. Finally fine aggregates were added and mixing was done 

at slow speed. The above mixing regime seems satisfactory, but the mixing times were 

not recorded reported by him. Hence the mixing scheme presented in the following sub 

section is adopted for the present study.  

Pan type mixer shown in Figure 5.3 is used for this purpose. The outer drum of mixer 

revolves clockwise, whereas inner blades revolve counter clock wise. The relative speed 

of mixer is about 350 to 400 rpm when run empty, but when loaded its speed hardly 

touches the level of 300 rpm. Its speed can be reduced/increased by turning a small 

wheel. First of all dry mixing of cement and silica fumes are done at moderate speed for 2 

minutes. Then measured quantity of SP is mixed with measured amount of water and 

stirred in a bucket to form a uniform solution. About 60% of this solution is added to the 

dry mix of binders and mixed for 3 minutes to form a slurry. Speed of mixer is gradually 

increased from lower to higher revolutions to produce uniform slurry. Then aggregates 

are added and mixed for 2 minutes at low speed to shear and grind the lumps if any. Then 

fine aggregates are added and remaining solution is poured slowly in the mix at slow 

speed. This mixing is continued for 3 minutes while the speed of mixer is gradually 

increased from slow up to about 300 rpm. The total mixing time is about 10 minutes. The 

concrete is then poured in the molds placed on the vibrating table and is vibrated for 1-2 

minutes for proper compaction. 
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Figure 5.3 Pan type mixer used for mixing concrete ingredients 

5.5  MEASURING THE TRUE TENSILE STRENGTH 

As mentioned in the section 2.8 that all researchers are unanimous in their opinion that 

the best suited test for finding out the true tensile strength of concrete is the direct tension 

test. Getting inspiration from their observations it was decided to put forward a new direct 

tension test. In the following sections a new easy to perform direct tension test is 

proposed for the first time containing freely rotating double hinge assembly.   

5.5.1 DESCRIPTION OF MOLD 

A new mold is designed for this test whose shape resembles with the dumb-bell or 

bobbin. These molds are consisting of total ten parts. Six main parts are used to attain the 

shape of the dumb-bell when joined together. Two cover plates having central holes that 

hold the ball of pulling rod which acts like a freely rotating hinge. Two iron rods with 

circular ball at one end. These balls are held in the recess produced in centre of plate to 

act like a hinge. The mold is shown in the Figure 5.4. Detailed drawings of different 

molds showing dimensions of each part are placed at the end of thesis as annexures A1 to 

A3. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig: 5.4 a-c Different views of steel sheet mold. d, specimen is being prepared for testing 

These molds are manufactured from steel sheet of 3mm thickness. Figures 5.4 (a) to (c), 

present different views of the mold whereas, Figure 5.4 (d) shows re-fixing of the mold to 

the specimen at appropriate locations. Bottom plate and pulling rods are to be attached 

before testing. The main casting mold is composed of six parts. Middle two parts are semi 

cylinders, which when joined with the help of bracket make a cylinder who‟s inside 

diameter is 75mm (3 in) and height 150 mm (6 in). Height to diameter ratio of two is 

maintained which is customary for the cylindrical specimen used for compression tests. 

Top and bottom cones are also made of two parts. These two parts when bolted with the 

help of brackets form a hollow truncated cone. Such two cones when joined with the 

middle cylindrical portion with the help of collars form the dumb-bell shape. The mold is 

of unique nature and is used twice, instead of conventional molds being used once for 

casting only. This complete mold is first used for casting concrete samples as usual. Then 

after samples are removed from the mold are placed in the curing tank. After appropriate 

curing, samples are taken out for testing. To test parts of the mold are used for load 

Brackets  Collars  

Brackets  
Collars  
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application. Top and bottom cones are placed at the same place from where those have 

been removed with the help of identification marking. After re-fixing of upper and lower 

cones samples look like as shown in Figure 5.4(d). 

5.5.2 IDENTIFICATION SCHEME AND CASTING OF SPECIMENS 

For testing conical parts of molds are required to be re-fixed to the specimen for load 

transfer purposes. It is necessary that a part removed from a place must again be used at 

the same place for proper compatibility of molds and specimens. Any negligence in this 

part may induce minor eccentricity.  

 

Figure: 5.5.   Marking scheme for fourth mold. 

To accomplish this target a unique numbering system is adopted. Each mold comprises of 

four half cones and two semicircular cylinders. For 1
st
 mold half cones are numbered as 

one to four. If semi-cylinders were given independent numbers like five and six, there 

was ample chance that during recasting the cylindrical portion may flip upside down. So 

16 

14 
15 

13 

Part # Date 
Personal mark 
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each semi cylinder is labeled with two numbers on its both ends. Each end is numbered 

with the conical part it has been attached. Conical parts are numbered in clockwise 

direction. The top right half cone is numbered as one, the bottom right half cone (which is 

exactly below the number one) as two, the bottom left cone (which is to be attached with 

number two) as number three and top left cone (which is above number three and to be 

attached with number one) as number 4. Similarly the second mold is numbered from five 

to eight and so on. In this way there is zero possibility of intermixing of any part of a 

mold with another. Molds when received from the fabricator are first numbered with red 

paint and then opened for checking etc. The marking scheme for mold number four is 

visible in Figure 5.5. 

To reduce the loss of moisture after casting, the specimen molds are placed under 

polythene sheet till the time the specimen is ready to be removed from the mold (Figure 

5.6). Before striking the mold date of casting, a personal mark (to distinguish my samples 

among various other samples placed in the curing tank) and one of the semi-cone number 

is placed with black marker (these marks are also visible in Fig 5.5). After proper curing 

and allowing some time for drying, these identification marks help to place the same 

piece of mold at the same location from where it was removed. When location of one 

semi-cone is identified with the help of identification marks, all other three semi-cones 

automatically placed at their respective locations, from where they had been removed. For 

testing purposes, only semi-cones are attached with the specimen and middle semi 

circular parts are not attached with the sample, so that the neck of the specimen is left 

open to bear the tensile load. After fixing and tightening all the four semi-cones, pulling 

rod is inserted in the top plate and it is attached with the top cones. The specimen is then 

overturned and bottom plate along with puling rod is fixed to the lower end of the 

specimen. 

 

Figure 5.6 Specimens after casting are being covered with polythene sheet 
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After re-fixing the required parts, these specimens are ready for testing. The specimen is 

mounted in the tension testing machine. Load is slowly applied which is gradually 

increased till the sample breaks. Initially molds having 75 mm (3 in) internal dia were 

made from the mild steel sheet about 3 mm thick. These molds were made after proper 

cutting bending and welding etc. however when the specimen were tested, these molds 

became disfigured and even some welds broke during load application. It is because the 

conical parts try to slip past the specimen whereas the bolts tightened in the brackets hold 

them fast. Hence a huge opening pressure was developed in the brackets and welds of 

some of them failed during testing. A small deformation produced in the steel sheet after 

each testing may cause a minor misalignment in the mold that is to be catered by the ball 

and socket assembly provided at the center of pulling plates. Apart from the facilitating 

pulling and proper distribution of tension load, another function of pulling plates is to 

provide rigid transition of load from the plate to the mold so that local compression may 

not affect the specimen at its ends. But mild steel sheet mold does not prove to be as stiff 

as required and sometimes local cracking of the specimen at its ends is observed, which 

though may not affect the ultimate load, but is still an undesired feature. Stiff pulling 

plates and some samples that were chipped off during testing with mild steel sheet molds 

at the ends are shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 Pulling plates and some of samples chipped off at conical ends. 

Two new sets of molds were fabricated from cast iron having 10 mm wall thickness. 

These molds are very stiff and rigid as compared to the metal sheet molds. The neck size 

of these molds is further reduced to 63 mm internal dia for medium size molds and 50 

mm internal dia for small size molds. This, on one hand, helps to reduce the ultimate 

applicable load and on the other hand give some insight regarding size effect. Separate set 

of pulling plates and holding rods with ball ends were also fabricated. To make sure the 

proper shape and dimensioning of the molds, wooden patterns were initially made and 
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properly checked. Cast iron molds are shown in Figure 5.8. These molds performed well 

and no misalignment and distortion is noted in the molds during testing. 100 mm cubes 

were used for compressive strength and cylindrical molds were used for compressive as 

well as splitting strengths. Since the direct tensile strength was to be measured on the 

smaller necks, i.e. 75, 63 and 50 mm sizes, cylinders of the same diameter were also got 

manufactured. The height to diameter ratio of 2 is maintained for the cylinders as well as 

for neck of direct test molds. These cylinders along with casted concrete specimens using 

these molds are visible in Figure 5.8. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Cast iron direct tension test molds. Prepared specimens are also visible. 

The direct tension test molds are not completely filled, rather 3 to 5 mm top portion is left 

blank so that concrete may not touch the pulling plate and may not hinder the proper 

fixing of the plate. For bottom of the mold initially very thin metallic plate was used 

which was fixed with the help of nut bolts to seal the bottom end. As these plates were 
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very thin and were not very stiff, little bit swelling of the samples occurred during 

vibration and also lifting of samples from vibrating table. The minor swelling of concrete 

beyond the bottom face of mold pose problem in proper fixing of pulling plates. Hence 

new pads from wooden boards were made and used for proper sealing of lower end. 

These boards eliminated the swelling of concrete.  These arrangements are shown in 

Figure 5.9. 

 

 

Figure: 5.9  Metallic plates and wooden boards for bottom end sealing. 

 The casted concrete samples were immediately covered with polythene sheet, as already 

shown in Figure 5.6. These samples were initially de-molded after 24 hours. It was 

observed that specimens had not gained enough tensile strength in the presence of super-

plasticizer (which also acts as retarder); and neck of one sample break during de-molding. 

So the de-molding period was then extended and afterwards samples were removed from 

the mold after 48 hours. This help in adequate gain in tensile strength and breaking of 

direct tension samples during opening was considerably reduced. After opening the molds 

samples are immediately placed under water for curing. After specified days samples 

were removed from the curing tank and left for some time for drying. Samples for 
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compression, splitting and flexure were prepared and tested according to relevant ASTM 

Standards. For direct tension test samples upper and lower cones were re-fixed at the 

specified locations determined with the help of unique marking scheme. Photographs of 

new testing samples just before fracture and after fracture are shown in Figure 5.10. 

Testing results and discussion is presented in the subsequent chapter. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Specimen testing in direct tension test 

 



CHAPTER 6 

  

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

6.1 GENERAL 

In this chapter details of experimental results and discussion on them is presented. These 

experiments are carried out in the laboratories of Civil Engineering Department, 

University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, Pakistan. As already stated first 

phase of casting was carried out using Margalla crush which is the major source of stone 

used as construction material in Lahore. Then a tougher stone (having higher values of 

ACV and AIV) from Havellian was tried. Though a few samples reached the target 

strength, but overall performance of this stone was not up to mark. Heavy mineral 

aggregate quarried from Zhob Balochistan containing appreciable amount of Chromium 

was then tried and success was achieved in production of adequate strength. Hence major 

target of locally producing ultra high strength concrete was achieved successfully. The 

second target was to study the tensile strength of concrete. Along with conventional tests 

a new direct tension test is devised and strength characteristic of UHSC other than tensile 

strength are also studied side by side. 

6.2  EXPERIMENTATION WITH MARGALLA CRUSH 

First phase of experimentation was carried out using Margalla crush. Selection of mix 

design is already mentioned in section 5.2, material characteristics are listed under section 

5.3 and mixing sequence under the section 5.4. First batch of concrete was produced with 

Margalla crush using 0.26 water/binder ratio and aggregates passing 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) 

sieve. Dumb-bell shaped molds are first time used for casting. As already stated, these are 

unique molds which are used twice. Firstly for casting of samples, complete mold is used. 

Secondly, after adequate curing samples are once again inserted in the mold for testing 

leaving the only central portion open to take the load.   Pulling force is applied through 

the pulling rods which through the plates of mold pull the top and bottom cones of the 

sample apart, hence breaking it into two parts. Results of first batch are presented in 

Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1:   Concrete strengths of 0.26 w/b ratio with 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) down 

Margalla crush. 

Sample Type Sample # 

/Days 

1 2 3 4 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength 

7 76.28 75.31 74.62 - 75.40 1: Slump 55 

mm 

 

2:  Strengths 

are arranged 

in 

descending 

order.  

Any category 

having more 

than three 

samples the 

average is 

based on first 

three and 

fourth which 

is least value 

is ignored. 

14 76.77 73.81 60.83 - 70.47 

28 74.34 68.55 63.72 45.38 68.88 

56 76.28 56.00 56.00 - 62.76 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder‟s 

splitting strength 

7 2.73 2.62 - - 2.68 

14 3.83 3.69 - - 3.76 

28 3.72 3.93 - - 3.83 

56 3.55 3.69 - - 3.62 

100mm(4" )dia 

cylinder‟s 

splitting strength 

14 1.84 3.29 - - 2.57 

56 3.55 4.92 - - 4.23 

MOR samples 

100x100x500m

m (4”x4”x20”) 

28 5.79 5.45 - - 5.62 

56 4.83 4.24 - - 4.54 

Direct tension 

samples(dumb- 

bell shape) 

75mm(3") dia of 

neck 

7 3.41 3.50 - - 3.46 

14 3.28 3.89 - - 3.59 

28 3.28 4.08 - - 3.68 

56 3.88 3.49* - - 3.88 

Direct tension 

samples(dumb- 

bell shape) 

63mm(2.5") dia 

of neck 

7 4.09 2.45 0** 0*** 3.27 

14 0*** 0*** - - - 

28 3.14 0**** - - 3.14 

56 4.09 3.78 - - 3.94 

Direct tension 

samples(dumb- 

bell shape) 

50mm(2") dia of 

neck 

7 0** 0** 0** 0** - 

14 1.48 0** - - 1.48 

28 2.46 0** - - 2.46 

56 2.95 3.15 - - 3.06 

*        Shear failure by pulling out rather tension failure. This value is not taken into   

account (See Figure 6.9). 

**      Broken during de-molding. 

***    Unbalanced breakage at the start of load. 

****  Premature failure. Broke during insertion into loading machine. 

 

Graphical representation of average compressive strength development trend based on 

100 mm sized cubes depicted from the above Table is the shown in Figures below. 
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Figure 6.1 Cube strength development trend for Margalla aggregates with w/b ratio 0.26 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Comparison of strengths of all individual samples. 

Figure 6.1 shows average strength development trend, whereas Figure 6.2 shows 

strengths of all individual samples in the form of bars for comparison purposes. The best 

fit relation is logarithmic having R
2
 value of 0.957.  

 

Figure 6.3  Splitting strength from 75mm dia cylinders 
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Figure 6.4  Splitting strength from 100mm dia cylinders 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Rupture strength from four point bend test. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Direct tension strength from 75mm dia dumbbell shaped samples. 
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Figure 6.7 Direct tension strength from 63mm dia dumbbell shaped samples. 

 

Figure 6.8 Direct tension strength from 50mm dia dumb-bell shaped samples. 

Graphical presentation of strengths obtained from other samples is shown in Figures 6.3 

to 6.8. From Figure 6.1 a downward trend in compressive strength is observed. Whereas 

the different tensile strengths are generally increasing up to some extent and then 

somewhat reverse trend is visible. Some bad experiences are also faced during de-

molding and testing. As shown in Table 6.1 six out of ten small sized direct tension 

samples broke during de-molding, whereas one out of ten medium sized sample also 

broke in the process of opening. One medium sized sample broke during insertion 

mounting into loading machine whereas three failed at the start of loading. Two large size 

samples were broken in shearing mode instead of under direct pull (Figure 6.9). All these 

samples are excluded from the data shown in the above Figures. 

 

Figure: 6.9   Shear failure of 75 mm dia sample. 
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Since targeted compressive strength was not achieved and also keeping in view the above 

experiences the following measures were adopted to improve the strength and testing of 

the samples: 

1) Maximum aggregate size was reduced to 9.5mm (3/8”) instead of 13mm (1/2”) 

and the water binder ratio was reduced to 0.24. This was done to improve ITZ 

(interfacial transition zone). 

2) Opening of the molds was delayed. Initially these were opened after 24 hours, 

now opening was carried out after 48 hours, so that samples may gain adequate 

tension strength to prevent breakage during opening. 

3) Since opening is delayed, these were covered with polythene sheet to avoid 

excessive moisture loss from the samples as shown in Figure5.6. 

With the above stated measures the second batch of concrete was produced and tested. 

Results of testing are given in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2:  Concrete strengths (MPa) of 0.24 w/b ratio with 9.5 mm passing Margalla crush. 

 

Sample Type Sample # 

/ Days 1 2 3 4 

Average 

strength (MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

7 64.69 67.03 68.55 - 66.76 1: Slump 

20mm 

 

2:  Strengths 

are arranged 

in 

descending 

order. Any 

category 

having more 

than three 

samples the 

average is 

based on 

first three 

and fourth 

which is 

least value 

is ignored. 

14 64.69 67.59 68.55 - 66.94 

28 74.34 74.34 73.79 - 74.16 

56 75.31 74.83 73.77 72.61 74.63 

91 80.75 72.68 71.87 - 75.10 

Compressive  

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 48.17 48.08 - - 48.12 

14 53.11 53.00 - - 53.06 

28 61.20 56.83 - - 59.01 

56 60.10 31.69 - - 45.90 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 31.66 29.12 - - 30.39 

14 57.44 56.63 - - 57.04 

28 64.52 62.95 - - 63.74 

56 56.66 31.48 - - 44.07 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 47.95 46.99 - - 47.47 

14 57.34 55.32 - - 56.34 

28 70.08 63.94 - - 67.01 

56 67.38 54.10 - - 60.74 

Splitting strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.64 4.37 - - 4.51 

14 3.14 3.01 - - 3.08 

28 5.46 5.26 - - 5.37 

56 5.79 5.60 - - 5.70 

Splitting strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.32 3.54 - - 3.93 

14 3.74 3.34 - - 3.54 

28 4.72 4.57 - - 4.64 

56 5.66 5.50 - - 5.59 

Splitting strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 3.69 4.30 - - 4.00 

14 3.08 3.69 - - 3.39 

28 4.92 4.77 - - 4.85 

56 6.14 5.83 - - 5.99 

MOR samples 

100x100x500mm 

(4”x4”x20”) 

28 5.79 5.67 - - 5.73 

56 6.83 6.59 - - 6.71 

Direct Strength 

(dumbbell shape) 

75mm (3") dia of 

neck 

7 4.06 4.44* - - 4.06 

14 3.46 2.84 - - 3.15 

28 3.23 3.23 - - 3.23 

56 3.41 3.41 - - 3.41 

Direct Strength 

(dumbbell shape) 

63mm (2.5") dia 

of neck 

7 3.59 0** - - 3.59 

14 3.59 0** - - 3.59 

28 3.08 2.92 - - 3.01 

56 3.46 3.34 - - 3.40 

Direct Strength 

(dumbbell shape) 

50mm (2") dia of 

neck 

7 0** 0** - - - 

14 3.34 0** - - 3.34 

28 2.86 2.86 - - 2.86 

56 3.25 2.75 - - 3.00 

*   Shear failure by pulling out rather tension failure. Values not taken into account (Figure 6.9) 

** Unbalanced breakage at the start of load. 
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Graphical presentation of these strengths is given in Figures 6.10 to 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.10 Average and individual cube crushing strength (w/b 0.24). 

 

 

Figure 6.11 Crushing and split cylinder strength of different dia cylinders. 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Direct tensile strength of concrete from different dia samples. 

 

 

Figure 6.13 Modulus of rupture strength 
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cylinder crushing strength improved up to the age of 28 days and then a downward trend 

was witnessed. Split cylinder test and direct tension test (both represent tensile strength of 

concrete) show initial decrease in strength and then increase after 14 to 28 days (Figure 

6.11 and 6.12). This trend is an unusual for normal strength concretes. The measures 

adopted to improve strength and testing of samples proved fruitful and no sample broke 

during de-molding, however five samples including two medium and three small samples 

broke at the start of loading. Care is however taken to further reduce such happenings 

during testing. Maximum cube strength attained by using Margalla aggregates is about 75 

MPa (below 11000 psi) which is lower than the target strength of 90 MPa (13050 psi). 

Reasons for not reaching the target strength can be traced in the overall results of 

Margalla crush. In the Figures below combined results of both batches are presented to 

have a better insight. 

 

Figure 6.14 Individual batch strength and overall trend. 

 

 

Figure 6.15 Strength of different diameter cylinders and overall trend. 
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Figure  6.16 Splitting strength of different dia cylinders and overall trend. 

 

Figure 6.17  Direct tension strength of different diameter cylinders and overall trend. 

 

 

Figure  6.18 Comparison of cube and cylinder strength development trends. 
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i.e. Figure 6.16 (approximately similar trend in Figure 6.17 is also visible for direct 

tensile strength, i.e. initially decreasing and then increasing). Apparently these two trends 

may appear opposite, but they have inbuilt similarity. As for as normal strength concrete 

is concerned aggregate never acts as strength limiting objects and concrete strength is 

controlled by the strength of matrix. For high and ultra high strength concretes matrix 

gets stronger and aggregates become weakest link of the concrete mass. Thanks to the 

pozzolanic activity for silica fume concrete gain in strength continues well beyond 28 

days. This gain in strength causes compressive stresses within the concrete mass. As 

mentioned earlier the expected range of concrete strength on the basis of Al-Harthi‟s 

(2001) criteria was 61 to 96 MPa, whereas observed range was 56 to 81 MPa. The slight 

difference between measured and expected strength range is due to the involvement of 

densification/ hydration stresses which reduce the strength of aggregates. This fact is not 

yet properly addressed by any one, but some researchers had given some indications 

which points towards this criterion. Hiroshi et al (1996) reported densification of concrete 

from the age of 28 days, whereas Liao et al (2004) and Loukili et al (1999) reported that 

at the age of 14 days the pores were filled due to pozzolanic reaction and porosity was 

quickly reduced at the age of 28-56 days. The filling of pores after concrete hardening 

shall induce internal compressive stresses with in the concrete mass and it will fail at 

lesser external loads. Exactly the similar trend is observed that the compressive strength 

of concrete prepared from weak Margalla aggregates starts reducing after age of 28 days. 

Acker (2004) observed that due to C-S-H gel the sign of strain rate changes between 10 to 

20 days and after that it swells. At the age of 28 days high strength concrete is strong 

enough so that free swelling is not possible; therefore it will result in increased internal 

stresses. Acker (2004) also concluded that the C-S-H gel is essentially subject to a tri-

axial stress field of a deviatoric nature, and the gel is primarily subject to shear forces. 

Lura (2005) conducted experiments on lightweight aggregates and his observation period 

was limited to 13 days. He noted that there was a slight relaxation up to 3 days and then 

an increase in internal compressive stress continues up to 1.1 MPa (160 psi). These are 

the results with LWA. Had he used the normal weight aggregates along with silica fume, 

the developed compressive stresses may be higher. Another interesting phenomenon is 

described by Miyazawa and Monteiro (1996). They reported that gain in mass occurred 

because specimen absorbed water into capillary pores. They also observed that the self 
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stress caused by restrained autogenous volume change can be large and should be taken 

into account when designing high strength concrete structures. Bernard et al (2003) 

identified two types of C-S-H gels, i.e. low and high density. High density gel is formed 

in a space confined by the existing low density gel. It is believed that initially low density 

gel is formed in the ITZ. As densification progresses the region between aggregate and 

low density gel is packed with high density gel exerting compressive stresses on 

aggregate. Scherer (2004) indicated that for a crystal growing in a pore, it is the pore wall 

that applies stress to arrest the growth. The hydration of cement results in crystallization 

pressure of about 6 MPa (850 psi), which dominates the capillary pressure.  

The initial decrease and subsequent increase in tensile strength can also be explained in a 

different way. As long as matrix is weaker than aggregate, crack does not penetrate the 

aggregate and follows a tortuous path around the aggregate (in fact aggregates acts as 

crack blocker and some cracks bifurcate at this blockade and more energy is consumed 

resulting in higher tensile strength). As the strength of matrix approaches close to that of 

aggregate, crack starts penetrating the aggregates and resultantly crack path shortens and 

less energy is consumed, that is why less tensile strength is shown. In this case the 

contribution of aggregates towards tensile strength attains its highest value and crack path 

becomes the shortest. At this age concrete shows lowest tensile strength. Further increase 

in the strength of matrix is responsible for increase in tensile strength as crack path has 

already reached its minimum length hence further increase in strength will result in more 

resistance to cracking. More over filling of pores due to pozzolanic activity induce 

internal compression which results in lowering of compressive strength, while during 

splitting test this internal compression also absorbs certain energy to induce tension 

within the specimen, hence tensile strength increase even with lowering of compressive 

strength. As pointed out by Liao et al (2004), due to experimental difficulties, the 

information about the filling effect of hydration products on transition zone is scarce. 

Much work had been carried out pertaining to reaction kinetics of cement hydration, but 

the resulting stresses developed by this hydration are still unknown. The present study 

was not aimed at finding hydration pressures, but the strange results attracted attention in 

this direction. This is high time that extensive experimentation be carried out using 

sophisticated stress measuring devices/data acquisition systems. To start with, a very 

simple model is proposed below which can serve as basis of further research. 
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fc' = fa' - fh or fa' =  fc' + fh            6.1 

Where fc' is concrete crushing strength, fh is hydration stresses on aggregate and fa' is 

actual concrete strength. The actual concrete strength is greater than the conventional fc'. 

Care must be taken in applying this model for finite element modeling/simulation as this 

model shall work only for weak aggregate and strong matrix. For weak matrix and strong 

aggregates different/opposite results are expected. 

From Figure 6.18 and from the above noted aspects it is concluded that the targeted 

strength cannot be attained by using Margalla crush. Figure 6.14 also shows that three 

measures adopted to improve strength and testing of the samples works and an 

improvement in the strength is witnessed, but it is still far from the targeted strength, 

hence it was concluded that Margalla crush is not suitable for ultra high strength concrete 

and some other aggregates should be tried for this purpose.    

6.3  EXPERIMENTATION WITH HAVELLIAN CRUSH 

Finding the inadequacy of Margalla crush to produce ultra-high strength concrete it was 

decided to replace the Margalla aggregates with Havellian crush. These aggregates are 

produced by crushing river bed boulders near town of Havellian Pakistan. Apart from 

Havellian there are other sources of aggregates like Chiniot, Sikhanwali, Takial and 

Khairabad etc. whose properties are reported by Kamal et al (2006). According to them 

ACV and AIV values of Sikhanwali, Takial and Khairabad sites are higher than his 

reported ACV and AIV for Margalla (though author do not agree with his reported value 

for Margalla equal to 21.98%). Only Chiniot stone has values slightly more than Margalla 

hence it was decided not to try these aggregates, but stones from Havellian having ACV 

22.67 % and AIV 16.35 % which is well below that of Margalla, i.e. 27.9 and 17.8%, 

respectively. Moreover, specific gravity of Havellian aggregates is equal to 2.632, which 

is more than the specific gravity of Margalla crush, i.e. 2.564, which indicates that this 

stone should perform better than Margalla crush. Mix proportions are kept same as for 

Margalla crush concrete except the total binder content is increased from 525 to 600 

kg/m
3
. Starting w/b is also kept at 0.26 as per adopted mix design which shall be 

gradually lowered to attain the targeted strength. Results of 1
st
 batch are shown in Table 

6.3. 
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Table 6.3:     Concrete strengths of 0.26 w/b ratio with 12.7 mm passing Havellian crush. 

Sample Type Sample # 

/ Days 1 2 3 4 

Mean strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

7 51.94 47.66 37.17 - 45.59 1:Slump 65 

mm 

 

2:  Strengths 

are arranged 

in descending 

order.  

Any category 

having more 

than three 

samples the 

average is 

based on 1
st
 

three and 

fourth which 

is least value 

is ignored. 

14 56.77 51.94 51.37 - 53.36 

28 81.10 66.21 57.93 56.00 68.41 

56 100.4 68.55 59.38 - 76.12 

91 91.72 68.55 67.67 - 75.98 

Compressive  

strength 75 mm 

(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 41.52 31.17 - - 36.35 

14 40.21 36.06 - - 38.13 

28 65.12 62.41 - - 63.77 

56 61.10 57.26 - - 59.19 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 38.21 29.90 - - 34.06 

14 53.50 48.52 - - 51.01 

28 78.68 72.78 - - 75.73 

56 45.76 40.91 - - 43.34 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 61.47 53.10 - - 57.28 

14 58.06 57.78 - - 57.92 

28 61.76 54.09 - - 57.92 

56 45.75 44.26 - - 45.01 

Splitting 

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.37 4.21 3.41 - 4.00 

14 5.46 5.38 5.21 - 5.35 

28 5.51 4.37 4.37 - 4.75 

56 4.91 4.78 4.37 - 4.69 

Splitting 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.12 4.92 4.52 - 4.86 

14 7.08 5.39 3.93 - 5.47 

28 6.89 5.51 3.74 - 5.38 

56 6.20 6.10 4.52 - 5.61 

Splitting 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.23 5.23 4.38 - 4.94 

14 4.30 6.03 3.99 - 4.77 

28 5.76 4.92 4.92 - 5.20 

56 6.28 5.53 5.23 - 5.68 

MOR samples 

100x100x500m

m (4”x4”x20”) 

7 6.28 - - - 6.28 

14 4.45 - - - 4.45 

28 5.72 - - - 5.72 

56 5.79 - - - 5.79 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 75mm  

dia of neck 

7 4.10 4.00 - - 4.05 

14 3.51 3.41 - - 3.46 

28 4.48 4.39 - - 4.43 

56 4.83 4.46 - - 4.65 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 63mm 

dia of neck 

7 2.84 2.52 - - 2.68 

14 4.01 3.67 - - 3.84 

28 4.49 0* - - 4.49 

56 3.75 4.08 - - 3.92 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 50mm  

dia of neck 

7 3.46 0* - - 3.46 

14 3.55 2.84 - - 3.20 

28 4.51 3.51 - - 4.01 

56 3.86 3.76 - - 3.81 

*    Broken during de-molding. 
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Graphical representation of results of Havellian crush is given in the form of graphs from 

Figures 6.19 to 6.23. Total three batches of concrete were produced using Havellian crush 

with three w/b ratios, i.e. 0.26, 0.24 and 0.22. Following Figures pertain to 0.26 w/b ratio. 

 

Figure 6.19 Average and individual cube crushing strength (w/b 0.26). 

 

 

Figure 6.20 Average cylinder strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.26). 

 

 

Figure 6.21 Average splitting strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.26). 
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Figure 6.22 Direct tension strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.26). 

 

Figure 6.23 Modulus of rupture strength of Havellian crush with w/b 0.26. 

Figures 6.19 to 6.23 provide information regarding average and overall strength 

development trends for concrete produced using Havellian crush with w/b ratio of 0.26. 

Figure 6.19 shows compressive strength obtained from crushing 100 mm cubes. The 
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age of 56 days. Cylinders of 50 and 75 mm diameter, initially show a decreasing trend up 

to 14 days and then rise in the strength which is contrary to splitting strength trend which 

initially rise up to 14 days and then decrease. However, 63 mm diameter cylinder show 

different trend similar to splitting and compressive strength which initially increase up to 
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From the Table 6.3 it is also evident that average cube strength is far below the targeted 

strength of 90 MPa or more. Even if individual strengths are considered only two cubes 

out of sixteen cross the required threshold of 90 MPa, which is the starting limit of ultra 

high strength concrete. As far as compressive strength of cylinders is concerned, not a 

single individual cylinder reaches close to 90 MPa. Maximum average strength is 75.73 

MPa whereas maximum individual compressive strength is 78.68 MPa. Contrary to the 

same water binder ratio of Margalla crush where an appreciable quantity of direct tension 

specimens broke during de-molding, the breakage in the present case is very low. Only 

two samples one from medium size and one from small size breaks in this manner. It 

means de-molding after 48 hours is working well and the breakage of two samples can be 

attributed to the presence of a smooth surface in case of Havellian crush which weakens 

the ITZ (inter-facial transition zone).  

Keeping in view the above position water binder ratio was reduced to 0.24 to further 

improve the strength and ITZ. The effect of reduced water binder ratio is immediately 

noted in the form of workability as slump of the concrete reduced to 40 mm. It is also 

observed that during vibration less slurry flows out in case 0.24 w/b ratio as compared to 

0.26 w/b ratio. The results obtained from this phase are shown in the Table 6.4 and the 

graphical representation of these results is given in Figures 6.24 to 6.28. 
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Table 6.4: Concrete strengths of 0.24 w/b ratio with 12.7 mm passing Havellian crush. 

Sample Type Sample 

# 

/ Days 1 2 3 4 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

7 60.83 54.31 53.28 - 56.14 1: Slump 40 

mm. 

 

2:  Strengths 

are arranged 

in descending 

order.  

Any category 

having more 

than three 

samples the 

average is 

based on 1
st
 

three and 

fourth which 

is least value 

is ignored. 

14 61.07 57.93 53.10 - 57.37 

28 60.83 59.86 59.77 57.17 60.15 

56 87.86 83.03 72.07 - 80.99 

91 82.98 74.01 64.69 - 73.90 

Compressive  

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 56.82 53.28 - - 55.05 

14 55.94 52.45 - - 54.20 

28 53.26 41.52 - - 47.39 

56 61.72 58.14 - - 59.93 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 54.10 43.28 - - 48.69 

14 59.79 53.72 - - 56.76 

28 47.30 42.48 - - 44.89 

56 70.81 68.66 - - 69.74 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 46.63 36.88 - - 41.76 

14 49.55 49.17 - - 49.37 

28 44.97 44.26 - - 44.61 

56 67.28 66.39 - - 66.83 

Splitting 

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 3.93 4.51 3.76 - 4.07 

14 4.92 3.14 4.70 - 4.26 

28 4.23 3.83 4.70 - 4.26 

56 3.82 5.03 5.14 - 4.66 

Splitting 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.52 4.01 3.90 - 4.14 

14 5.51 4.68 5.14 - 5.11 

28 4.52 3.74 3.88 - 4.05 

56 4.32 5.70 5.46 - 5.17 

Splitting 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.61 4.83 3.53 - 4.32 

14 4.61 4.96 4.50 - 4.69 

28 4.61 4.30 3.94 - 4.29 

56 5.84 5.84 5.30 - 5.66 

MOR samples 

100x100x500m

m (4”x4”x20”) 

7 6.05 0.00 - - 6.05 

14 5.32 0.00 - - 5.32 

28 6.26 0.00 - - 6.26 

56 6.18 0.00 - - 6.18 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell) 

75mm (3”) dia 

of neck 

7 4.10 3.74 - - 3.92 

14 4.76 4.21 - - 4.49 

28 4.34 0* - - 4.34 

56 4.45 3.57 - - 4.01 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell) 

63mm (2.5") dia 

of neck 

7 3.86 3.37 - - 3.61 

14 3.94 3.75 - - 3.85 

28 4.33 2.63 - - 3.48 

56 4.97 3.59 - - 4.28 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 50mm 

(2") dia of neck 

7 3.12 3.01 - - 3.06 

14 3.53 1.83 - - 2.68 

28 2.86 0* - - 2.86 

56 3.36 2.36 - - 2.86 

*    Broken during de-molding. 
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Figure 6.24 Average and individual cube crushing strengths (w/b 0.24). 

 

 

Figure 6.25 Average cylinder strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.24). 

 

 

Figure 6.26 Average splitting strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.24). 
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Figure 6.27 Average direct tension strengths and overall trend (w/b 0.24). 

 

 

Figure 6.28 Modulus of rupture strength of Havellian crush with w/b ratio 0.24. 
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behaves slightly different. In previous batch, the 14 and 28 days strengths were more than 

that of 75 mm cylinder, and in this batch its 56 days strength is more than that of 75 mm 

diameter cylinder. On the other hand modulus of rupture graphs for both the batches are 

almost similar and follow the same pattern with only difference that present batch shows 

28 and 56 days strengths bit higher than 7 days strength.  

Though the average cube strength of the 0.24 w/b ratio was bit higher than 0.26 w/b ratio, 

none of the individual sample attained the targeted strength of 90 MPa; hence w/b ratio is 

further reduced to 0.22 to check whether improvement in the strength is possible. The 

results obtained from 0.22 w/b ratio are shown in the Table 6.5 and the graphical 

representation of these results is shown in Figures 6.25 to 6.29. 
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Table 6.5:    Concrete strengths of 0.22 w/b ratio with 12.7 mm passing Havellian crush. 

Sample Type Sample 

# 

/ Days 1 2 3 4 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

7 57.93 47.21 35.72 - 46.95 1: Slump 

almost zero. 

One side of 

cone little bit 

depressed up 

to 5 mm. 

 

2:  Strengths 

are arranged 

in descending 

order. Any 

category 

having more 

than three 

samples the 

average is 

based on 1
st
 

three and 

fourth which 

is least value 

is ignored. 

14 75.31 61.83 46.34 - 61.16 

28 83.03 62.76 62.76 61.57 69.52 

56 101.38 64.69 48.28 - 71.45 

91 106.21 101.38 83.13 - 96.90 

Compressive  

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 39.34 43.26 - - 41.30 

14 43.71 48.43 - - 46.07 

28 53.00 49.89 - - 51.44 

56 76.80 70.43 - - 73.61 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 44.06 43.33 - - 43.70 

14 42.48 44.50 - - 43.49 

28 55.08 55.45 - - 55.26 

56 68.45 71.81 - - 70.13 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 19.67 31.08 - - 25.37 

14 79.90 59.52 - - 69.71 

28 55.32 68.59 - - 61.95 

56 81.14 72.49 - - 76.81 

Splitting 

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.32 4.38 4.23 - 4.65 

14 6.01 4.93 4.64 - 5.19 

28 5.88 5.14 4.10 - 5.03 

56 5.19 4.36 3.83 - 4.46 

Splitting 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 8.46 6.98 6.30 - 7.24 

14 6.30 6.10 4.72 - 5.70 

28 5.44 5.31 4.72 - 5.16 

56 7.08 5.81 4.72 - 5.87 

Splitting 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 6.76 6.14 5.74 - 6.21 

14 5.14 4.92 4.92 - 4.99 

28 4.77 4.61 4.30 - 4.56 

56 5.23 5.00 3.99 - 4.74 

MOR samples 

100x100x500m

m (4”x4”x20”) 

7 7.69 - - - 7.69 

14 7.53 - - - 7.53 

28 6.84 - - - 6.84 

56 5.32 - - - 5.32 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 75mm 

(3") dia of neck 

7 4.21 3.31 - - 3.77 

14 4.82 4.82 - - 4.82 

28 3.74 3.14 - - 3.44 

56 4.35 3.40 - - 3.88 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell) 

63mm (2.5") dia 

of neck 

7 5.46 4.71 - - 5.08 

14 3.84 3.84 - - 3.84 

28 3.28 3.14 - - 3.21 

56 3.94 3.22 - - 3.59 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 50mm 

(2") dia of neck 

7 5.03 0* - - 5.03 

14 4.74 3.58 - - 4.17 

28 3.10 2.71 - - 2.90 

56 4.20 4.05 - - 4.12 

*    Neck was unfilled. 
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Figure 6.29 Average and individual cube crushing strengths (w/b 0.22) 

 

Figure 6.30 Average cylinder strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.22). 

 

Figure 6.31 Average splitting strength of various diameters and overall trend (w/b 0.22). 

 

Figure 6.32 Average direct tension strengths and overall trend (w/b 0.22). 
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Figure 6.33 Modulus of rupture strength of Havellian crush concrete with w/b 0.22. 

From Figures 6.29 to 6.33 it is noted that maximum average strength is now attained at 

the age of 91 days contrary to the previous water/binder ratios of 0.26 and 0.24, where the 

maximum average strength was attained at the age of 56 days. Though the three cubes out 

of sixteen crossed the required 90 MPa threshold, but the within sample variation was 

more pronounced and some samples exhibit very low strength especially at the age of 56 

days. Slump is almost zero which poses compaction problem. It is evident from the fact 

that neck of one small dumbbell shape sample remained unfilled even after vibration. 

This improper compaction may be one of the reasons of vide variation in the strengths. 

Other possible reason may be the round surface of the aggregates. As pointed out earlier 

that one surface of Havellian crush was smooth and rounded. If the fracture path contains 

less smooth surfaces strength is more and if that path contains more rounded surfaces 

strength will be less. Average compressive cylinder strengths for 50 and 75 mm diameter 

are improved, whereas that of 63 mm diameter is bit reduced, however no individual 

sample attained  90 MPa value.  

The average maximum splitting strengths occurred at the age of 56 days for previous two 

batches of Havellian crush, whereas for 50mm diameter it occurs at the age of 7 days, 

which is a point of concern. For 63mm diameter maximum average splitting strength 

occur at 56 days, whereas for 75mm cylinders it occur at the age of 14 days, hence no 

consistency is observed for maximum average strength at the specified age. Interestingly 

direct tension strength is also showing the similar trend and for 50 and 63 mm diameters 

maximum value is observed at the age of 7 days, whereas for 75 mm diameter samples it 

occur at the age of 14 days. The maximum MOR strength is also occurring at 7 days and 

gradually decreasing with the age. Above phenomenon can possibly be explained on the 

basis of already stated reasons, i.e. aggregate having at least one smooth surface and 

improper compaction. While discussing the results of Margalla crush it was also pointed 

out that with age compressive hydration stresses developed within the concrete mass and 

aggregates are under a sort of hydrostatic compressive stress. For Margalla aggregates 

these internal stresses were responsible for decrease in compressive strength and increase 

in tensile strength, but for Havellian crush, which has one smooth surface, the detachment 

of aggregate from the matrix is easy and the compressive stress will tend to push out the 
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aggregates hence lowering the tensile strengths. This trend can be witnessed from the 

Figures 6.31 to 6.33, which represent three different types of tensile strengths.         

6.3.1  COMBINED RESULTS OF HAVELLIAN CRUSH 

It shall be beneficial if overall picture of Havellian aggregates be highlighted for better 

understanding. Figure 6.34 shows cube strength development trend and it‟s within sample 

variation in the form of envelop between maximum and minimum strengths.  

 

Figure 6.34 Havellian crush cube strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

It is clear that within sample variation is approximately constant up to the age of 28 days 

and the gap suddenly widens for the ages above 28 days. The best fit relation of cube 

strength development with age of concrete is given below.  

  fcu100 = 33.41D
0.196 

                                        6.2 

Where fcu100 is 100 mm cube strength and D stands for age of concrete in days. 

As already mentioned in chapter four, below 150 mm diameter increase in strength with 

smaller diameters is not important, however 200 and 250 mm diameter cylinders, show 

96 and 92% strength of that of 150 mm diameter cylinders respectively. The combined 

strength development trend of all diameter samples and the strength envelop is presented 

in the Figure 6.35. From the strength envelop it is clear that variation for cylindrical 

samples is much larger than cubes, but this variation remains fairly constant for all ages 

of concrete.  
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Figure 6.35 Havellian crush cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

Cylindrical crushing strength at any age can be estimated from relation 6.3. In this 

relation fc
′ 
represents cylindrical crushing strength irrespective of sample diameter and D 

is concrete age in days. 

fc
′
 = 0.001D

3
-0.097D

2
+3.022D+25.88                     6.3 

Comparison of Figures 6.34 and 6.35 provides the base for another important relation 

between cylinder and cube strengths. Dividing Equation 6.3 with Equation 6.2, a ratio 

between concrete cylinder strength and concrete cube strength is obtained. As these two 

strengths are age dependent, their ratio also varies with the age of concrete. The graphical 

representation of this ratio is shown in Figure 6.36. 

 

Figure 6.36 Ratio of cylindrical strength to cube strength.   

The ratio varies from 0.87 at 7 days to 0.849 at 56 days, whereas it is equal to 0.856 at the 

age of 28 days. A fairly accurate single value for all ages can be assumed as 0.86. It 

means that, for concrete having cube strength within the range of 30 to 110 MPa, the 

cylinder strength is approximately equal to 86% of the cube strength. 

 

Figure 6.37 Average cube and cylinder strength comparison. 
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Instead of dividing strength Relations 6.3 and 6.2, direct comparison of average cube and 

cylinder strengths is shown in Figure 6.37. From the Figure it is clear that slope of the 

lines decreasing with the increase in strengths. The ratio of cylinder to cube strength 

varies from 0.82 to 0.90. It is 0.82 (minimum) at the age of 56 days and 0.9 (maximum) at 

the age of 14 days. Interestingly again the average is 0.86 which is equal to the factor 

obtained by dividing Equation 6.3 by 6.2. 

Neville (1986) mentioned in his book that for concretes with cube strength varying from 9 

to 52.4 MPa the cylinder strength varies from 6.9 to 50.3 MPa, hence cylinder strength 

vary from 77 to 96% of cube strength. The average of these two extremes is 86.5% which 

is again very close to the value of 86%. Moreover, the gap between extreme values 

mentioned by Neville (1986) is 19% whereas according to Figure 6.36, gap is only 2.1% 

and as per Figure 6.37 the gap is 8.2%.    

Neville (1986) also quoted another relation from L‟-Hermite, which gives the ratio of 

strengths of cylinder and cube as under; 

fc
′
/ fcu = 0.76 + 0.2 log10 (fcu/2840)                                                6.4 

The above Equation 6.4 is valid for psi units. From the above Equation, the strength ratios 

for 30 to 110 MPa (range of present study results for Havellian crush) are 0.797 and 0.909 

respectively. The average of these ratios is 0.853, which is again very close to 0.86. 

Ratios based on L‟-Hermite formula shows gap of 11.2%, whereas gaps observed in 

present study results are 2.1% and 8.2%. All the above discussion shows that cylinder 

strength is approximately 86% of the cube strength. This factor has been verified in 

different ways and should be used for estimation of cylinder strength. The above 

discussion also shows that conventional factor of 0.8 (80%) is more conservative and 

gives lesser cylinder strength estimates. 

Overall, split cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop is shown in Figure 

6.38. It is to be noted that within sample variation for the splitting strength is more 

pronounced. The strength envelop shows that variation is maximum at the age of seven 

days and is reducing till the age of twenty eight days and afterwards remains almost 

constant. Since the format of power relation was adopted for the cube and cylinder 

strengths hence same format is used for this trend. The relation for estimating splitting 

strength at various ages of concrete is given below. 

fsp = 4.749D
0.012 

                                            6.5 
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Figure 6.38 Havellian crush split cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

Dividing Equation 6.5 by the Equation 6.2 the ratio of splitting strength to that of cube 

strength and also relation between their overall average values is shown in Figure 6.39. 

Figure 6.40 is result of division of Equation 6.5 by the Equation 6.3 showing the ratio of 

splitting strength to that of compressive cylinder strength. 

 

Figure 6.39 Ratio of splitting strength to cube strength.   

 

Figure 6.40 Ratio of splitting strength to compressive cylinder strength.   

From the above two Figures, it is clear that splitting strength ratios to cube and cylinder 
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days. For splitting to cube strength the ratios varies from 9.93% to 6.78%, whereas 
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11.42% to 7.99%, whereas average value is 9.63%. It means that conventional 10% 

concept should be little bit modified and it can be stated that splitting strength is about 
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there is a downward kink near 50 MPa cylinder strength and a similar kink near about 55 
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MPa cube strength. After some interval splitting strength again starts increasing with the 

increase in compressive strengths, whereas splitting strength should have been 

continuously increasing with increase in compressive strength. This phenomenon cannot 

be clearly explained, however possibly it may be due to change in strength category of 

concrete. As mentioned in the concrete classifications that near this strength , i.e. 42 MPa 

concrete changes from normal strength concrete to high strength concrete, its fracture is 

now controlled by ITZ instead of matrix. This shifting of strength dependency from 

matrix to ITZ may result in lower tensile strength, moreover as the Havellian crush has at 

least one smooth surface hence detachment of ITZ from the aggregate is bit easier as 

compared to within matrix detachments, which may lower the tensile strength of concrete 

for some time. As ITZ becomes stronger the anticipated behavior returns back and 

upward trend is shown once again. 

 

Figure 6.41 Havellian crush direct strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

Overall direct tension strength development trend with the age of concrete and it‟s 

envelop are shown in Figure 6.41. The strength envelop is quite similar to the splitting 

strength envelop. For direct strength, the within sample variation is maximum at fourteen 

and minimum at twenty-eight days and afterwards slightly increasing. The power relation 

between direct strength and age of concrete is shown in Equation 6.6.     

ft = 3.621D
0.009 

                                            6.6 

Alternately dividing Equation 6.6 by Equations 6.2, 6.3 and 6.5, ratios between direct 

strength to cube, cylinder and splitting strengths are obtained respectively. Graphs of 

these ratios along with their comparative values are shown in Figures 6.42 to 6.44.  
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Figure 6.42 Ratio of direct strength to cube strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.43 Ratio of direct strength to cylinder strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.44 Ratio of direct strength to splitting strength. 
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splitting test predicts strength about 30% more than the true tensile strength of concrete. It 

is irony that how the difference of 30% can be neglected and splitting strength be taken as 

representative of true tensile strength. Due to relative difficulty in the way of 

understanding true tensile strength of concrete and the same is altogether neglected in the 

design of concrete structures. Now it is high time that easy to perform direct tension tests 

(like one presented in the present study) be standardized and tensile strength should be 

evaluated on the basis of such tests instead of measuring it through in-direct tests or 

deducing it from other strength relations. Moreover, tensile strength of concrete may also 

be specified on the design documents along with the compressive strength. The concrete 

may satisfy tensile strength requirements as it is required to satisfy the compressive 

strength.  

As mentioned in case of splitting strength, a similar kink at about same location is also 

observed for direct tension strength. Same reasons explained for splitting strength are also 

applicable to direct tension strength. A sudden drop in the direct strength is also observed 

in Figure 6.44 relative to splitting strength. This sudden drop is observed in the vicinity of 

5.2 MPa splitting strength. This approximately is the same splitting strength where 

downward kink was observed in Figures 6.39 and 6.40. The only difference is that in 

Figures 6.39 and 6.40 downward kink is smoother whereas in Figure 6.44 it is sharp and 

abrupt. The possible explanation for this sharp drop is that in case of splitting the concrete 

is actually under bi-axial stresses (tensile as well as compressive), hence pulling out of 

aggregates is not easier, whereas in direct tension test concrete is under uni-axial stress 

state and pulling out of aggregate is easier as compared to bi-axial stress state. This 

results in sharp drop of direct strength relative to splitting strength. Photographs of two 

direct tension samples are shown in Figure 6.45. The big dotted circles show the points 

from where aggregates are detached or pulled out, whereas small solid circles shows 

locations of trapped bubbles within the concrete.    
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Figure 6.45 Aggregate detachments and trapped air bubbles. 

Though the modulus of rupture (MOR) test is not considered much suitable for measuring 

tensile strength of concrete, it still has academic importance for understanding flexural 

behavior of structural members. Detailed discussion about this test can be seen in second 

chapter article 2.3. Overall MOR development trend with the age of concrete and it‟s 

envelop are shown in Figure 6.46. Within samples variation is maximum at the age of 

fourteen and minimum at the age of fifty six days. In fact it is almost constant after the 

age of 28 days.  

 

Figure 6.46 Havellian crush MOR development trend and it‟s envelop. 

Best fit relation between direct strength and age of concrete is shown in Equation 6.7.      
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                                               6.7 
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ratios along with their comparative values are shown in Figures 6.47 to 6.50. 
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Figure 6.47 Ratio of MOR to cube strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.48 Ratio of MOR to cylinder strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.49 Ratio of MOR to splitting strength. 

 

Figure 6.50 Ratio of MOR to direct strength. 
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cylinder strength varies from 15.09% to 9.49%, showing an average value of 12.14%. 

MOR to splitting strength ratio varies from 132.17% to 118.62%, showing an average 

value of 125.31%. MOR to direct strength ratio varies from 174.35% to 157.46%, 

showing an average value of 165.81%. These results speak out why the MOR is most 

unreliable as on the average it gives strength about 65% more than the uni-axial tensile 

strength.  

Another different behavior of MOR is noted as compared to other tensile strengths. For 

splitting and direct strengths, the comparison with the cube and cylinder strengths shows 

somewhat positive increasing trend with increase in these strengths, whereas MOR shows 

an overall negative slope. MOR also show two kinks similar to splitting and direct 

strengths, but in case of MOR first kink is concave and second is convex, whereas for 

splitting and direct strengths first kink was convex and second was concave. A similar 

sudden drop (in case of direct to splitting strength) in MOR is present relative to splitting 

strength, but a concave kink is present before it, showing that MOR values are almost 

continuously decreasing relative to splitting strength.   

6.3.2  DIFFERENT STRENGTH CO-RELATIONS FOR HAVELLIAN CRUSH 

As per Al-Harthi‟s (2001) criterion, Havellian crush having aggregate crushing value of 

22.67 may furnish compressive strength equal to 118 MPa or more precisely within the 

range of 95 to 150 MPa whereas average strength of 96.9 MPa was obtained at the age of 

91 days with w/b ratio of 0.22. On the whole for all three w/b ratios only five out of 48 

cubes crossed the 90 MPa threshold. None of the cubes tested at the age of 28 days 

attained the desired strength. Over all minimum strength of any individual sample was 

35.72 MPa at the age of seven days and individual maximum strength of 106.21 MPa was 

observed at the age of ninety one days. At the age of twenty eight days minimum 

observed strength was 56 MPa and maximum was 83.03 MPa. The reason for why 

Havellian crush did not furnish the anticipated 118 MPa strength (though four samples 

fall within the anticipated range) is that these aggregates have some smooth surfaces. 

Since at the w/b ratio of 0.22, slump was zero and the neck of one sample remained 

unfilled due to poor workability, hence further improvement in strength seems 

impossible. If w/b ratio had been further reduced then due to compaction problems 

strength might have reduced. Figure 6.45 show the trapped air bubbles within the 
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concrete, further reduction of w/b ratio may increase the count of trapped bubbles and 

strength will reduce, hence further experimentation with Havellian crush was 

discontinued. Though Havellian crush is not suitable for production of ultra-high strength 

concrete, it can successfully be used for high strength concrete, and strength co-relations 

can be drawn for this class of concrete. Although these relations cannot be termed as 

ideal, they may have some academic value and can be used for comparison purposes. 

Different tensile strengths are related with cube and cylinder compressive strengths. 

Various Equation formats are available, but most common format is in the form of Y = 

aX
b
. In the Equation Y stands for tensile strength, X stands for compressive strength, 

whereas a and b are constants. It is also observed that most of researchers use b equal to 

0.5 and relate tensile strength with the square root of compressive strength. Observing the 

above format and employing method of least squares following strength co-relations can 

be drawn between different average strength of Havellian crush concrete. 

TENSILE TO COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH RELATIONS 

Three types of tensile strengths , i.e. splitting strength (fsp), flexural strength (fr) and 

uniaxial or direct strength (ft), and two types of compressive strengths i.e. cube strength 

(fcu) and cylinder strength (fc′) are investigated in this study. Different strength co-

relations are as under, all these relations are valid for SI units. 

fsp = 0.641fcu
½
                        6.8 

fsp = 0.689fc
′½

                            6.9 

fr = 0.781fcu
½
                    6.10  

fr = 0.841fc
′½

                    6.11 

ft = 0.485fcu
½
                    6.12

 

ft = 0.521fc
′½

                     6.13 

Available strength relations in the literature are shown in Table 4.3. All the similar 

relations show lower values for splitting strength than proposed in relation 6.9. The co-

efficient in Equation 6.9 is 0.689, whereas the closest value quoted from Burg and Ost 

(1992) in his book by P C Aitcin (1998) is equal to 0.61. It shows that gravely nature of 

Havellian crush reduce the compressive strength of concrete much more than expected 

from any previous estimate. This fact is also clear from Al-Harthi‟s (2001) criterion and 

the compressive strength is much less than anticipated 118 MPa. It is also clear that 
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compressive strength is more affected than splitting strength as the ratio of tensile to 

compressive strength is higher in the present results using Havellian crush than that 

quoted in the literature. This is because the splitting sample is under bi-axial stress 

system, i.e. tensile as well as compressive, so detachment of aggregate from matrix is not 

easy and splitting strength is less affected as compared to other strengths. 

For flexural strength the co-efficient in Equation 6.11 is 0.841, whereas in literature co-

efficient varying from 0.62 to 1.03 are available. The best and closest co-efficient is given 

by Mary Beth et al (2004) and is equal to 0.83. Interestingly the strength range of validity 

of this relation is from 40 to 90 MPa, which is exactly the range of high strength concrete 

and average strength of Havellian crush concrete falls within this range. 

For uni-axial strength the co-efficient of Equation 6.13 is 0.521. The co-efficient 

available in the literature vary from 0.4 to 0.55. Though the closest available co-efficient 

is equal to 0.54 proposed by Zhao, Yanhua et al (2005), but this relation does not mention 

anything regarding strength range of its validity. Another very close co-efficient is again 

proposed by Mary Beth et al (2004), which is equal to 0.55 covering the same range of 

high strength concrete.          

It is to be noted that strength relations for flexural and direct strengths fall within the 

available strength relations whereas splitting strength relation is more conservative to all 

available strength relations. This once again confirms the bi-axial stress state hypothesis, 

that due to gravelly nature of Havellian crush all strengths are more or less similarly 

affected, whereas splitting strength is less affected due to bi-axial stress nature and 

aggregate detachment is bit difficult. 

Compressive to compressive and tensile to tensile strength relations 

The most important inter-strength relations are those which relate compressive strengths 

to the tensile strengths and are shown in Equations 6.8 to 6.13. However, it is also 

customary to relate like nature strengths with one another. For Havellian crush graphical 

relation between cube and cylinder strength is shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37. In the 

form of Equation it can be written as under. This relation is valid for whole range of high 

strength concrete, i.e. from 42 MPa to 90 MPa. 

fc
′
= 0.86fcu                           6.14 
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Following relations are proposed for tensile strengths of concrete made from aggregate 

like Havellian crush. The relation of uni-axial to splitting strength is as under: 

ft= 0.75fsp                 6.15 

Comparing this with relations given by various researchers, the coefficient vary from 0.66 

1.04. Co-efficient of 1.04 shows that direct strength is 4% higher than splitting, which is 

contrary to usual observation that direct strength is always less than in-direct strengths. 

The relation proposed by Pul (2008) is nearest to the present relation which shows co-

efficient equal to 0.78. Another relation between direct strength and flexural tensile 

strength is shown as under;  

ft= 0.6fr                  6.16 

The co-efficient of eq. 6.16 available in literature vary from 0.3 to 0.8. Again the closest 

co-efficient is proposed by Pul (2008) equal to 0.55. The next relation is between both 

indirect tensile strengths, i.e. flexural and splitting is given as below;   

fr= 1.25fsp                  6.17  

This is the least researched area and very few relations are available. Co-efficient 

proposed by Pul (2008) is equal to 1.43, which is close to 1.25. 

6.4  EXPERIMENTATION WITH CHROMITE AGGREGATES   

As mentioned earlier though average cube strength close to targeted strength were 

achieved (only five cube samples out of forty eight crossed 90 MPa), it can be said that 

with Havellian crush high strength concrete can be produced, but it could not produce 

ultra high strength concrete. At the w/b ratio of 0.22, compaction/workability problem 

arises, hence further lowering of w/b ratio was not possible, hence use of Havellian 

aggregates was stopped and next phase of experimentation was conducted using mineral 

aggregates containing chromite metal. Since chromite aggregates are costly and resources 

available for the present study was too meager hence some economizing measures were 

taken as compared to experimentation with Havellian aggregates. Flexural test was not 

performed for tensile strength. As already stated 75 mm diameter direct sample molds 

were fabricated from mild steel sheet and smaller diameter molds were cast using cast 

iron. During testing of Havellian crush concrete the molds having 75 mm diameter were 

little bit distorted and some welds were also broken (Figure 6.51). Further use of these 

molds may aggravate the eccentricity problem in the samples and can badly affect the 
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direct tensile strength hence use of 75 mm diameter samples was also discontinued and 

only 63 and 50 mm diameter samples were used for direct strength of chromite aggregate 

concrete. 

 

Figure 6.51 Distortions developed in the steel sheet mold during testing. 

Since chromite aggregates were used first time in Pakistan, number of cubes was 

increased, so that three days strength can also be measured to check the early age strength 

development trend of chromite aggregate concrete. As the density of chromite aggregates 

is more than Margalla and Havellian crush hence to maintain approximately same 

aggregate volume content, weight of aggregates is increased from 1146 to 1500 kg/m
3
. 

Other mix proportions were same as Havellian crush concrete. The starting w/b ratio is 

same as for the previous trials, i.e. 0.26 and was gradually reduced to a minimum value. 

With these observations/changes casting of concrete samples was carried out. Test results 

of concrete using chromite aggregates with 0.26 w/b ratio are presented in Table 6.6 and 

graphical representation of these results is shown in Figures 6.52 to 6.55. These Figures 

provide information regarding average and overall strength development trends. The 

slump of concrete is 75 mm whereas Havellian crush concrete with same water binder 

ratio yield 65 mm slump and Margalla crush concrete gave 55 mm slump. This 10 mm 

increase in slump may be attributed to the high density of chromite aggregates. The 

rodded bulk density of Havellian crush is 1629.2, whereas that of chromite aggregates it 

is 2180.6 kg/m
3 

respectively. Hence chromite aggregate is nearly 30% heavier than 

Havellian crush. The higher weight of chromite aggregates enhances the settling ability of 

concrete hence producing higher slump values as compared to Havellian crush concrete. 
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 Table 6.6:  Concrete strengths of 0.26 w/b ratio with 9.5mm passing Chromite aggregates. 

Sample Type Sample 

# 

/ Days 1 2 3 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

3 61.00 60.64 54.41 58.68 1: Slump 

about 75mm. 

 

 

7 64.40 62.18 58.77 61.79 

14 86.61 86.05 72.64 81.77 

21 87.10 78.62 71.06 78.93 

28 88.69 77.72 77.38 81.26 

56 88.30 82.17 79.35 83.28 

91 96.12 86.48 85.59 89.39 

Compressive  

strength 75mm(3") 

dia cylinder 

7 65.70 63.92 - 64.81 

14 72.12 70.45 - 71.28 

28 71.88 69.85 - 70.86 

56 77.41 75.34 - 76.38 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 69.23 68.59 - 68.91 

14 63.60 59.79 - 61.70 

28 62.86 55.86 - 59.36 

56 60.35 54.29 - 57.32 

Compressive 

strength 50mm(2") 

dia cylinder 

7 58.93 54.09 - 56.51 

14 54.45 47.94 - 51.19 

28 68.66 65.15 - 66.91 

56 69.94 62.70 - 66.32 

Splitting strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.83 4.23 3.96 4.34 

14 6.31 5.19 4.10 5.20 

28 6.64 5.67 4.92 5.74 

56 8.06 7.17 6.46 7.23 

Splitting strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.44 4.92 4.92 5.09 

14 5.41 5.31 5.31 5.34 

28 5.76 5.70 5.51 5.66 

56 9.05 8.49 7.67 8.40 

Splitting strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 6.50 5.53 4.30 5.44 

14 6.64 5.84 5.23 5.90 

28 8.46 7.26 6.14 7.29 

56 8.61 8.28 7.99 8.30 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

63mm (2.5") dia of 

neck 

7 3.43 3.89 - 3.66 

14 4.55 5.46 - 5.01 

28 5.36 4.74 - 5.05 

56 4.59 2.85 - 3.72 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

50mm (2") dia of 

neck 

7 4.01 3.76 - 3.88 

14 2.76 4.36 - 3.56 

28 4.94 4.45 - 4.69 

56 4.69 3.95 - 4.32 
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Figure 6.52 Average and individual cube strengths at various ages. 

 

Figure 6.53 Average cylinder strength development trend. 

 

Figure 6.54 Average split cylinder strength and its development trend. 

 

Figure 6.55 Average direct strength and its development trend. 
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Figure 6.52 shows compressive strength obtained from crushing of 100 mm cubes. The 

maximum average cube strength is attained at the age of ninety one days which is equal to 

89.39 MPa, whereas maximum strength gained by individual sample at the age of 91 days 

is equal to 96.12 MPa. Though only one sample at the age of 91 days attained the targeted 

strength, but the average strength at this age is almost equal to required strength. On the 

other hand for concrete using Havellian aggregates with same w/b ratio, although two 

samples attained the targeted strength, but the average strength was quite low. Moreover, 

the lowest individual strength at 7 days for Havellian crush was 37.17 MPa, whereas 

lowest strength for chromite aggregate concrete is 54.41 MPa at the age of three days, and 

lowest strength at seven days is 58.77 MPa. This indicates that gap between maximum 

and minimum strength is reducing and average strength is improving, hence it is 

anticipated that further reduction of w/b ratio may attain the targeted strength. A small dip 

in the strength development is observed between 14 and 21 days. From 3 to 14 days rate 

of gain in strength is quite rapid, then small dip is present at 21 days followed by a rise in 

strength so the 14 and 28 days strengths are almost equal, then increase is strength up to 

91 days, but at very slow rate. The small dip may be attributed to individual strength 

variation. In case of 14 days variation is less hence, average is more. At 21 days, though 

strength of one sample is more than all three samples of 14 days, but due to large 

variation, average strength at 21 days is slightly less than that of at 14 days. This fact is 

also visible from the logarithmic trend line, which shows constant gain in strength with 

age however the rate of gain of strength is decreasing with age. 

The maximum compressive strength shown by any individual cylinder is 77.41 MPa at 56 

days. Cylinders having 75 and 63 mm diameter show a rising trend from age of 7 days till 

the age of 56 days. Samples having 50 mm diameter initially show increase in strength up 

to 28 days and then almost no gain in strength till 56 days. However, overall results show 

a fairly rising trend up to age of 56 days.  

Splitting strength shows a constantly rising trend for all sample diameters. 75 mm 

diameter samples show lower strengths and 50 mm diameter samples show higher 

strengths over the related age range whereas 63 mm samples show almost intermediate 

results. For direct tension test, 50 mm diameter samples show exactly similar shape of 

graph compared with cylinder strength of same diameter, whereas 63 mm diameter 
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samples show constant decrease in compressive strength. In case of direct test of 63 mm 

diameter samples strength is increased up to 28 days and then a downward trend is 

obtained. 

The ACV for chromite aggregate is 26.83% hence according to Al-Harthi (2001) criteria 

(eq 3.5) it may produce concrete having strength in the range of 67 to 106 MPa. From the 

Table 6.6 it is clear that all sample beyond the age of seven days falls within this range. 

Since upper limit of Al-Harthi (2001) Equation (eq 3.5) is 106 MPa hence there is room 

for improvement in the expected strength, and reduction in w/b ratio may be helpful in 

achieving this goal.  

The next batch of concrete was produced with water to binder ratio equal to 0.24. Test 

results of this batch are presented in Table 6.7 and graphical representation of these 

results is shown in Figures 6.56 to 6.59. These Figures provide information regarding 

average and overall strength development trends. The slump of chromite concrete is 55 

mm whereas Havellian crush concrete with same water binder ratio show 40 mm slump 

and Margalla crush show 20 mm slump. The higher weight of chromite aggregates is 

again responsible for enhanced settling ability of concrete hence producing higher slump 

values and increased workability. 
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Table 6.7:  Concrete strengths of 0.24 w/b ratio with 9.5mm passing Chromite aggregates 

Sample Type 

Sample # 

/ Days 1 2 3 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

3 91.05 78.83 77.24 82.37 1: Slump 

55mm. 

 

 

7 99.93 88.83 81.06 89.94 

14 78.69 76.61 76.61 77.30 

21 103.26 97.71 93.14 98.04 

28 83.28 82.17 74.39 79.94 

56 93.27 90.37 86.61 90.08 

91 105.48 102.78 102.15 103.47 

Compressive  

strength 75mm(3") 

dia cylinder 

7 59.34 62.14 - 60.74 

14 66.94 63.59 - 65.26 

28 71.59 68.57 - 70.08 

56 58.13 67.24 - 62.69 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 52.72 53.32 - 53.02 

14 51.76 55.26 - 53.50 

28 79.62 75.57 - 77.59 

56 73.96 74.62 - 74.29 

Compressive 

strength 50mm(2") 

dia cylinder 

7 51.63 49.12 - 50.37 

14 49.17 51.83 - 50.50 

28 86.06 84.07 - 85.06 

56 78.68 79.72 - 79.20 

Splitting strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.98 4.61 4.51 4.70 

14 6.14 5.60 5.28 5.68 

28 4.91 4.81 4.56 4.76 

56 5.74 5.48 5.19 5.47 

Splitting strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.90 5.55 4.92 5.46 

14 5.00 4.92 4.72 4.88 

28 5.31 5.19 4.92 5.14 

56 5.90 5.55 5.31 5.59 

Splitting strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.84 5.60 4.92 5.46 

14 4.76 4.61 4.61 4.66 

28 6.76 5.90 5.53 6.06 

56 7.68 7.55 7.07 7.43 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

63mm (2.5") dia of 

neck 

7 5.25 5.13 - 5.19 

14 6.48 5.68 - 6.08 

28 8.76 7.65 - 8.20 

56 7.17 7.81 - 7.49 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

50mm (2") dia of 

neck 

7 3.76 3.51 - 3.63 

14 4.51 4.36 - 4.43 

28 5.28 5.92 - 5.61 

56 5.28 6.42 - 5.86 
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Figure 6.56 Average and individual cube strengths at various ages. 

 

Figure 6.57 Average cylinder strength development trend. 

 

Figure 6.58 Average split cylinder strength and its development trend. 

 

Figure 6.59 Average direct strength and its development trend. 
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Figure 6.56 shows the results of cube compressive test. As expected reduction in w/b ratio 

enhanced individual as well as average strength of concrete. The maximum average cube 

strength is attained at the age of ninety one days which is equal to 103.47 MPa, whereas 

maximum strength gained by individual sample at the age of 91 days is equal to 105.48 

MPa. It is fair enough that ten out of 21 cubes attained the targeted strength. Average 

strength of concrete at the age of seven, twenty one, fifty six and ninety days has reached 

the targeted value. There are two dips in the graph at the ages of fourteen and twenty 

eight days. This phenomenon is very hard to explain at this stage however logarithmic 

trend line shows that nearly at the age of 28 days concrete attains the targeted strength 

and it is continuously increasing with the age of concrete. On the other hand for concrete 

using Havellian aggregates with same w/b ratio none of the samples crossed the desired 

threshold of strength and its average strength was far less than chromite concrete. This 

fact confirms that smooth surface of Havellian crush was responsible for lesser strength 

otherwise it might have attained the strength as estimated from Al-Harthi (2001) criterion.  

Cylindrical compressive strengths shown in Figure 6.57 give maximum strength at the 

age of 28 days and after wards all samples having various diameters show downward 

trend. Maximum and minimum observed strengths are 86.05 and 49.12 MPa respectively. 

Splitting strength from Figure 6.58 show dips and after 28 days a rising trend is observed, 

whereas direct strength shown in Figure 6.59 show exactly similar trend like cylinder 

compressive strength. After 28 days a downward trend in 63 mm diameter samples is 

quite visible. From the above Figures it is clear that ultra-high strength concrete can be 

produced using chromite aggregates available in Pakistan.  

To check the effect of further reduction of w/b ratio next batch of concrete was produced 

using w/b ratio equal to 0.22. Test results of this batch are presented in Table 6.8 and 

graphical representation of these results is shown in Figures 6.60 to 6.63. These Figures 

provide information regarding average and overall strength development trends. The 

slump of chromite concrete is 25 mm whereas Havellian crush concrete with same water 

binder ratio show almost zero slump. The higher weight of chromite aggregates is again 

responsible for enhanced settling ability of concrete hence producing higher slump value. 
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Table 6.8:   Concrete strengths of 0.22 w/b ratio with 9.5 mm passing Chromite aggregates. 

Sample Type Sample # 

/ Days 1 2 3 

Average 

strength (MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

3 59.96 58.76 56.63 58.45 1: Slump 

25mm. 

 

 

7 96.60 75.50 64.40 78.83 

14 90.49 89.80 81.06 87.12 

21 97.71 89.94 87.73 91.79 

28 95.49 93.27 68.29 85.68 

56 83.52 83.28 69.95 78.92 

91 87.12 86.61 85.50 86.41 

Compressive  

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 72.50 62.72 - 67.61 

14 88.99 77.47 - 83.23 

28 65.66 50.81 - 58.23 

56 79.41 69.26 - 74.34 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 74.74 68.86 - 71.80 

14 70.02 71.17 - 70.60 

28 90.49 94.66 - 92.58 

56 70.43 50.35 - 60.39 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 76.22 75.32 - 75.77 

14 79.90 76.70 - 78.30 

28 84.17 81.14 - 82.66 

56 79.74 77.45 - 78.59 

Splitting strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.86 5.60 4.93 5.46 

14 4.91 4.64 4.37 4.64 

28 5.74 5.52 5.48 5.58 

56 7.24 5.67 5.32 6.08 

Splitting strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.90 5.69 5.51 5.70 

14 5.90 5.31 4.98 5.40 

28 5.94 5.90 5.31 5.72 

56 6.20 5.90 5.12 5.74 

Splitting strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.21 4.92 4.61 4.91 

14 6.14 5.74 5.23 5.70 

28 6.20 5.84 4.61 5.55 

56 6.57 6.46 5.84 6.29 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 63mm 

(2.5") dia of neck 

7 5.28 4.90 - 5.09 

14 5.21 5.28 - 5.25 

28 6.07 5.28 - 5.68 

56 7.59 7.49 - 7.54 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 50mm 

(2") dia of neck 

7 5.04 3.46 - 4.25 

14 3.95 4.20 - 4.08 

28 4.94 5.19 - 5.06 

56 7.26 5.04 - 6.15 
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Figure 6.60 Average and individual cube strengths at various ages. 

 

Figure 6.61 Average cylinder strength development trend. 

 

Figure 6.62 Average split cylinder strength and its development trend. 

 

Figure 6.63 Average direct strength and its development trend. 
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Figure 6.60 shows cube compressive strength. It was expected that reduction in w/b ratio 

will enhance the strength of concrete, but this time quality of concrete is reduced. 

Individual as well as average strength of concrete has decreased. The maximum average 

cube strength is attained at the age of 21 days which is equal to 91.97 MPa whereas for 

0.24 w/b ratio it was 103.47 MPa. The maximum strength gained by individual sample at 

the age of 21 days is equal to 97.71 MPa whereas for 0.24 w/b ratio it was 105.48 MPa. It 

is also worth noting that only seven out of 21 cubes reached targeted strength whereas for 

0.24 w/b ratio ten out of 21 cubes attained the targeted strength. A downward trend in 

average strength of concrete near age of 21 is also present in this Figure There seems 

some internal activity chemical or physical present at this age, which decreases the 

strength. This activity affects the strength for some time and then again strength starts 

increasing. This phenomenon is very hard to explain at this stage however strength starts 

increasing after 56 days and logarithmic trend line shows that close to the age of 91 days 

concrete attains the targeted strength. Interestingly all strengths are within the range of 

Al-Harthi (2001) criteria except three days strength which is bit less than the specified 

range. It is also to be noted that Al-Harthi (2001) had not mentioned concrete age for 

validity of his Equation moreover three days strength is not considered as representative 

strength, it only indicate the strength development trends.  

Cylindrical compressive strengths are shown in Figure 6.61. For 0.22 w/b ratio, there is 

no consistency between strength development trends for various sample diameters. 50 

mm diameter samples show fairly smooth curve and very small variation in the strength 

with the age of concrete, whereas maximum strength is achieved at the age of 28 days.  

At different ages 75 mm and 63 mm diameter samples show opposite trends. At certain 

age 75 mm samples show maximum value and 63 mm samples show minimum, whereas 

at the next age interval they switch their places and 75 mm show lower values whereas 63 

mm show higher values. Splitting strength also shows similar switching over trends for 75 

and 50 mm diameter samples, but at the end all sample sizes show an upward trend. 

Direct tension test samples show almost a steady rise in the strength for all ages except a 

very small dip at the age of 14 days for 50 mm samples.  

As noted for Havellian crush with same 0.22 w/b ratio the true tensile strength showed a 

wide range of variation, which is attributed to the compaction problems. In fact, neck of 

one sample remained unfilled in case of concrete with Havellian crush. For chromite 
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aggregates there was no expectation of compaction problem as 25 mm slump is recorded, 

moreover no sample remained unfilled. The decrease in strength for these aggregates may 

be attributed to incomplete hydration which may be due to less w/b ratio, but this 

hypothesis can only be confirmed after testing other batches of concrete produced with 

lesser w/b ratios. If this trend persists then strength reduction can be attributed to self-

desiccation.  

The next batch is produced with 0.2 w/b ratio. Test results of this batch are presented in 

Table 6.9 and graphical representation of these results is shown in Figures 6.64 to 6.67. 

These Figures provide information regarding average and overall strength development 

trends. The slump of chromite concrete with 0.2 w/b ratio is zero. Though slump is zero, 

but no serious problem of compaction was observed. None of the samples remain unfilled 

or partially filled, in spite of narrow diameters of 50 mm. It can be said that heavy weight 

of chromite aggregates helps in achieving better compaction in spite of zero slump.    
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Table 6.9:   Concrete strengths of 0.2 w/b ratio with 9.5 mm passing Chromite aggregates 

Sample Type Sample 

# 

/ Days 1 2 3 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

3 60.83 51.90 50.21 54.31 1: Slump 

zero. 

 

 

7 64.93 41.52 37.66 48.03 

14 70.48 68.50 47.31 62.10 

21 102.83 90.66 79.17 90.88 

28 110.07 104.28 66.62 93.66 

56 86.76 81.10 81.10 82.99 

91 84.97 76.37 75.31 78.88 

Compressive  

strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 56.22 55.73 - 55.97 

14 77.98 72.52 - 75.25 

28 77.33 76.82 - 77.08 

56 80.02 79.77 - 79.90 

Compressive 

strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 59.79 58.70 - 59.25 

14 76.23 70.02 - 73.13 

28 77.10 76.54 - 76.83 

56 83.47 77.10 - 80.29 

Compressive 

strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 66.39 52.59 - 59.48 

14 58.70 46.72 - 52.71 

28 77.45 76.86 - 77.15 

56 79.40 76.22 - 77.81 

Splitting strength 

75mm(3") dia 

cylinder 

7 4.97 4.78 4.70 4.81 

14 7.24 5.83 4.92 5.99 

28 6.86 5.61 4.92 5.79 

56 6.42 6.28 6.10 6.27 

Splitting strength 

63mm(2.5") dia 

cylinder 

7 5.70 4.21 4.14 4.69 

14 5.90 4.97 4.52 5.13 

28 7.87 6.07 5.51 6.48 

56 7.67 6.14 5.51 6.44 

Splitting strength 

50mm(2") dia 

cylinder 

7 7.07 5.14 4.92 5.71 

14 5.94 5.53 5.53 5.67 

28 6.76 6.21 5.53 6.17 

56 7.68 7.38 6.98 7.34 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 63mm 

(2.5") dia of neck 

7 5.28 4.49 - 4.88 

14 5.39 6.07 - 5.73 

28 6.79 5.91 - 6.35 

56 5.21 5.59 - 5.41 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell 

shape) 50mm (2") 

dia of neck 

7 4.45 4.05 - 4.25 

14 3.95 2.97 - 3.46 

28 4.05 5.53 - 4.79 

56 4.54 5.68 - 5.11 
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Figure 6.64 Average and individual cube strengths at various ages. 

 

Figure 6.65 Average cylinder strength development trends. 

 

Figure 6.66 Average split cylinder strength and its development trend. 

 

Figure 6.67 Average direct strength and its development trend. 
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Figure 6.64 shows cube compressive strength. As expected zero slump concrete may pose 

compaction problem and reduction in strength should be witnessed. However, the actual 

behavior is slightly different. Maximum strength was achieved by any individual sample 

is higher than all previous three batches and is equal to 110.07 MPa at 28 days, which is 

also little bit above the Al-Harthi (2001) criteria which gives upper limit equal to 106 

MPa. However, point to be noted is that only four samples out of 21 crossed the targeted 

strength, on the other hand it is also evident that variation within samples is too much. 

Minimum individual strength is 37.66 MPa at 7 days and maximum is 110.07 at the age 

of 28 days. Even at the same age, i.e. 28 days, one sample gave strength of 66.62 MPa 

and other gave 110.07 MPa, it means one sample shows almost double strength as 

compared to the other. Such huge variation for chromite aggregate is not witnessed for 

any previous w/b ratios. Only one such variation is noted for Havellian crush in Table 6.3.  

Havellian crush concrete with w/b ratio 0.26 and at the age of 56 days shows one sample 

equal to 59.38 MPa and other equal to 100.41 MPa. This can be attributed to the few 

smooth surfaces present in the Havellian crush concrete, but in case of chromite concrete 

no smooth surface is present. Hence this excessive difference can be attributed to 

compaction problem which may be present due to zero slump. Similar to previous batch a 

downward trend is visible at the age of 28 days. Since the strengths at 21 and 28 days are 

almost equal, it can be safely said that after about 21 days a downward trend is witnessed, 

which may be due to some chemical or physical phenomenon.  

As far as compressive cylinder strengths are concerned the switching trend between 

different diameter samples is reduced. For samples of 50 and 75 mm diameters this trend 

is witnessed at the age of 14 days, but after 28 days samples of various diameters show 

almost same strength. That is why the overall strength development trend is rising up to 

28 days and is then becoming almost straight. 

For splitting strength, the switching trend is found between 75 and 63 mm diameter 

samples, whereas 50 mm diameter samples show a continuously rising trend. On the other 

hand for 63 mm direct tension test samples show decrease in strength after 28 days, 

whereas 50 mm samples show a slight increase in strength after 28 days. 

As mentioned earlier that due to workability problem quality of concrete is low as 

compared to 0.22 w/b ratio, but picture was not so clear to get some concrete result. 

Hence instead of terminating experimentation at the w/b ratio of 0.2, it was decided to 
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conduct another trial with slightly lower w/b ratio of 0.19 to check whether workability 

problem has really affected the concrete quality. This time it was decided to cast only few 

samples, i.e. twelve cubes and eight direct tension samples. Instead of seven age intervals, 

cube are to be tested at for four intervals, i.e. 7, 14, 28 and 56 days, whereas direct tension 

samples shall are to be tested at the age of 7 and 28 days.  

Test results of this mix are presented in Table 6.10 and graphical representation of these 

results is shown in Figures 6.68 to 6.70. These Figures provide information regarding 

average and overall strength development trends. The slump of chromite concrete with 

0.19 w/b ratio is zero. Apart from zero slump the mix was very non-cohesive and harsh 

(difficult to compact) and excessive vibration was employed to get the sample finished. 

Moreover, concrete in the direct tension dumbbell shape samples were not settling even 

with excessive vibration, hence rodding was also employed along with vibration to fill the 

neck part of the samples. No bubbles came out during vibration and even no bleeding was 

noticed from the joints of molds after the employment of excessive vibration. This 

indicates that entrapped air is not able to come out, which may deteriorate the concrete 

strength. 

Table 6.10: Concrete strengths of 0.19 w/b ratio with 9.5mm passing Chromite aggregates 

Sample Type 

Sample # 

/ Days 1 2 3 

Average 

strength 

(MPa) 

Remarks 

100mm  

(4") Cubes 

Compressive 

strength  

7 75.79 66.06 60.83 67.56 Slump Zero, 

very stiff mix 

without any 

workability. 

14 79.17 70.63 64.69 78.85 

28 88.83 83.03 75.31 76.43 

56 78.69 75.31 66.64 73.54 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

63mm (2.5") dia of 

neck 

7 7.17 8.22 - 7.70 

28 5.43 6.32 - 5.88 

Direct Strength 

(dumb- bell shape) 

50mm (2") dia of 

neck 

8 0* 1** *       Broke during de-molding 

**     Too low value rejected 

***   Broke at the start of load 

28 0*** 0*** 
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Figure 6.68 Individual cube strengths at various ages. 

 

Figure 6.69 Average cube strength development trend. 

 

Figure 6.70 Average direct strength and its development trend. 

Figure 6.69 shows cube compressive strength. As the slump of this mix is zero and too 

much energy in the form of excessive vibrations was employed for its compaction, the 

effect on the compressive strength is quite visible from this Figure The maximum average 

strength attained at the age of 14 days is 78.85 MPa, which is far less than the targeted 

strength. The maximum individual sample strength at the age of 28 days is 88.83 MPa 

which is slightly below the targeted strength. The minimum individual strength is equal to 
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lower strength is less affected. There is again a downward trend at the age of 14 days. 

Since 21 days samples are absent, it is assumed that this special phenomenon is occurring 

at the age of 21 days. This assumption is also supported by the polynomial trend line 

which shows a downward trend nearly at the age of 21 days. Direct tension test could 

only be performed on 63 mm diameter samples which show a decreasing strength with 

the age of concrete. On the other hand for 50 mm diameter samples, one sample broke 

during de-molding (the only chromite concrete sample broken during de-molding); two 

samples took no load and broke at the start of loading whereas one sample was failed 

close to one MPa strength. This all happens due to poor compaction. Huge bubbles are 

trapped inside the concrete which are visible from the Figure 6.71. 

 

Figure 6.71 Huge bubbles trapped in the concrete; External (left) and x-sectional view (right). 

6.4.1   COMBINED RESULTS OF CHROMITE AGGREGATES 

Individual batch results are discussed earlier, but the true picture and strength co-relations 

cannot be established on the basis of individual batches, hence combined results and 

strength co-relations drawn from these results are listed below. The results of 0.19 w/b 

ratio are not representative due to poor compaction, and trapped bubbles affected the 

concrete strength very badly, especially the direct tension strength. Hence the results of 

last batch are not included in the combined results. The different strengths are evaluated 

at the ages of 7, 14, 28 and 56 days except cube strength, hence inter-strength co-relations 
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are also based on these age intervals. In Table 3.1 adopted strength classification for 

Pakistan is shown. According to the Table concrete above 42 MPa is high strength and 

above 90 MPa is ultra high strength. All the 84 cubes cast for first four batches falls in the 

category of high and ultra high strength concrete except two having strengths 37.66 and 

41.52 MPa (Table 6.9 cube strength at the age of 7 days with 0.2 w/b ratio). These two 

cubes are excluded from the combined results. On the other hand cylindrical specimens 

are more consistent and not a single specimen show strength below 42 MPa. Hence co-

relations presented below are valid for high and ultra high strength concrete. Figure 6.72 

shows cube strength development trend and it‟s within sample variation in the form of 

envelop between maximum and minimum strengths.  

 

Figure 6.72 Chromite concrete cube strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

It is clear that within sample variation is minimum at the age of 56 days and the gap 

suddenly widens for the ages above and below 56 days. The relation of cube strength 

development with age of concrete is given below.  

  fcu = 59.73D
0.096 

                                  6.18 

The combined strength development trend for cylindrical samples of all diameters and the 

corresponding strength envelop is presented in the Figure 6.73. 

 

Figure 6.73 Chromite concrete cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 
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From the strength envelop it is clear that the within sample variation for cylindrical 

samples is much larger than cubes, but this variation remains fairly smooth. The 

minimum values almost remain same, but maximum values first increase up to 28 days 

and then decrease till 56 days. Cylindrical crushing strength at any age can be estimated 

from relation 6.19. In this relation fc
′ 
represents cylindrical crushing strength irrespective 

of sample diameter and D is concrete age in days. 

fc
′
 = 49.87D

0.102 
                                  6.19 

Comparison of Figures 6.72 and 6.73 provides the base for another important relation 

between cylinder and cube strengths. Dividing Equation 6.19 with Equation 6.18, a ratio 

between concrete cylinder strength and concrete cube strength is obtained. Since these 

two strengths are age dependent hence the ratio also varies with the age of concrete. The 

graphical representation of this ratio is shown in Figure 6.74. 

 

Figure 6.74 Ratio of cylindrical strength to cube strength. 

The ratio varies from 0.845 at 7 days to 0.855 at 56 days, whereas it is equal to 0.852 at 

the age of 28 days, hence a fairly accurate single value for all ages can be assumed as 

0.85. It means that for chromite concrete having cube strength within the range of 42 to 

110 MPa, the cylinder strength is approximately equal to 85% of its cube strength. This 

value for Havellian crush was 86%. Comparing the Figures 6.36 and 6.74 it is clear that, 

for Havellian crush, the ratio was decreasing with the age of concrete whereas for 

chromite aggregates it is increasing with the age of concrete. It indicates that for chromite 

concrete performance of cylinder strength is improving with the age of concrete contrary 

to Havellian crush concrete. A different comparison can be obtained by taking cumulative 

average of all sample strengths at specified age for both cubes and cylindrical samples. 

The same is presented in the Figure 6.75.  
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Figure 6.75 Comparison between cumulative average cube and cylinder strengths. 

For a small initial portion, rate of gain of cylinder strength is faster than that of cube, but 

soon these two strengths advance at the same pace and a proportionate relation is 

established. The straight portion show that this line can be extended up to any desired 

strength level and comparative values can be deduced from it. The ratio of cylinder to 

cube strength varies from 0.801 to 0.878. It is 0.801 (minimum) at the age of 7 days and 

0.878 (maximum) at the age of 28 days. The average is 0.852 which is almost equal to 

85%, which is the factor obtained by dividing Equation 6.19 by 6.18. The factor 0.852 is 

very close to L‟-Hermite‟s Equation 6.4, which also gives same average factor equal to 

0.853. As mentioned earlier for the Havellian crush and also clear from the above 

discussion regarding chromite concrete, the conventional factor of 0.8 (80% for cylinder 

to cube strength ratio) is more conservative and gives lesser cylinder strength estimates.  

Overall split cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop are shown in Figure 

6.76. It is to be noted that within sample variation for the splitting strength is fairly 

smooth as compared to cube and cylinder strengths. The gap is minimum at 7 and 14 days 

and smoothly widens up to 28 days and then remains constant up to 56 days. The 

variation within test samples is also less than as compared to splitting strength of 

Havellian crush concrete. The relation for estimating splitting strength at various ages of 

concrete is given below: 

fsp = 0.032D + 4.915
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Figure 6.76 Chromite concrete split cylinder strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

 

Dividing Equation 6.20 by the Equation 6.18 the ratio of splitting strength to that of cube 

strength and also relation between their overall average values is shown in Figure 6.77. 

Figure 6.78 is result of division of Equation 6.20 by the Equation 6.19 showing the ratio 

of splitting strength to that of compressive cylinder strength. 

 

Figure 6.77 Ratio of splitting strength to compressive cube strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.78 Ratio of splitting strength to compressive cylinder strength. 

 

From the Figures 6.77 and 6.78 it is clear that, splitting strength ratio to cube and cylinder 

strengths are minimum at the age of 7 days and are constantly increasing till the age of 56 

days. This trend is contrary to that of Havellian crush concrete where 7 days ratio was 

maximum. It indicates that rate of gain of splitting strength is more than the rate of gain 

of compressive strengths. For splitting to cube strength the ratios varies from 6.92% to 

7.35%, whereas average value is 7.14%. On the other hand splitting to cylinder strength 
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ratios vary from 8.2% to 8.46%, whereas average value is 8.4%. It means that 

conventional 10% concept should be little bit modified and it can be stated that splitting 

strength is nearly 8% of the cylinder strength and 7% of the cube strength. It is also noted 

that there is a backward kink in both Figures at about age of 28 days. The reason is that at 

the age of twenty eight days there is a downward kink in the maximum strengths shown 

in the envelops of Figures 6.72 and 6.73, whereas splitting strength is continuously 

increasing even due to this drop in compressive strengths. It might be due to some 

hydration/pozzolanic activity which may be generating local compressive stresses within 

the concrete mass, as is already suggested vide Equation 6.1, but it cannot be proved at 

this stage unless some mechanism is devised for internal stress measurement.   

 

Figure 6.79 Chromite concrete direct strength development trend and it‟s envelop. 

Overall direct tension strength development trend with the age of concrete and it‟s 

envelop are shown in Figure 6.79. The direct tension strength envelop is different from 

the splitting strength envelop. Splitting envelop was showing continuously increasing 

trend whereas direct strength envelop is showing rising trend up to 28 days and then a 

decreasing trend, which is similar to the trends shown by compressive strengths of 

chromite concrete. Within sample variation is minimum at the age of seven days and the 

gap is continuously widening up to fifty six days. The power relation between direct 

strength and age of concrete is shown in Equation 6.21. 

ft = -0.001D
2
 + 0.119D + 3.682

 
                           6.21 

Alternately dividing Equation 6.21 by Equations 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20, ratios between 

direct strength to cube, cylinder and splitting strengths are obtained respectively. Graphs 

of these ratios along with their comparative values are shown in Figures 6.80 to 6.82.  
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Figure 6.80 Ratio of direct tension strength to compressive cube strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.81 Ratio of direct tension strength to compressive cylinder strength. 

 

 

Figure 6.82 Ratio of direct tension strength to splitting strength. 

From the Figures 6.80 to 6.82 it is evident that the ratios of direct strength to various 
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where a decreasing trend was witnessed. These trends are also similar to that of splitting 
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6.71%, showing an average value of 6.48%. The ratio of direct tension strength to 
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strength ratio equal to 75.57%. This is already explained in Figure 6.45 where it is shown 

that due to some smooth surfaces the pulling out and detachment of Havellian stone was 

more easy in direct tension test and that is why direct tension test show lower ratios. 

Normally splitting test is considered as representative of tensile strength. Author‟s 

experiments show that direct tensile strength of chromite aggregate concrete is about 91% 

of its splitting strength ( in spite of the fact that there is no chances of aggregate pulling 

out and the fracture path passes right through the aggregates. In other words splitting test 

provide strength about 10% more that the true tensile strength.  

The experimental results speak the need for establishing and standardizing the uni-axial 

tensile strength tests. It is recommended that easy to perform direct tension test (like one 

presented in the present study) be adopted and standardized for evaluation of true tensile 

strength of concrete. 

6.4.2 STRENGTH RELATIONS FOR CHROMITE AGGREGATE CONCRETE 

As per Al-Harthi‟s (2001) criterion (Equations 3.4 and 3.5), chromite aggregates having 

aggregate crushing value 26.83 may furnish compressive strength 67 to 106 MPa. It is to 

be noted that chromite aggregates performed well and targeted strength is achieved. Only 

one sample out of ninety eight crossed this limit and show compressive strength 110.07 

MPa at the age of 28 days.  Overall minimum strength of any individual sample was 

37.66 MPa at the age of seven days against 0.2 w/b ratio. At the age of twenty eight days 

(which is considered as representative age) minimum individual observed strength was 

66.62 MPa and maximum was 110.07 MPa. Both of these extreme values at 28 days 

occur for 0.2 w/b ratio. Conventionally different tensile strengths are related with cube 

and cylinder compressive strengths. Various Equation formats are available, but most 

common format is of the form Y = aX
b
. In the Equation Y stands for tensile strength, X 

stands for compressive strength, and a and b are constants. It is also observed that most 

researchers use b equal to 0.5 and relate tensile strength with the square root of 

compressive strength. Observing the above format and employing method of least squares 

following strength co-relations can be drawn between different average strengths of 

chromite aggregate concrete. 
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Tensile to compressive strength relations 

Two types of tensile strengths, i.e. splitting strength (fsp) and uniaxial or direct strength 

(ft), and two types of compressive strengths, i.e. cube strength (fcu) and cylinder strength 

(fc′) are investigated for chromite aggregate concrete. Different strength co-relations are 

as under, all these relations are only valid for SI units. 

fsp = 0.639fcu
½
               6.22 

fsp = 0.693fc
′½

                   6.23 

ft = 0.592fcu
½
               6.24

 

ft = 0.641fc
′½

                6.25 

Available strength relations in the literature are shown in Table 4.3. All the similar 

relations which relate splitting strength to square root of compressive strength show lower 

values for splitting strength than proposed in relation 6.22 and 6.23. The co-efficient 

appears in Equation 6.22 is 0.639, whereas the only relation for these strengths is given 

by Zheng (2001) having co-efficient equal to 0.4. No valid range for the applicability of 

this relation is given by Zheng (2001); however it is presumed that this relation may be 

valid for normal strength concrete and for ultra high strength concrete relation 6.22 is 

valid. For splitting to cylinder strength relation co-efficients vary from 0.313 (valid for 

strengths below 57 MPa proposed by Raphael 1984 (quoted by Aitcin 1998) to 0.61 

(valid for 85 to 130 MPa, proposed by Burg and Ost 1992 (quoted by Aitcin 1998). The 

validity range of Burg and Ost (1992) coefficient is much higher, i.e. 85 to 130 MPa, 

whereas present co-efficient 0.693 is valid for much wider and lower range of concrete 

compressive strengths, i.e. 42 to 110 MPa.  

For uni-axial strength the co-efficient of Equation 6.25 is 0.641. The co-efficient 

available in the literature vary from 0.4 to 0.55. The closest co-efficient to the present 

study proposed by Mary et al (2004) is equal to 0.55 that covers the same range of 

concrete strength as proposed in this study.      

Compressive to compressive and tensile to tensile strength relations 

The most important inter strength relations are those which relate compressive strengths 

to the tensile strengths are shown in Equations 6.22 to 6.25. However, it is also customary 

to relate like nature strengths with each other. For chromite aggregate concrete graphical 

relation between cube and cylinder strength is shown in Figures 6.74 and 6.75. In the 
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form of Equation it can be written as under. This relation is valid for specified range of 

high and ultra high strength concrete, i.e. from 42 MPa to 110 MPa. 

fc
′
= 0.85fcu                6.26 

Elwell and Gongkang (1995) on the basis of Evan‟s data show that cylinder to cube 

strength ratio varies from 0.77 for 9 MPa concrete to 0.96 for 52.4 MPa concrete. From 

Evan‟s data it is clear that the ratio is increasing with the compressive strength of 

concrete. In the present study this ratio is 0.85, which is higher than the conventional 0.8 

factor and lower than the Evan‟s data values (if extrapolated this data will give factor 

close to unity for ultra high strength concretes). L‟-Hermite relation (eq 6.4) gives a factor 

of 0.85 for cube strength equal to 55 MPa (8000 psi). Though this level of strength falls 

within its validity range, but Equation 6.26 covers the concrete compressive strengths 

from 42 to 110 MPa. Many researchers tried to co-relate cylinder strength to cube 

strength. Outcome of different studies is presented in Table 6.11. From this Table it is 

evident that cylinder to cube strength relationships cannot be easily represented by simple 

Equation or conversion factors. However, relation 6.26 is very close to some relations 

proposed in Table. 6.11.  

Table 6.11 Comparative studies results cylinder vs cubes courtesy Elwell and  

Gongkang (1995)  
 

Reference  Average          

cyl/cube ratio 

Remarks 

Cormack 0.87 Study focused on high strength concrete. Few data were 

generated for fc′< 41 MPa(6 ksi) 

Evans 0.77-0.96 Lower-strength concretes had generally lower cyl./cube 

strength ratios 

Sigvaldason 0.71-0.77 

0.76-0.84 

Segregating concrete 

Non-segregating concrete 

Lysle and 

Johansen 

0.86  

Gyengo 0.65-0.84 Variation due to varying coarseness f aggregate grading 

Gonnerman 0.85-0.88 Tests performed using standard cylinders and 6” and 8” 

cubes 

Plowman, Smith, 

and Sheriff 

0.74 

0.64 

Water-cured specimen 

Air-cured specimens 

In  all cases, portions of 

steel bars were embedded in 

cylinder specimens 

Raju and 

Basavarajiaiah 

0.61 

0.51 

Using 150 mm cubes 

Using 100 mm cubes 

Lasisi, Osunade, 

and Olorunniwo 

0.67-0.76 

0.55-0.86 

Landcrete specimens (small aggregate from lateric soil) 

Concrete specimens 
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For tensile strengths following relations are proposed for concrete made from chromite 

aggregates. The relation of uni-axial to splitting strength is as under: 

ft= 0.91fsp                 6.27 

Comparing this with other relations, the co-efficients given by various researchers vary 

from 0.66 proposed for normal strength concrete by Ghaffar et al (2005) to 1.04 proposed 

by Zheng (2001). Co-efficient proposed by Zheng (2001) shows that direct strength is 4% 

higher than splitting, which is contrary to usual observation that direct strength is always 

less than in-direct strengths. The relation proposed in CEB-90 Model code is nearest to 

the present relation which shows co-efficient equal to 0.9.  

6.5  COST COMPARISON 

Ahmed (2009) had attained 103 MPa compressive strength of concrete in the UET‟s 

laboratories. In addition to locally available materials he also used quartz sand and quartz 

powder imported from Dubai as inert fillers. Mix proportions used by him are not 

mentioned in his publications so cost comparison with his product is not possible. Cost 

comparison of all the concretes produced for the present study is given in the Table 6.12. 

 

Table 6.12  Cost comparison of different one cubic meter concretes used in the study 

Material Margalla crush concrete Havellian crush concrete Chromite aggregated 

concrete 

Qty 

(kg) 

Rate/kg Amount Qty 

(kg) 

Rate/kg Amount Qty 

(kg) 

Rate/kg Amount 

Cement 472.5 7 3307.5 540 7 3780 540 7 3780 

Silica fume 52.5 120 6300 60 120 7200 60 120 7200 

Lawrencepur 

sand 

667 0.5 333.5 667 0.5 333.5 667 0.5 333.5 

Coarse 

aggregate 

1146 0.5 573 1146 0.7 802.2 1500 10 15000 

Super 

Plasticizer 

18.38 

lit 

300 

lit 

5514 18.38 

lit 

300 

lit 

5514 18.38 

lit 

300 

lit 

5514 

Total amount in Pak. Rs.                16028  17630  31828 

Above Table shows costs in Pakistan Rupees for one cubic meter of concrete. These are 

material costs only, and expenditure of labor and equipment etc. are not included. From 

the Table it is clear that Margalla crush concrete has lower cost, but the maximum 

strength attained by any individual cube is 81 MPa, whereas average 28 days strength 

goes up to 74.16 MPa. Since this concrete fails to attain targeted strength, its low cost is 

not worthwhile.  
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Havellian crush concrete is about 10% more costly than Margalla crush concrete, but its 

performance is far superior as compared to Margalla crush concrete. Its individual cube 

strength was observed as high as 106.21 MPa at the age of 91 days, but due to certain 

smooth surfaces variation within the samples is very high and on the other hand its 

average 28 days strength goes up to 70 MPa.  

Cost of chromite aggregated concrete is almost double than that of Margalla crush 

concrete, but this is the only concrete which attained the targeted strength. Its individual 

cube strength goes up to 110 MPa and 28 days average strength is up to 93.66 MPa. 

Maximum average strength at the age of 91 days goes up to 103.47 MPa. It is also to be 

noted that this concrete is about 15 to 20% heavier than ordinary concrete; hence this 

concrete can be employed for special purposes like underwater concreting, offshore 

construction (where weight is an added advantage against uplift/buoyancy). This concrete 

can also be used for earth/water retaining structures, bunkers/explosion resisting 

structures, under water nuclear waste storage structures and also against radiation 

shielding etc. This concrete may not be good for ordinary structures as it will increase the 

self weight of the structural members.  

6.6  SIZE EFFECT  

According to Leonardo da Vinci (1500), “among cords of equal thickness the longest is 

the least strong,” and he proposed that “a cord is so much stronger ... as it is shorter”. The 

real foundation of size effect was laid when Griffith (1921), the founder of fracture 

mechanics showed that when diameter of glass fibers is decreased from 107 to 3.3 μm its 

strength increased from 292 MPa to 3.39 GPa.  

According to classical elastic theories, nominal strength exhibited by a structure should 

be independent of the size of the structure. Any type of deviation from this is known as 

size effect. The term “size effect” stands for a structural behavior that depends upon 

varying the structural size. Generally it is believed that strength increases with decrease in 

structural dimensions. Size effect is very hot issue for contemporary research. Extensive 

formulation is available in the literature, but size effect is not yet fully recognized by the 

codes of practice and none of the codes has yet included its effect on the design 

parameters. The possible reason may be that apart from the research which confirms the 

presence of size effect, there is also an appreciable volume of research which shows a 
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different picture. Ahmed (2009), who was first to produce the ultra-high strength at 

Lahore, has reported that 28 days strength measured from 100x200 mm cylinders is 79.26 

MPa whereas at the same age strength measured from 75x150 mm cylinders is 76.92 

MPa. According to size effect law smaller sized cylinders should demonstrate higher 

strength whereas according to Ahmed (2009), smaller specimens show lower strength. 

As far as present experimentation is concerned different diameter cylinders are used to 

observe the size effect. After experimentation it was observed that size effect is not 

present rather reverse size effect which is observed by Ahmed (2009) is also not very 

clear. In fact various cylinder sizes show different behavior under different conditions. 

Since three types of concretes are used in the study, hence observed trend noted for 

different concretes is commented upon separately. 

For Margalla crush concrete, comparison of cube and cylinder strength in Figure 6.18 

shows that crushing strength delivered by cubes is more than cylinders. This is a usual 

norm that cubes deliver more strength. For Margalla crush concrete 50 mm cylinder show 

higher strength and 75 mm cylinder show lower strength than 50 mm. However, 63 mm 

cylinder show varying trend at different ages. Same is case with splitting strength as 

shown in Figure 6.16, that various diameters show varying performance at different ages. 

For direct tension strengths smaller samples generally show lower strengths as compared 

to bigger samples. 

Again for Havellian crush concrete, no specific trend is witnessed. The observed trends 

also vary with w/b ratio. For cylinder crushing strength, different size show different 

trends at various w/b ratios. Moreover, even for same w/b ratio the trends are changing 

with the age of concrete. At the maximum it can be said that 63 mm cylinders show 

somewhat higher values as compared to 50 and 75 mm diameter cylinders. Looking upon 

the direct tension test results, it can be said that direct tension specimens behave little bit 

better than other specimens. Switching trend is present, but it is less pronounced as 

compared to compressive and splitting strengths. The straight picture is reflected in 

Figure 6.27, which shows direct tension test results for w/b ratio of 0.24. From this Figure 

it is evident that bigger sample show higher strength as compared to smaller ones, which 

in fact is reverse size effect. 

For chromite aggregated concrete similar switching over trend is present for compressive 

as well as splitting cylinder strengths. As far as direct tension strength is concerned (this 
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is actually the main focus of the study) contrary to Havellian crush concrete, chromite 

aggregated concrete shows almost straight trends and switching over behavior is almost 

absent. The reverse size effect trend which was very little pronounced in case of 

Havellian crush concrete is almost crystal clear for chromite aggregated concrete and 

bigger samples show higher strength than smaller ones.  

These are few observations regarding behavior of various sized samples. Though overall 

sample behavior somewhat pointing towards reverse size effect, but the data of this study 

is not sufficient to draw some concrete conclusion regarding size effect, because subject 

of size effect is very complex and has multi dimensions. Various kinds of size effects are 

postulated in the contemporary literature. Size effects are basically of two types, 

statistical and deterministic. Statistical size effect is mainly based on Weibul theory and 

this type of size effect originates from the randomness of local material properties 

distribution. In the non-homogeneous materials like concretes, the flaws are randomly 

distributed; hence their distribution has to be described through probability function. Size 

of these flaws especially the size of major flaws dictates the strength of specimens. 

Probability of occurring a major flaw in large specimen is more than the smaller 

specimen. Hence the mean strength of set of large specimens is smaller than the mean 

strength of set of small specimens (Danzer et al 2007). This is called statistical or 

probabilistic size effect. 

The other kind of size effect is called deterministic or energetic size effect. This type of 

size effect arises when failure is related to propagation of crack. Energy required for crack 

propagation is released by the cracking body from the energy stored in the form of elastic 

deformations. In case of geometrically similar bodies having different sizes D, the energy 

released by volume surrounding the crack grows with D
3
, whereas energy absorbed by 

formation of new crack surfaces grows with D
2
, hence in large bodies crack can propagate 

at lower stress levels. Both of these size effects has their limitations and some questions 

remain un-answered, hence Bažant (2007) statistically generalized the energetic size 

effect and proposed energetic-statistical size effect. 

Another less common type of size effect is caused by weak surface layer. The weak 

surface layer is caused by drying, by surface damage, by aggregate size limitation at 

boundary or by other irregularities. Another type of boundary layer effect stems from 
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poisson‟s ratio (lateral expansion). Under poisson‟s ratio effect the surface layer is nearly 

under plane stress state, while interior is nearly under plane strain state.  

Carpinteri was first to provide a consistent explanation of size effect in direct tension 

tests. In direct tension tests he attributed this size effect to the heterogeneous 

microstructure of concrete. According to him the distribution of flaws in quasi-brittle 

materials is often self similar, hence microstructure of concrete can be correctly modeled 

by fractal sets (Carpinteri et al 2003). However, all these models used to explain size 

effect rely on finite element modeling. The observation of Kotsovos et al (2005) for such 

modeling is very valuable and is reproduced here, “Most finite-element (FE) models of 

structural concrete rely on constitutive relationships which place emphasis on the 

description of post-peak concrete characteristics such as, for example, strain softening, 

tension stiffening, shear-retention ability, etc, coupled with stress- and/or strain-rate 

sensitivity when blast or impulsive types of loading are considered. However, the 

application of these models in practical structural analysis has shown that such 

constitutive relationships are case-study dependent, since the solutions obtained are 

realistic only for particular problems; in order to extend, therefore, the applicability of the 

models to a different set of problems requires modifications, sometimes significant, of the 

constitutive relationships”. 

Since most of the size effect experimentation is carried out on notched specimens, 

according to author‟s opinion, the major cause of size effect is stress concentration and 

steep stress gradients developed in the specimens. Controlling the stress gradients, the 

better understanding regarding size effect is possible. Hence it is the need of the time that 

before introducing size effect parameters in the practice codes (as no size effect is 

reported by Pusit (2000) and reverse size-effects are reported by Ahmed (2009), Zhou et 

al (1998) and also by the author) extensive experimentation should be carried out on un-

notched specimens for correct quantification of size effect parameters. 

6.7  WATER/BINDER RATIO EFFECT 

The effect of w/b ratio on the strength development trend can also be observed from the 

results of this study. Figure 6.83 shows the strength development trend of Havellian crush 

concrete using different w/b ratios. 
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Figure 6.83 Different w/b ratio‟s strength develop trends of Havellian crush concrete 

From the above Figure some concrete conclusion regarding w/b ratio effect for Havellian 

crush concrete is not possible, but it can be concluded that generally strength increases 

with decrease in w/b ratio, and the better results are produced by w/b ratio of 0.22 which 

gives higher strengths at the age of 28 and 91 days. 

 

Figure 6.84 Different w/b ratio‟s strength develop trends of chromite aggregate concrete 

From this Figure 6.84 again switching over trends between different w/b ratios are 

evident, however it can be concluded from the linear trend line for 0.24 w/b ratio, that the 

best w/b ratio for the chromite aggregated concrete is 0.24, which can be used for 

production of ultra high strength concrete. Decreasing w/b ratio below 0.24, production of 

ultra high strength concrete may be difficult. 

As far as workability is concerned it decreases with decrease in water/binder ratio. 

Various aggregates show different slump values for the same water/binder ratio. 

Observed slump values are listed in Table 6.13 and also shown in Figure 6.85. It is 

evident that Havellian crush concrete is more workable as compared to Margalla crush 

concrete, whereas Chromite aggregate concrete is more workable compared to both of 
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them at same water/binder ratio. Reason for this enhanced workability is that the 

Havellian crush has at least one smooth surface, which reduces the internal friction 

between the aggregates, thus help them to settle easily. On the other hand chromite 

aggregates are much heavier as compared to Margalla and Havellian aggregates. The 

additional weight of Chromite aggregates is responsible for increased workability.     

Table 6.13.  Effect of water/binder ratio on the workability of concrete. 

Type of 

Aggregates 

Slump in mm for various water/binder ratios 

0.26 0.24 0.22 0.20 

Margalla 55 mm 20 mm - - 

Havellian 65 mm 40 mm 5 mm - 

Chromite 75 mm 55 mm 25 mm 0 mm 

 

 

Figure 6.85. Graph showing effect of water/binder ratio on slump of concrete 

6.8 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

The dumbbell shape of the specimen is adopted to eliminate gripping or gluing of the 

sample. A conical end is necessary for gentle lifting of the cylindrical portion of the 

specimen. In the absence of such conical portions gripping or gluing has to employed, 

which is contrary to objectives of this study. It is anticipated that some minor stress 

concentration may develop near the intersection of conical and cylindrical parts. A finite 

element analysis is performed to check the existence of stress concentrations. ABAQUS 
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(standard 6.9-1) is used to perform the analysis and to determine the stresses at the 

transition point. Out put of the software is shown in Figure 6.86. 

  
(a) Meshing and load 
 

 
(b) Deformed shape  

  
(c) Stress distribution 

(d) Strain  

 
(e) Vertical displacement 

Figure 6.86.  Finite modeling of dumbbell shape specimen. 

Figure 6.86 (a) shows the meshing and loading of the sample. 4-noded linear tetrahedron 

element type is used with approximate element edge length of 8mm. Free meshing is 

performed at the conical sections and mapped meshing is performed at the mid cylindrical 

portions. Value of E used is 38 GPa and poisson‟s ratio is kept equal to 0.2. Deformed 

shape of sample is shown in fig 6.86 (b) and stress distribution in fig 6.86(c). From this 

Figure it is clear that stress near intersection point is 10.22 MPa whereas in the main 

cylindrical portion it is in between 8.463 to 9.05 MPa. It shows that at transition point 

stress is about 13 to 20% higher than the main cylindrical portion (an average of about 

17%). It is to be noted that bulk portion of the middle cylindrical portion is under constant 

stress. Figure 6.86 (d) represent the strain produced in the sample. The major portion of 
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the cylinder is again at uniform strain level. Strain in the middle is about 0.0211 % 

whereas maximum strain at transition point is about 0.0282 %. This shows that strain at 

transition point is about 33 % more than at the middle portion. Figure 6.86 (e) shows 

vertical displacement of different elements of the sample.  The total elongation of the 

sample is about 0.086 mm.  

The stress concentration is produced due to induced shear at the change of crossection. 

Only two out of one hundered and sixty nine samples failed in shear as already shown in 

Figure 6.9. It is however to be noted that this induced shear does not pose any major 

problem during testing and percentage of samples failed in shear is too low. Further, 

failure strength observed in samples where failure was through the cones is not 

significantly different from failure loads of other samples where failure was through the 

neck. It is worth mentioning that in one case load taken is 10% less whereas in other case 

load taken is 9% more than other similar samples.  

It is to be noted that maximum individual sample stress obtained from direct tension test 

is equal to 8.76 MPa (Table 6.7), whereas the stress in the middle portion obtained from 

the modeling is between 8.463 and 9.05 MPa. The average of these two stresses is exactly 

equal to 8.76 MPa, which is equal to the maximum individual strength shown by 

dumbbell shape sample. 

It is suggested that before carrying out future experimentation detailed finite element 

analysis should be carried out (by some appropriate software) to decide the optimum 

transition angle between cylinder and cone, for which minimum shear stresses shall be 

induced.



CHAPTER 7                           

  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

On the basis of results presented in the present study following conclusions can be drawn. 

 

1. New tension test presented in this study is a promising effort towards measuring true 

tensile strength of concrete. This easy to perform test can be used for measuring uni-

axial tension strength. After attaining proper confidence through further extensive 

research this test can be standardized for academic as well as commercial use. 

 

2. Maximum concrete strength can be predicted from Al-Harthi‟s (2001) ACV 

(aggregate crushing value) criterion, but his AIV (aggregate impact value) is not 

suitable for Pakistani aggregates. Following modified Equations can be used for 

Pakistani aggregates. 

AIV(%) = exp (3.32 – 0.005UCS)              7.1 

AIV(%) = 69.5 – 11.87x ln (UCS) ± 2.5                        7.2 

 

3. Margalla crush can safely be used for production of concretes up to about 60 MPa. 

Havellian crush is suitable for production of high strength concrete having strength 

up to 90 MPa. And Chromite aggregates are suitable for production of ultra high 

strength concrete having strength up to 110 MPa. Using some strength enhancing 

techniques, these aggregates have potential to deliver concrete compressive strength 

up to 120 MPa. 

 

4. For Havellian crush (boulder crush) following inter strength co-relation are suggested 

to relate various tensile strengths to the compressive strengths.  

fsp = 0.641fcu
½
              

fsp = 0.689fc
′½

                  
 

fr = 0.781fcu
½
               

fr = 0.841fc
′½

              
 

ft = 0.485fcu
½
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ft = 0.521fc
′½

                

ft= 0.75fsp 

ft= 0.6fr 

fr= 1.25fsp 

fc
′
= 0.86fcu 

 

5. For chromite aggregate concrete (heavy mineral aggregate concrete) following inter 

strength co-relation are suggested to relate various tensile strengths to the 

compressive strengths.  

fsp = 0.639fcu
½
  

fsp = 0.693fc
′½ 

ft = 0.592fcu
½ 

ft = 0.641fc
′½ 

ft= 0.91fsp 

fc
′
= 0.85fcu 

      
 

6. Chromite aggregate concrete is 15 to 20% heavier than ordinary concrete; hence it 

can be employed for special purposes like, underwater concreting, where weight is an 

added advantage against uplift/buoyancy. This concrete can also be used for 

water/earth retaining structures, off shore construction, bunkers and explosion proof 

structures, under water nuclear waste storage structures and against radiation 

shielding etc. 

 

7. From strength co-relations it is clear that splitting strength (indirect tensile strength) 

gives higher values as compared to direct or true tensile strength. The new direct 

tension test presented in this study is an easy to perform test and may be adopted as 

standard test. 

 

8. For chromite aggregate concrete using 3.5% super plasticizer, the optimum w/b ratio 

is 0.24. Below this level concrete pose compaction problems and desiccation of 

concrete may occur. However, in any case w/b ratio shall never go below 0.20. 
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9. Chromite aggregate concrete show slightly higher values of slump as compared to 

same w/b content of Havellian crush and Margalla crush. This is due to heavy weight 

of chromite aggregate which improves the settling ability of concrete. 

 

10. In the present study reverse size effect is observed as also reported by Ahmed (2009), 

and Zhou et al (1998). More elaborated research is needed before incorporating this 

effect in the codes of practice. 

 

11. Size effect is the result of stress gradient and stress concentration, Van Mier and Van 

Vliet (2002) declared it as a result of strain gradient. Fracture mechanics tests should 

be performed in such a way that stress gradient/stress concentrations or strain 

gradients can be avoided. 

 

12. Packing density lengthy Equations 3.19 and 3.23 developed by Huan HE (2010) are 

generalized and now these can be extended up to any number of ingredient and 

varying sizes. The generalized Equation is as under. 

                  
   (for spheres)   and  

PD n-model =  1- Vpor1.Vpor2.…..Vpor n  (for other particle shapes). 

 

13. Instead of using relation 3.21 for particle proportions proposed by Huan HE (2010), a 

simple and generalized relation is given below (which can be extended up to any 

number of constituents). 

PP1i = 1/ Vpor
i-1 

= 1/0.36
i-1   

    (for spheres)   and 

PP1i = 1/ Vpor1.Vpor2.…..Vpor n-1  (for other particle shapes) 

Where i have integral values from 2 to n. 



 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

 

 

No one is able to claim that his findings are final and are binding upon others. Research is 

a continuous process and whatever is concluded by one researcher must be verified and 

validated by other researchers. Hence research has two major fields, i.e. verification of 

existing data and also finding new avenues for further advancement. Following 

recommendations are given here to indicate the possible areas where further research is 

possible or where some modifications may produce some better results: 

 

1. A dip in the compressive strength at the age of about 21 days is observed in all the 

batches of chromite aggregated concrete. It is to be checked whether it is due to 

some chemical action of chromium metal with concrete ingredients or is due to 

some other reason. 

2. It is believed that actual concrete compressive strength is more than the observed 

strength due to hydration stresses. Some sort of spherical gauges may be designed 

which can be immersed in the concrete at the time of casting, and developed 

hydration stresses at various ages can be recorded, before final testing of the 

samples. 

3. As highlighted by Van Mier and Van Vliet (2002) the size of specimen must be 

eight times of the maximum aggregate size, whereas generally more than three 

times of maximum aggregate is considered sufficient. In future study this aspect 

must be looked into for deciding the optimum size of specimen. 

4. Molds for direct tension test used for the present study are manufactured from cast 

iron, which are heavy. It is recommended that molds be prepared using some other 

light weight and stronger material for easy handling. 

5. As also reported by Miyazawa and Monteiro (1996), gain in mass of concrete 

occurred because specimen absorbed water into capillary pores. This matter should 
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be further investigated. This may be helpful in explaining the development of 

hydration stresses. 

6. As indicated by Acker (2004), due to C-S-H gel the sign of strain rate changes 

between 10 to 20 days and after that it swells. At the age of 28 days high strength 

concrete is strong enough and its free swelling is not possible, hence hydrostatic 

type internal stresses will develop. These stresses must be properly quantified for 

better understanding of concrete strengths.  

7. Ultra high strength concrete show a different trend at the age 28 days, when tensile 

strength is compared with compressive strength. This strange behavior is required 

to be elaborated whether it is due to internal stress or is result of some other 

chemical processes. 
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